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News In Brief

Backers
of Stroup
speak out
on support

Marcos wants job back, but
U.S. supporting Mrs. Aquino
HONOLULU (AP)- The United States is stressing its
support
for the fledgling Philippines government of President
Corazon
Aquino following President Reagan's courtesy call to
Ferdinand
Marcos in which the deposed leader reportedly pleade
d for help
in getting his old job back.
Reagan and his wife. Nancy, meanwhile, took a walk
on the
beach and stopped for a rare chat with some strangers
before
leaving Hawaii today for a 14-hour flight across the Pacific
to the
Lndonesian resort island of Bali.
White House efforts to gloss over human rights proble
ms in Indonesia were set back by the Suharto government's
determined
refusal to permit two Australian journalists accomp
anying
Reagan to cover the U.S. president's visit. President Suhart
o has
banned the Australian news media from his countr
y following
publication of an article in a Sidney newspaper
comparing
Suharto's family to that of Marcos. And U.S. efforts
to exempt
members of the traveling White House press corps
were only
partly successful.
The reporters, Jim Middleton and Richard Palfre
yman, both
employees of the Australian Broadcasting Corp., said
they had
decided to leave the press entourage in Honolulu and
go on to
Tokyo, where they will rejoin the presidential group
for next
week's economic summit.
When Reagan. in Honolulu for a rest stop on his way to
the Far
East, telephoned the exiled Marcos to pass along
personal good
wishes, Marcos indicated he would like Reagan's
support for a
return to power, a senior U.S. official said.
The source, speaking on condition he not be identif
ied, told The
Associated Press that Reagan "said nothing to encour
age him:"
The conversation, described as an emotional talk,
particularly
for Marcos and his wife, Imelda, who spoke with
Mrs. Reagan
when the men had finished, occurred shortly after
Reagan arrived Saturday.
Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes, at a briefin
g for
reporters Sunday, refused to discuss the content of the
ReaganMarcos conversation. But he stressed, "We suppor
t President
Aquino's government and encourage its policies of
economic,
political and military reform. ... We support political
stability in
the Philippines, and our policy has been and remains,
in the final
analysis, it is up to the Philippine people themselves to
determine
their future, and they have voiced their will in this regard
."
Speakes said Reagan called Marcos "because he's
an old
friend and ally."
The president, staying at a private beachfront reside
nce a
short distance from where Marcos has been living in
exile since
February, had no intention of meeting face-to-face
with the
ousted leader, Speakes said.
After Reagan's plan to call Marcos was disclosed, the
White
House announced a new $150 million aid program for
the Philippines, and Reagan telephoned Mrs. Aquino and invited
her to
visit the United States, perhaps in the fall.
The Reagans, en route to next week's seven-nation summi
t of
the industrialized democracies, took a walk Sunday on
the beach
near the estate where they have been staying.
The president tossed a coconut with Jim Kuhn, his youthfu
l personal aide, and surprised a man with a home video camer
a who
was taking pictures of a Coast Guard cutter offshore.
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A distinguished MSU award
Noted cardiologist Dr. Charles W. Mercer of
Memphis, Tenn., accepts Murray State Univers
ity's
Distinguished Alumnus Award from University
President Kala M. Stroup at Murray State's
annual
alumni banquet Saturday evening. Mercer, a 1956
graduate of the university , is director of the Univer
sity of Tennesse Medical Center, William F.
Bowld Hospital, Memphis, and associate profess
or of
medicine and associate dean for clinical affairs,
UT. Memphis. Jerry Don Crutchfield of Nashvil
le,
Tenr.. senior vice president of MCA MU.iie, was
also recognized as a Distinguished Alumnus but
could
not attend the banquet.

Elsewhere...
It. the 1..ot hated Pres.

TEL AVIV, Israel - Prime Minister Shimon Peres
says a path
has been opened through quiet diplomacy with Jordan
that may
lead to a renewal of the stalled peace process. Meanwh
ile in
Jerusalem, a British tourist was shot to death in what
Israeli
leaders say was a terrorist attack.
WASHINGTON - Primaries in the next eight days in Texas,
Indiana, Ohio and North Carolina will offer the first
gauge of
whether victories by disciples of political extremist
Lyndon
LaRouche in Illinois six weeks ago were a fluke or a
forecast.
RALEIGH, N.C. - A congressional moderate praise
d as
"founder of the modern GOP in North Carolina" is widely
regarded as the favorite against a protege of archconserva
tive
Jesse Helms in the May 6 Senate primary that reflects a
10-year
battle for control of the state GOP.
MINNEAPOLIS - Two years after a jury convic
ted Steven
Todd Anderson of gunning down two bankers on
his father's
abandoned farm, the debate continues over whether
the killings
can be linked with the rural economic crisis.
WASHINGTON - A shy, nocturnal snake and a
dam in arid
West Texas are posing the first major congressiona
l challenge to
the Endangered Species Act since the classic 1970s
battle between a tiny fish and the Tellico Dam.

MSU 25-year service awards
William J. Holt (left) and Jo Leslie were presented 25-year
Ser% ice Awards at the annual banquet at
Murray State University Saturday evening. Bill Kopper
ud of Murray, who was installed as the new
president of the Alumni Association, made the present
ations. Holt. who is the director of the West Kentucky livestock Show and Exposition Center. has also
served as director of Project Apollo. a faculty
member in physical education and assistant footbal coach.
l
Mrs. Leslie. a native of Kirksey, is a
cashier at the University Store where she has been employ
ed for her entire 25-year tenure at Sturray
State.

A resolution supporting Dr.
Kala Stroup and her presidency
at Murray State University was
adopted by the trustees of the
MSU Foundation at their
regular spring meeting on the
campus Saturday.
The resolution was adopted by
the 19 trustees "as a token of our
high esteem, respect and appreciation" for Dr. Stroup and in
"support for and appreciation of
her efforts" as president of the
university.
The MSU board of regents is
reportedly split 5-5 over whether
or not to renew Stroup's contract
p
-of-the-uniVersity.
Her current contract expires____
—
Some members of the bard
have requested a special
meeting be called for consideration of the president's contract
but as of this morning, board
chairman Bill Beasley of
Paducah had not being able to
determine a date that was
satisfactory to all board
members.
The board is scheduled to
meet in regular session May 10,
graduation weekend on the
campus.
According to Dwain McIntosh.
director of university information services, the foundation's
resolution was passed on a voice
vote after a brief discussion.
McIntosh said no voices were
heard against the resolution.
Introduced by Michael S. Peek
and seconded by Dr. John
Thompson. the resolution says.
in part:
"... Stroup has worked
tirelessly, proficiently and effectively for the betterment of Murray State University; '
"... Stroup has represented
the university and has acted as
an advocate for its interests,
with outstanding professionalism and effectiveness in
numerous meetings with the
Kentucky State Council on
Higher Education. the
Legislature of the Commonwealth of Kentucky and
various civic and professional
groups throughout the
Commonwealth."
The resolution lauded Stroup
for recruiting persons "of
highest quality to serve in faculty and staff positions." as well
as for her "effectiveness in the
halls of the legislature" and with
the state Council on Higher
Education.
Also pointed out in the resolution was Stroups "high standing
and reputation nationally
among her colleagues" and her
"outstanding leadership in con(Cont'd on page ?)
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Greece: no Libyan terrorist support proof.

Tonight will be clearing and
cooler with lows in the lower
505. Light west wind. Tuesday
will be sunny and pleasant
with highs near 80 and light
wind.
Extended Forecast
The eXtended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calla for a chance of showers
Thursday. Partly cloudy
Wednesday and Friday.

LAKE LEN-1.:1-S
Kentucky Lake
358.3
Barkley Lake
358 4

ATHENS. Greece 1AP) Greece once again has stepped
out of line with its Western
allies, refusing to impose
diplomatic sanctions against
Libya for sponsoring terrorism
on grounds that no proof exists.
Premier Andreas Papandreou
claims that reprisals against
terrorism such as the U.S. air
strike on Libya could escalate
Into warfare.

"We've entered a new and
highly dangerous phase where
terrorism is being transformed
into a weapon of conflict between states," the 67-yearold
premier told Parliament last
week.
He said Greece could not apply sanctions against Libyan
diplomats because "not one
shred of proof of the guilt of

specific countries in terrorist activities" has been given to the 12
Common Market members
Papandreou's remarks are
reminiscent of the anti-Western
outbursts that marked his first
three years in office beginning
in 1981. and gave Greece a
reputation as NATO's odd-manout.
Opposition Conservative Party politicians charge that

Papandreou's refusal to condemn Libya is tainted by his personal friendship with Libyan
leader Col Moammar Khadafy.
But following Libya's missile
attack against a U.S. Coast
Guard installation on the small
Italian island of Lampedusa,
there were fears Khadafy could
next target the Greek island of
Crete. 120 miles from Libya.

Waldheim says Nazi scandal will blow over
LEIBNITZ. Austria i Al'
In
market squares and town halls,
crowds clap and cheer when
Kurt Waldheim says allegations
that he hid a Nazi past are lies,
calculated to hurt his chances in
Austria's presidential election

May 4.
The former I !laud Nations
secretary-general has made the
accusations the centerpiece of
his campaign, drawing enthusiastic applause with (laims
he is the victim of a witch hunt

by opponents at home and United States if he
becomes
abroad.
president. a largely ceremonial
Waldheim claims he is not post in Austria
worried by suggestions of sonic
"It is completely ridiculous to
Israeli parliamentarians and say today that I will be
rejected
.S. congressmen that he should
he barred from Israel and the ((bard on page I)
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MSU Distinguished Professor
Award goes to Howell Clark

N1,1 photo AN HarrN .1,,hrt.on

Passing the gavel
George Long (left) of Benton, presents the gavel representing the presidency of the Murray State
University Alumni Association to the incoming president, Bill Kopperud of Murray,at the annual alumni banquet Saturday evening. Long,a 1968 graduate, served as president in 1985-86. He presided at the
banquet program before new officers were installed. Kopperud a 1964 graduate, will serve as president
until the spring of 1987.

Dr. Howell R. Clark, professor
in the Department of Chemistry
at Murray State University has
been honored as the 23rd recipient of the Distinguished Professor of the Year Award by the
Alumni Association.
He was presented to the
gathering at the annual alumni
banquet Saturday evening in the
Curris Center on the campus by
Dr. John A. Thompson, dean of
the College of Business and
Public Affairs and last year's
recipient.
The award includes a $500
stipend.
A faculty member at Murray
State for 22 years, Clark has
served on numerous committees
within his department and college. He was a member of the
university's Budget Task Force
in 1982.
Clark was also the first recipient of the Max. A. Carmen
Teaching Award in 1980, which
is presented by the Student
Government Association to
recognize and honor a faculty
member whose teaching performance is considered by students

Baumgart is
scholarship
recipient

•

/.$3.17._ TIT •• — •-

Kathy Baumgart of Carmi,
Ill., a junior chemistry major at
Murray State University, is the
recipieni of the Distinguished
Professor Scholarship Award
presented by the Murray State
Alumni Association at its annual
banquet Saturday evening.
- --..,e-seholarshipwits-established by the association to honor an
outitanding student—From the
Distinguished Professor Award
recipient's department. Dr.
Howell R. Clark, chemistry professor, was named Distinguished Professor of the Year at the
banquet.
Miss Baumgart, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baumgart,
is a 1983 graduate of Carmi Community High School where she
was valedictorian. She is a foursemester Dean's List student at
Murray State with a grade point
average of 3.60.
A member of the student affiliate of the American Chemical
Society ACS), Miss Baumgart
also received the 1986 ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry
Award.
She is a member of Alpha
Lambda Delta freshman honor
society, Gamma Beta Phi honor
society and scholarship chairman in her social sorority,
Alpha Sigma Alpha.

to be particularly outstanding.
A 1956 graduate of Murray
State, Clark was named
Outstanding -F•resh-mitn•
Chemistry Student of Outstanding Senor Chemistry Student at
the university. He earned
graduate degrees at Vanderbilt
University — the M.S. in 1958
and the Ph.D. in 1970.
His professional experience
includes five years as an
analytical chemist with the Shell
Oil Company in Houston, Texas.
He received a National
Science Foundation faculty
fellowship in 1967, an NDEA
fellowship in 1969 and was named to Outstanding Educators of
America in 1975.
He is an active member of the
American Chemical Society and
Sigma Xi, a national scientific
research society, and is a coauthor of 17 papers which have
been presented or published.
His research grants total
more than $120,000. Currently he
is working on a Vanderbilt
Chemical Corporation grant,
studying company products and
manufacturing process

Dr. Howell R. Clark
problems.
Clark's interest in future
chemistry students is reflected
in his work with the university's
high school chemistry tournament, several years as director,
and in his efforts which have
raised more than $11,000 for
chemistry scholarships since
December 1984 through his contacts with chemistry alumni.
He and his wife, Rebecca, live
in Dexter. They have two married children and two
grandsons.

Governor's Cup winners

Several Murray High students advanced to the regional competition in the Governor's Cup academic competition at Calloway
County High School last weekend. Pictured is the team which
placed second the the regional competition as well as receiving
several individual awards. Front row, from left, Debbie
Rutledge, first in English Composition, Jenny Kratzer, Jackie
Bolts; back row: Luke Harrington, second in science and Bill
Maddox. Not pictured is Jon Peyer who placed second in math.
Those students receiving individual awards will now advance the
the state competition.

Waldheim...
(Cont'd from page 1)
tomorrow abroad," Waldheim
told The'Associated Press while
he campaigned in Styria province. "As a matter of fact. I
continue to enjoy a great degree
of respect abroad. No government in the world has spoken up
in criticism up to now."
The World Jewish Congress
claims Waldheim has covered
up a past that included membership in Nazi suborganizations,
and in an army unit implicated
in the deaths of 43,000 Greek
Jews and atrocities against
thousands of Yugoslav
partisans.
While ackowledging recently
that he erred in not detailing his
past until forced to, Waldheim
denies involvement in war
crimes and with Nazi groups.

Calloway County High School students Vena Crum, left, placed
second in language assesment and Jody Lassiter,right,placed
third in Social Studies written assesment during the Governor's
Cup academic competition held last weekend at Calloway County
High School. Students placing first or second will advance the
state competition.

Stroup...
(Cont'd from page 1)
nection with the development of
the annual fund drive for the
uniersity which, during the last
year, has generated in excess of
1 . 000 , 000 in private
contributions.

Sale 9.99

Save $5 to $12 on our dreamy sleepwear.
Orig.$15 to $22. Comfortable gowns in a charming array of colors. Trimmed with lace and
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misses'S.M.L.

You're looking smarter than ever
mi•MHM
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5:30
!Mc** Effective thru Sat.

JCPenne
Chestnut Hills Shopping Canter
Murray, Ky. 12071
Offleo 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-2224161

Peak, a Marshall County
native, is an attorney in
Nashville was Thompson is dean
of MSU's College of Business
and Public Affaris.
Chairman of the foundation
board, Harry Lee Waterfield.
Frankfort, said he "never saw
anyone working harder than she
has and I never saw a better
public relations effort by anyone
In working with state government, the Council of Higher
Education and with the
legislative branch."
The trustees directed that a
copy of the resolution be circulated to members of the board
of regents as well as the press

Murray Middle School students participated In the Governor's
Cup academic competition last weekend. Those receiving honors
were,from left, Don Easley, third place in science; Scott Gordon,
first place in science and Mickey 11111. first place in math.

PERSPECTIVE
Selling access
Since leaving Ronald
Reagan's employ, where he
made a mere $70,200 annually, -former Deputy Chief of
Staff Michael Deaver has emerged as the paradigm of the
Washington opportunist,
cashing in on his White House
connections as a lobbyist for
major corporations and several foreign governments. His
clients include CBS, TWA,
South Korea, Singapore and
Canada. According to Time,
Canada alone pays Mr.
Deaver $105,000 just to provide access to the right people in the Reagan administration. His take-home pay has
risen to the vicinity of
$400,000.

But Mr. Deaver has done it
bigger, with more visibility
than anyone else. He personifies the Way business is all
too often done in Washington.
Although his is the example
that will be remembered, he
is far from the only person
who leaves government and
sells himself as a high-priced
go-between. The Ethics in
Government Act prevents
Mr. Deaver from discussing
private business matters with
his former White House colleagues for one year after
leaving Mr. Reagan's side;
The year will be over next
month. Then Mr. Deaver can
really make lots of money.
Americans might thank
Mr. Deaver has done noth- Mr. Deaver for being so indising that hasn't been done in creet in playing with public
Washington — or many state trust and public policy. He
capitals — many times. He is shows the corrupt nature of
trading on his experience and influence brokering in Washcontacts in government. ington. Congress should reThat's as American as apple open the Ethics in Governpie for the few lobbyists and ment Act to extend the oneconsultants who are skilled year prohibition on private
enough in this particular art business until the administraform of influence peddling.
tion in power changes.

commonwealth comment
by michael d. ward

_

Kentucky is in the process of
opening up its first private prison
in Morgan County.
The issue of private versus
public prisons has been abated
quite extensively within the last
few years.
_ &errrat
_ Most of the
public has been unaware of this
_issue,.and_does-not understand- the basic distinctions.
Basically, the private prison
system allows the state to contract out the service of incarcerating, maintaining, and attempting to rehabilitate convicted- felons.- Of coui be, this
obligation is now mandated to the
Kentucky Cabinet of Corrections
which is responsible for this service. With a private prison, it is
contracted out in the same manner as a construction company
secures a contract to build a state
road.
Contrary to what many people
in corrections and government
think, the private prison concept
is not a new idea. In fact, in Kentucky. it is a very old one.
Over one hundred and twenty
five years ago, the only prison in
Frankfort was contracted out to
a "keeper." This practice did not
work very well, and corruption
and sordid inmate conditions
prevailed.
Whether the private prison concept offers any relief to our overcrowding prison problem remains to be seen. History does
not bode well for that prospect.
There are various factors which
need to be kept in mind.
1 I First of all, privately contracted prisons will do nothing to
help alleviate the overcrowding
in our maximum and medium
security prisons. A private corporation will not build a prison for
more hardened criminals. Such
enterprises restrict their activity to minimum security centers
and camps. Most state corrections people will tell you today
that we do not need additional
minimum security facilities. We
need more beds for medium and
maximum security inmates. In
fact, our classification system is
sending many criminals out to
minimum security camps who
would remain behind bars.
This is being done, however,in
order to help relieve some of the
pressure from the state's swelling maximum/medium security
populations.
Therefore, if we rely upon the
privately contracted prisons to
help alleviate overpopulation, we'
are going to be putting more
dangerous criminals in less
secure environments. This will.

in the long run, endanger the
public.
21 There is the inherent problem with the. profit motive
aspect of the operation. Hospitals
and rest homes, which must turn
a profit, offer adequate and
humane services. There is a big
difference in those however, and prisons. The big
difference is that the patients and
residents have a choice in a competitive marketplace. Prisoners
have no choice. Consequently,
there is no inherent competition
to induce the private prisonto
provide the quality of service
demanded
in
the
free
marketplace. As was proven in
the old prison at Frankfort, corners may be cut, unnecessary
cost may be averted,inmates will
suffer, and the system will falter.
Take classification for instance. It currently costs the
state a bundle of money to care
for a terminally ill inmate. That
is a very acceptable and
necessary expense. However,
profit motivated private corporation, by nature, may seek to avoid
such costs by having such expensive prisoners diagnosed early
and transferred to state operated
prisons. In other words, the costly items may be shifted back
upon the taxpayers shoulders.
3) Perhaps the most important
factor to be considered when considering private prisons is
philosophical. That is, whether it
is right to contract out to a
private concern the incarceration, treatment, punishment, and
rehabilitation of convicted felons.
"Prison for profit" injects
private business interest into an
area of critical public concern.
The two concepts make for a
disastrous combination critics of
private prisons proclaim.
In fact, the argument goes on.
the greatest source of injustice in
our criminal justice system today
is the profit motive of another
business where people's finances
determine the justice they
receive. That business is the
highly competitive and private
legal profession which represents
defendants for hire. It is argued
that what we need is our criminal
justice system to make it more
equitable and fair for all
regardless of race, creed, or
social and financial standing is
less private profit involved, nor
more.
So the debate will continue, as
the private prison concept is put
into practice. In ten years. we
shall know whether it is an idea
whose time has come — or gone
— again.
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royko says

by mike royko

Dirty fighting gets out of hand
The Arab terrorists keep saying that they consider themselves
warriors, soldiers, fighting a noble and holy war.
If so, some of them have to be
the most unusual soldiers in the
long history of warfare.
Consider Nezar I4indawi, or
whatever his real name is. I'm no
military historian, but I
challenge anyone to name me
another warrior who used his unsuspecting pregnant girlfriend as
a eapon.
n the old days, it was rocks
and clubs. Later, spears, swords,
bows and arrows. Cavalry
charges with weapons clanging.
Then came gunpowder, tanks,
airplanes.
But a pregnant girlfriend?
That's sneakier than any land
mine or booby trap.
What kind of medal do they
give someone like Hindawi? And
how does his citation read? "To
warrior Nezar Hindawi, who on
April 17, 1986, did fearlessly take
his pregnant and gullible Irish
girlfriend to the enemy's
Heathrow Airport in London.
"There he gave her an airline
ticket and told her he would meet
her in Israel, where he would
finally make an honest woman of
her and free her from life as a
hotel chambermaid and they
would live happily ever after.
"With total regard for his own
safety, warrior Hindawi gave her
a hug and a smooch goodbye,and
sent her to board the enemy's El
Al airliner.
"In fulfilling his duties as a
warrior, Hindawi gave his pregnant-girlfriend- some band-lug
gage containing a bomb that was
set to blow up while the plane was
in flight.
"This bomb would kill 388
passengers. Or 388 and a half, if
we credit warrior Hindawi with
his unborn child.
"Having fulfilled his mission,
warrior
Hindawi
hastily
withdrew to a hotel room to await
further orders and maybe roll his
eyes and twirl his mustache at
another chambermaid.
"For gallantry below the call of
duty, warrior Hindawi is awarded the Hey, Miss Murphy, I'm
Too Young To Get Married

Medal, with three fig leaf
clusters."
But if there is a medal for the
likes of Hindawi, he won't be getting it.
Fortunately for his former lady
love and the other passengers, El
Al is one of the few airlines with
enough sense to really check out
passengers and their luggage.
So the bomb was found and the
poor young lady — her dreams of
a simple cottage and a picket
fence shot to hell — was told the
cruel facts of life.
And within a couple of days,
warrior Hindawi was picked up
by Scotland Yard. In one of the
funniest lines I've ever read, the
wire services said that Hindawi
was persuaded by his brother "to
give up without a fight."
Of course he gave up without a
fight. Men who send pregnant

women aboard airlines to be
blown up are not the sort of guys
who snatch up pistols and yell out
the window: "Come and get me,
coppers."
Scotland Yard isn't saying
much about Hindawi, but it's
been reported that he's the
brother of the warrior who was
arrested in Berlin for planting the
bomb in the crowded disco. An instinct for dashing military exploits mustrun in the family.
But when the investigation of
Hindawi is finished and he stands
trial, it will be interesting to see
what crack military unit he was
part of.
Will it have a stirring slogan, as
many military units have?
Maybe something
"Never send a boy to do a
man's job;And never send a man

to do a pregnant woman's job.'
Or possibly: "Promise her
anything, but give her a bomb."
And maybe we'll find out what
kind of special training warriors
such as Hindawi are given. Basic
seduction? Advanced marriage
proposals? Evasive action
against the rhythm method?
Although his mission wasn't a
success, it's still possible that
Hindawi could be viewed by his
superiors as a 14ro.
If so, maybe they'll put up a
statue of him.
On the other hand, that might
not be a good idea. Most statues
of warriors show them with a
sword or some other traditional
weapon in their hands.
In warrior Hindawi's case,
what he'd have in his hand is too
embarrassing to mention.
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"The secret of being an effective public servant? Leave office
early enough
so you can still cash in!"

letters to the editor
looking back
Ten years ago
The National Honor Society at
Murray High School welcomed
26 inductees in ceremonies at
the school. New NHS members
include Kate Apperson. Bill
Bailey. Tammy Curd, Bruce
Clayton. Cindy Gould, Becky
Gould, Todd Harrison. Mark
Homra, Gary Hainsworth, Brenda Hough, Lisa Jones, Tarpley
Jones, Donna Heathcott, Sally
Matarazzo, Jim Pinkston, Tommy Pasco, Linda Ransom,
Sarah Ross, Lisa Winters. Bill
Boston, Debbie Cunningham,
Marla Daniels, David Frank,
Debbie Emerson, Sharon Steele
and Sue Windrum.
Leslie Humphreys of Murray
was selected philosophy student
of the year. Humphreys was
recognized at honors day
ceremonies on the Murray State
University campus.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lowry of
Murray was elected president of
the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs at the 71st annual meeting in Lexington.
Mrs. Everett Ward Outland of
Murray was elected president of
the Bear Creek Girl Scout Council, a group that serves 2,700
girls in 13 area counties.
Murray High School announced the induction of 16 students
into the National Honor Society.
Named were Linda Allbritten,
Barbara Brown. Linda
Brownfield, Carol Champion.
Shirley Cochran. Judy Jargis.
Linda Harris, Rita Hurd, Shirley
Lyons, Mike McDaniel, Mary Jo
Oakley, Mary Robbins. Max
Russell, Arlo Sprunger, Lynn
Stranak, and Eddie West
Thirty years ago
Sammy Knight was selected
as "Cub of the Month" at the
regular meeting of Cub Scout
Pack 45.
Norman B. Crain, son of. Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce Crain of Muriily
received notification of his
selection by Ohio State University to receive a graduate
assistantship
The senior art exhibit of Clint
Skaggs. son of Mr. and Mr. Clint
H. Skaggs, Hardin. was open to
the public at Murray State
College

Dear Editor;
"The problem of euthanasia)
is well on its way to being resolved by what must have seemed a
relatively simple and ingenious
method. As it turned out, the difficult issues of euthanasia could
be evaded by redefining death,"
said William Gaylin, Harper's
Magazine. Sept., 1974.
Kentucky has now joined many
other states in accepting this "ingenious method- by passing HB
226 into law. Undoubtedly
legislators voted with the noblest
of intentions, unfortunately this
does not lessen the nightmare it
has created. HB 226 reads in part,
"...death shall not be determined
to have occurred unless the
following minimal conditions
have been met: (IiWhen
respiration and circulation are
not artificially maintained, there
is an irreversible cessation of
spontaneous respiration and circulation; or (2) When respiration
and circulation are artificially
maintained, and there is a total
and irreversible cessation of all
brain function, including the
brain stem and that such determination is made by two licensed physicians."
HB 226 creates two distinct
definitions of death! This marks
another major shift in medical
ethics. Using section I 2i, physicians may declare a patient
"dead" at any convenient time.
The patient is then "dead" in
spite of a beating heart. lungs inhaling oxygen and exhaling carbon dioxide, pressured skin will
blanche. then return to normal
color and his tapped knee will
jerk. A patient in this condition is
turned to prevent pneumonia and
bed sores if the time is not yet
"right" to declare him dead. A
patient showing no brain function
by repeated testing over a
reasonable period of time is probably dying. Kentucky law has
never mandated keeping dying
patients alive on respirators, nor
is there any ethical, moral or
legal obligation to do so.
However, the human body con •
stAts of three major integrated.
functionally
co-ordinated
systems; nervous Ibrain, cir
cuiator ihearti and respiratory
(lungs l. HB 226 separates these
integrated systems, and places
the entire value of human life
either in the brain OR in the heart

and lungs and uses an organ
system failure as a definition of
death.
Clearly the apparent cessation
of brain function is an inadequate
criteria to determine a possibly
dying patient to be "dead." Dying and dead are distinctively different stages. But adding to this
dilemma, is the inability of
medical experts to agree on a
method to determine "brain
death." There are at least 30 different sets of criteria used today.
A patient could qualify as "dead"
under some criteria but "alive"
by others! Patients who fulfilled
-brain dead" criteria have
recovered! Nonetheless, an
amendment requiring consent of
the patient's family before
withdrawing life support systems
was vigorously opposed and
defeated on the Senate floor. In
addition to "brain death". 226
was carefully drafted to declare
patients dead when heart and
lungs have ceased but the brain
may be sustained.
If the dying patient were the
primary concern, he could be
given time to die before being
pronounced dead. Apparently 226
was needed as a companion to
HB 5 which mandates hospitals to
notify an organ procurement
agency if their patient is a possiTo The Editor:
The column. -Consumer
Watch," appearing in the March
26 issue of the Ledger & Times.
includes information about the
sodium content of monosodium
glutamate I MSG) which may be
misunderstood. We would like to
provide your readers with the
following clarifying facts
Although MSG is the sodium
salt of glutamic acid, it is. con•
trary to popular misconception.
relatively low in sodium Compared to common table salt
sodium chloride), which is approximately 40 percent sodium.
monosodium glutamate is 12.3,
sodium.
Considering all sources of
dietary sodium ( natural sodium
content of food, use of table salt,
sodium-containing ingredients
added to processed foods, drinking
water,
many
pharmaceuticalsi. MSG adds between
two-thirds of one percent and lit-

ble organ donor. Agency
representatives will then descend
on the distraught family of the
critically ill, hoping for consent to
"harvest" the parts of their loved one who will be declared
"dead" when the surgical teams
are in place. We can spare our
families this additional trauma
by writing "no donations" or
"corneas only". ( which can be
taken after death)on the back of
our drivers license.
This marks only the beginning
of the death issues to be thrust on
legislators. Model Living Will
legislation drafted by Sidney
Rosoff of the Euthanasia Society.
classifies food and water as
"medical treatment" to be
withheld from "qualified patients" who have signed a Living
Will. Our legislators will again
face the Living Will in 1988.
Assisted suicide legislation has
been introduced in three states
and will surely spread as -brain
death" and "living will" have.
The ravenous appetite of the
Euthanasia Society has been
whet and will not be appeased until active euthanasia of willing
and unwilling qualified patients
becomes the law of the land!
A very concerned citizen.
Mrs. John Pullen
2950 Newtown Pike
Lexington. Ky 40511
tie more than one percent of the
sodium in the average American
diet
—
a
rather
minor
contribution.
The Glutamate Association
does not recommend MSG for
those who must avoid sodium
completely: however, those on
'mildly" restricted sodium diets
may find that MSG enhances
original food flavor to the point
that a salty taste is no longer
desired.
The Glutamate Association is
an organization of manufacturers. national marketers and
processed food users of glutamic
acid and its salts, including
monosodium glutamate
Sincerely.
Julie M. Wilgus
Staff Associate
The Glutamate Association
5775 PeachtreeDunwoody Road
Suite 500-D
Atlanta, Georgia 30342
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MURRAY TODAY
Hospital reports for weekend released
The newborn and
dismissals for Friday,
April 25 at MurrayCallow County Hosptial
have been released as
follows:
Newborn
Bratton baby boy,
Patricia and Charles,
Rt. 1, Box 114B. Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Ruth Spann, Rt.
7, Murray; Mr. Charles
Broach. 618 Ellis Dr.,
Murray; Mr. Bryan

Mrs Norma . Richerson, Murray Manor
Apt., Murray. Master
Mark Byler. Rt. 1,
Henry. Tenn.; Mrs.
Kathy Coley and baby
girl, P.O. Box 3052,
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Deborah Goad
and baby girl, P.O. Box
36. Hazel; Mrs. Ronda
Howard and baby boy,
1415 Vine, Murray; Mr.
Larry Colley, Rt. 5,
Mayfield.

Overcast. 511. Whitnell,
'Murray
Miss Arminta Possey.
Rt. 3. Murray: Mrs.
Jewell Guthrie, Rt. 1.
Sedalia; Mrs. Margeret
Tidwell, 1621 Locust
Dr.. Murray.
Mr. Billy Gream, Rt
1, Springville, Tenn.:
Mrs. Kim Williams, Rt.
2. Dover. Tenn.; Mrs.
Betty Holley, 3208 Cottonwood. Bossier City.
La.

DATEBOOK

to. 9 to

CROSSROADS

Corey Lee Underhill born

Ralph Macchio

CINE 1 & 2
RI

TOM HANKS SHELLEY LONG
RONEy PIT
pv •ga,

central Center 753-3314

Jeanne and Stacey Underhill, Rt.b5, Murray,
announce the birth of their son. Corey Lee who
was born April 6 at 12:08 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He weighed 10
pounds. seven ounces and was 22 1/2 inches long.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Arvis Thorn, Rt.
1, Almo; Mr. and Mrs. Danny Underhill, Rt. 5,
Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Thorn, Rt. 1. Almo; Mrs. Eva Craig, Rt.
2, Hazel; Mr. and Mrs. Henry Underhill, Rt. 7,
Murray; and Mrs. Johnnie Crass, Danville.

Professors present paper
Dr. Carl Rogers. associate professor of music
at Murray State University, presented a paper
titled "Alfred H. Pease: A Forgotten American
Song Composer" at a recent meeting of the Sonneck Society in Boulder. Colo. The Sonneck
Society is a national scholarly organization that
promotes research and the dissemination of information dealing with all aspects of American
music and music in America. Rogers, a faculty
member at Murray State since 1961, is the coordinator of the vocal/choral unit in the Department of Music. He earned the B.M. and M.M.
degrees at North Texas State University and the
D.M.A. degree at the University of Illinois.

BACK To The
FUTURE
*Michael J. Fox

As of February 1, 1986

chestnut et. 753-3314

NEW LOCATION
' 1210 Johnson Blvd.

NEW ARRIVALS
Invasion U.S.A.
WItness•Commando
Once bitten•Howling II

s

7:00-12:30, 2:30- 5:30 M-F 040
10:00-Noon, Sat.

Mon.•Sat. 11 cm..10 p.m.
Sun. & Holidays-1 p.m. 10 p.m

DIET
CENTER

753-0020

chestnut st. 753-3314

SALE

Kt' usi,„wc

n

MONDAY-SATURDAY
APRIL 28-MAY 3
Top Quality Summer

I BLit i‘CCI

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Calf( if

Anniversary celebration planned

Is1._e,w 0 grn and

dismissals for Saturday.
April 26 at MurrayEarl and Eulala ParCalloway County tin will be celebrating 50
Hospital have been years of marriage on
released as follow:
May 3. There will be a
Newborn
renewal of wedding
Todd baby boy. Ina vows and a buffet recepand Steve, Rt. 8, Box• tion held at Grace Bap220, Murray.
tist Church in Belleville,
Dismissals
Mich.
Mrs. Patricia Tharke,
Originally from Mur409 Irvine, Paris, Tenn.; ray, they are now
Mr. Robert Johnson, Rt. residing in Yspilanta,
1, Murray; Mr. Leon Mich.
Farmer, 747 Riley
Among those
Court, Murray.
celebrating will be the
Mrs. Pauline Bucy. couples children:
Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Nell Chelsea Porter, BarAlton, 209 Linden, Royal bara Caira, John Partin
Oaks, Mich.; Mrs. and Linda Mullins.
Nellie Sanders, Rt. 1. Their grandchildren are
Dale and Mary Morgan;
Springville, Tenn.
Mrs. Kathleen Jones Kathy Opatik; Dennis
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box Caira; Johnny, Jimmy
145A. Henry, Tenn; and Wendy Partin; LinMrs. Joyce Bush, 725 dya, Jacquelynn and
Blythe St., Paris, Tenn.; Shannon Mullins. GreatMrs. Flora Warren, Rt. grandchildren are
Roger, Liza, Richard
8, Benton.
Mrs. Vicki Hopkins and Becky Morgan;
Michael and Kelly
and baby girl, Rt. 4, Box
120, Murray, Mrs. °panic and Cammie
Ramona Eaker, 907 Leigh Caira.
Olive. Murray; Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Partin
Joseph Green, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
sodium can produce unwanted salt in pect that your palpitations
and dizzithe body. Many manufacturers list so- ness are caused by the
Miss Kinberly Burt,
stress and fadium,
rather
than
sodium
chloride, on tigue of your added responsibilities.
Rt. 1, Clay City, Ill.;
food labels. If you must avoid salt in Check with your obstetrician
Mrs. Sharon Siebold and
to make
your diet, avoid sodium as well as so- sure that there is no
baby boy. Rt. 3, Box 414,
physical cause
dium
chloride.
for your problem, such as anemia or
Murray; Mr. Larry
Peter
DEAR DR. GOTT - Is it all right an overactive thyroid gland. In
otherWhittington, Riviera
Gott, M.D. for a baby never to have water to wise healthy women. palpitations are.
Trailer Court, Murray;
drink? About five months ago a friend by themselves, no cause
for
Mrs. Martha Jackson,
had a baby; she never gives it water. Perhaps you need to learn concern
some
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.
She feels that the formula is liquid to reiax — like getting more ways
rest or
enough and that he needs nothing trying meditation. In any
Mrs. Lanell Bell, P.O.
case, the
more to drink. What do you think?
Box 344, Cadiz; Mrs.
place to start is with your doctor.
DEAR READER - Your friend is
Kara Thompson and
DEAR DR. GOTT - I have had
correct
that infants do not need wa- very painful neck muscle spasms that
baby girl, Rt. 4, Box 319,
ter. Breast milk or properly prepared get wore as I get older.
Benton; Mr. Robert
What causes
formula supplies a baby's water re- them and what can I do to
help them.
Quist, 107 Clark St.
By Pete H. Gott, M.D.
quirements. There are exceptions to aside from applying heat and
taking__
Murray; Mr. Michael
,
this rule. In a very-hot eliTitater•babiesw,Tytenall
—
Thompson, Rt. 1,
DEA DR. GOTT - Please tell me may need small amounts of additional DEAR READER - Spastn's of the
tbAiUi09t-between salt ankl_sodt.=_ later (two-to-goar--evaeesalse,--in- neckCorydon_ _..—
minder trave-mrally-tarsik1W-Tty
urn.
often
are
listed
together
as
tants
who appear to demand more eluding injury, arthritis of the
---upper
the
ingredient.
same
feedings can often be satisfied with Spine and stress. Ask your
Newborns and
physician
DEAR
READER
Sodium
a
is
little
"in-between
snacks"
of
water.
dismissals for Sunday,
to help you identify the particular
mineral that is very common in our
SEAR DR. GOTT - Ever since I cause in your case. Although heat
April 27 at Murray- environment
and
. It is attached to many had lung surgery two years ago, my Tylenol are
acceptable methods of
Calloway County compounds. When sodium combines
heart speeds up and I get dizzy when- treating the condition, there
may be
Hospital have been with chloride, it forms salt (odium ever I
_feel.anxious I've_cut out. cal, more appropriate and useful ways to
released as follows:
chloride). Salt is often dangerous for feine. I'm not as active as I used to be. relieve
your symptoms.
people with heart disease and high since I have a 6-month-old baby. I
Newborns
blood
pressure
because, when eaten, seem to feel anxious a lot. Do you
Harding baby girl.
For information regarding the
Shelly and Steve, Rt. 1. it can stay in the body, hold water and have any suggestions as to how I could causes and treatment of impotence.
Farmington; Garner cause fluid buildup. During digestion, learn to relax? Are these heart palpi- write for your copy of Dr. Gott S new
baby girl, Melissa and sodium is often split off from other tations serious?
Health Report on IMPOTENCE Send
compounds; it then combines with
DEAR READER - Without know- 75 cents plus a long self-addressed
Steve, Rt. 2, Puryear;
chloride in the body and forms salt.
Ro;,
twin girls, Cynthia Therefore, patients on low-salt diets ing the precise nature of your lung stamped envelope in care of this
surgery. I cannot speculate as to newspaper to P.O. Box 2597. Cincinan
Ronald, Rt. 4. must be cautious about eating any so- whether your
symptoms are due to nati, OH 45201. Be sure to mention the
May ield.
dium-containing substance. For prac- the operation. However, anxiety is title.
Dismissals
tical purposes. any food that contains common in new mothers, and I sus1986, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
Mr. Henry Waldrop,
707 Main, Murray; Mrs.
Billie Hall, 815 Sha Wa,
Murray; Mr. Perry
Monday, April 28
Monday, April 28
Stewart. Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tuesday. April 29
Wednesday. April 311
A special four-session Building. A fee of $95
Tenn.; Mr. Arvin CrafThe West Kentucky Dairymen,
ton, Jr., 723 Sycamore, course titles "Business per person will cover in- State Vocational-Tech Homemakers Club, and
Applications of Lotus structions and school will
Murray.
offer a the Dairy Council of
Master Christopher 1-2-3" begins. The class materials.
couuse in Professional Kentucky. For reserva---Paschall, Box 12, Cot- will be offered at MurDevelopment. The tions call 753-1452. A
The LPN Association course cost $5 for free lunch will
tage Grove, Tenn.; Mr. ray State University on
be served
Nick Davis, Box 29, New Monday evenings. Ses- District 17 unit 1 will registran and $18 for to those attending.
sions are scheduled meet on the third floor course material.
Concord.
It will
---Mrs. Alma Tracy, from 6 to 9 p.m. on each classroom of Murray- be offered from 6 to 8
The
Murray State
1704 Ryan Ave., Murray date in the Microcom- Calloway County p.m. Tuesdays and University baseball
puter
Center
in
Room
Hospital at 7 p.m.
(expired).
Thursdays until May 29. team will play Southest
204 of the Business
---To enroll call 554-4991 or Missourt State UniversiAdult Great Books 444-8542.
ty at Reagan Field.
0111111b,
---discussion group will
---681.
10
The Murray State
1lint
meet at 7 p.m. in the
Reservations for the
Calloway_County Public University basebeall rafting trip on the ChatLibrary annex. "The team will play Southern tooga River in Goergia
Misanthrope," by Illinois University at May 12-14 must be made
Moliere will be dicuss- Reagan field.
by this date. Cost is $118.
---Sponsored by the
0 ed. Anyone who has
The Murray Calloway Leisure Connection at
read the book is
Bel-Air Center
County Airport Board Murray State Universiwelcome to attend.
We are pleased to
will be at 5 p.m. at the ty. For information call
• announce that Jan ,
4
Murray Holiday Inn.
Rose, bride-elect of
762-6287 or 762-4458.
--- Lyndon Wheeler,
---Tuesday, April 29
has made her selecThe Department of
Wednesday, April 30
The 48th annual
tionsfrom oqr bridal
A "Lunch and Learn" Speech Communication
Faculty/Staff Senior
registry
for
Breakfast will begin at 8 will be held from noon to and Theatre at Murray
decorative
a.m. in the Curris 12:45 p.m. at the Ellis State University will
accessories.
Center ballroom at Mur- Community Center. The present a three Jan and Lyndon
ray State University. tic is the meeting is character comedy will be married June,
For ticket information osteoporosis and is drama titled "Porch" at
21.
sponsored by the 5 p.m. in the Wilson Hall
call 762-6831.
Calloway County Studio, Room 310B. AdI'Vell4V%*_•P'S '419.
14QVIK
- --mission is free.
---Wells Studio,
Mayfield, will kick-off
"Operation Preservation" in. celebration of
Mayfest. Anyone interested in submitting
photos of Mayfield or
Graves County show]
come to the open house.
For more information
247-1851.
----

DR.GOTT

Check labels to
avoid salt

community events

Sportcoats
$495°
Reg. $59.50

SORRY NO RAINCHECKS

Wholesale Stores Inc.
On The Corner Of South 5th & East Water St.
Mayfield. Kentucky-Phone 247-2757
Store Hours
Monday-Friday 10 a m -6 p m
Saturday 10 a m -5 p.m
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Frazzle Free
Discount Delivery
Hwy. 641 North Special

f)it

...a.1b4128,1

46111%

NOTICE

From Mr. Quik Delivery Service
Anywhere in the City Limits: One Item
1-50 lbs

101-300 lbs

$2.00

$8.00

51-100 It),,

301 & Over

$4.00

$16.00

We will pick up and deliver at special prices.

753-5354
20% Discount for Senior Citizens

•

0

Spring's In
Bloom At
Our
Garden Center

•Bedding Plants
•Geraniums
•Hanging Baskets
•Vegetable Plants

Shirley's Florist
and Garden Center
-53-3251

511() N 4th
MurrAy

-53-61(()

Brooks Bus Line has
moved location to the
East Side Gulf Station,
119 East Main St. across
from Briggs & Stratton.
Hours will be
6 a.m.-9 p.m.
Call 753-6266

Nineteenth ccittur%
glass show platinctl
CORNING, N
1AP
- Some of the 19th century's finest glass creations. originally
displayed at 11 major
world's fairs, will be on
view at the Corning
Museum of Glass April
19-Oct. 19.
The fairs, which
began in London in 1851,
attracted millions of
visitors

ci
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Vlanard named to WKRMH Post
,b Maynard has been
.)iiited
Program
tor of Substance
:.. services for the
tern
Kentucky
I011(11 Mental Healthdal
Retardation
rtI by Executive
l)onald Fox.
program director,
vnard is responsible
the .Joseph L. Friedii
Substance
Center which proIf-s a non-medical
.{!xification unit, a
idential treatment
raiii and aftercare
vices. He is also
ponsible for chemical
!!!!iidenCy treatment
!1 prevention services
for the offender
itication
program.
!unties served by
.1:1tMH-MR include
!Hard, Calloway, CarliFulton, Graves,
kinan, Livingston,
,Irshall
and
-Cracken.
Aaynard. a native of

West Virginia has over
thirteen
years experience in the chemical
dependency treatment
field. Before accepting
employment with the
Regional Mental Health Retardation
Mental
board, Maynard was executive director of The
Chemical
Chalet
Dependency Treatment
Center in Louisville. In
addition to a private consultation
practice,
previous employment includes Assistant Administrator of Pleasant
Grove Hospital, a sixtynine bed acute care
psychiatric
and
chemical dependency
hospital in Louisville:
Alcohol and Drug Program Coordinator for
Seven Counties Services
Incorporated;
and
Chaplin for the Georgia
Mental Health Institute.
Maynard has a M.A.
degree in Health Services Management from

OTISCO, Ind. AP — William D. Wilson, 36, of
Edmonson County, one of Kentucky's most
wanted fugitives, was captured here Saturday,
Indiana State Police said.
A group of 13 Indiana troopers and two Kentucky troopers went to a house where Wilson was
believed hiding, but he fled on foot. He was spotted a short time later by a state police airplane
and was captured without incident at 5:55 p.m.
Wilson was wanted for escaping from the Edmonson County Jail last May. He had been
transferred to the jail from the Kentucky State
Reformatory at LaGrange to stand trial for
theft. Wilson overpowered a jailer to gain his
freedom.
Wilson now faces the federal charge of interstate flight to avoid prosecution.
—— ——
Bob Maynard appointed program director.
Webster University in St.
Louis, a Th.M. degree in
Pastoral Counseling
from
Pittsburgh
Theological School and
an A.B. degree in History
from Marshall University in West Virginia.
ProfeSsional affilia-

tions
include
the
American College of
Health Care Executives,
The Association of
Labor-Management Consultants of Alcoholism,
and a member of the
Western Pennsylvania
Conference of the United
Methodist Church.

IISU faculty on Trigg history panel
\ public program till! "Then and Now:
neg County History of
1880s and 1980s" is
heduled at 7 p.m. on
!sday, April 29, in the
!gg County Court
.11st. in Cadiz.
The 90-minute pro!in, which will in!•!de a panel discus0. is so-sponsored by
Trigg County
•tnrical Society and
1)epartment of
• /•v at Murray State

University with a grant
from the Kentucky
Humanities Council.
Three representatives
of the Department of
History at Murray State
will serve as panelists —
Dr. Joseph H. Cartwright, chairman, Dr.
Melvin E. Page and
William L. Potter.
Four Trigg Countians
will question the panel.
They are Edison
Thomas, Kenneth Kennedy, Nancy Perkins

and Virginia Alexander.
Trigg County students
and the public will also
be given the opportunity
to ask questions.
Among topics to be
discussed are the impact of the creation of
Kentucky Lake, Lake
Barkley, the Land Between the Lakes. Fort
Campbell, Interstate
Highway 24.and Lake
Barkley State Resort
Park.
Cartwright said the

program is significant
because it will serve as
a model for other counties that plan to write an
updated county history.
"We're excited about
the potential for working with county
historical agencies in
developing county
history projects," he added. "Local and community history projects
can be a vital source of
community identity and
pride."

kgitators blamed for Haiti rioting
, IrT-AI -PRINCE, of about 3,000 people.
• \ 1' -- The presi"Police were provok• t of Haiti's ruling ed by agitators intent on
,!!!•11 blamed a con- causing trouble and
-46-• ---rrttation between
e And a mob in
penplelfred —
,!g it a tors trying to
!..i, 111/..! the new

pc,rhaps even taking
over the Fort Dimanche
prison-barracks." the
Ministry of the Interior

- THE ACES'-

and Defense said in a
statement read over national radio and
television.

•
'
n

•e

na-aised them of
in destabilize the
'I out that replacalter when he fi1:r ;wee on Feb. 7,
I.! the 2.'c -year
4lyna sty.
•s speech
.4 day :titer the inout
Fort
nche• in which
• t. d nit.la crowd

"So long as some are strong and
some are weak, the weak will be
driven to the wall."
— W. Somerset Maugham.

Hunter award goes
to Judith L. Stacey
Judith Lynn Stacey of
Elizabethtown, Ill., a
senior elementary
education major at Murray State University,
has been selected as the
fifth recipient ol the
Donald B. Hunter
Distinguished Service
Award.
The purpose of the annual award is to
recognize a senior in the
College of Education
who has demonstrated
outstanding leadership
in human service activities, along with
academic excellence. It
was established in 1982
as a tribute to a former
dean of the College of
Education.
Miss Stacey has served in several leadership
roles in several campus
organizations, including
student chapters of the
National Education

Association, the International Reading
Association and the
Association of
Childhood Education International Reading
Association and the
Association of
Childhood Education International. She was
selected for the 1985-86
volume of Who's Who
Among Students in
American Universities
and Colleges.
The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Stacey,
she has also been active
in church and civic
activities.
A luncheon will be
served in her honor on
friday. May 9, and a plaque presented to her by
Dr. Janice F. Weaver,
dean of the College of
Education, at the annual Honors Day Program on that date.

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
ilel-Air Shopping Center

BOBBY WOLFF

"Ille lit

Henri Nam did in it identify the
!tors, but suggested
supporters of
ed
're sident-for.1 ean-Claude
r. The clash took
outside Fort
,,,,•he, the police
and Prison
re opponents were
-e by I tuvalier and
Wed
demnnstratin
the new gover
- have no other
than hi promote
;an sunal ambidefend their
entne. interests or
! e the arrival of a
!nta lita Ilan regime
.it• beloved Haiti,"
!Hit said in a rare
address late

News in brief

NORTH
4-28-A
•6 54
9 52
•8 7 4
4 A 10 8 7

WEST
EAST
South can count nine tricks in his •Q J 10 9
47 3
own hand and a tenth one residing in
7
Q86 3
dummy. How best to reach dummy •J 10 3 2
•Q 9 5
to cash that vital trick?
4Q 4 3 2
•J 9 6 5
West leads the spade queen and
SOUTH
when East signals with his seven
•A K 8 2
(high-low), South knows that spades
A K J 10 4
are not 3-3. What are his chances of
•A K 6
reaching dummy via the nine of
4K
Vulnerable Both. Dealer. South
hearts?
One way to play the hand is to win The bidding:
West
North
East
the first spade, cash the club king South
Pass
2 NT
Pass
and then play the ace and king of 2
3+
Pass
4•
All pass
trumps, hoping to drop a doubleton
Opening lead: Spade queen
queen. When this fails, all hope disappears and South's total is only
LEAD WITH THE ACES
nine tricks.
South holds4-28-B
4A K 8 7 4
A better way to play the hand is to
V K 72
force a way to dummy. After win•10 8 3 2
ning the first spade. South cashes
.3
his club king and then plays his jack
East
South
West
North
of hearts. Since East knows that
1?
1•
2?
2+
South is doing him no favors, East
4?
Pass
Pass
Pass
ducks the first heart. South contin- ANSWER: Club three. Unless
dumues with the heart 10, and East now
my proves a disappointment. South
has no winning options. If he ducks should plan to underlead his
spade
again, South wins five trump tricks honors for a ruff after winning
the
to make his game. And if East takes trump king.
his queen, dummy's heart nine pro- Send bridge questions to The Aces. P0 Box
vides the vital entry to the ace of 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
clubs.

753-5242

Alterations & Summer Storage
$2Each
00
Coats, Dresses, Suits
Trousers, Skirts,
00
Sweaters & Sport Coats
Each
u
Prices Good 04-28-86 Thru 05-03-86

ELKTON, Ky. I AP) — A Butler County man is
dead and four people hospitalized after a traffic
accident north of Elkton, according to state
police.
Russell Settle, 47, of Quality died about 12:45
p.m. Sunday after his car was struck head-on by
a vehicle that skidded into the southbound lane of
Kentucky 181:Police said Settle's 51-year-old wife, Mary, is
hospitalized in critical condition at Jennie Stuart
Medical Center in Hopkinsville.
The driver of the other vehicle, Ronnie Greenfield, 21, and his passengers, Billy Stokes, 17. and
Elvis Uhles Jr. 22, are all also at the same
medical center and are listed in serious condition. The three are from Elkton.
Officers said Greenfield apparently lost control of his vehicle and it skidded into the other
lane, colliding head-on with the Settle vehicle.

TIN FAR SIDI
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By GARY LARSON

"OK, sir, would

you like inferno or non-inferno?
... Ha! Just kidding. Its all inferno, of course
—I just get a kick out of saying that."

Looking for a DEPENDABLE
Auto Repair Center?
*-DEPEND ON US:
Yell1 CAN
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
Established 1956
514 S. 12th

753-1750

The Disney Channe
price has been
reduced like

Gospel Meetings
•

April 27-30
Iinday 8:30 a.m., 10:40 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Monday thru Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Martel Pace, Evangelist
Jerry Bolls, Song Director

Now as low as...

T

his is not just an
introducton. offer.

Me Disne% Channel is the
astest growing pa% channel in 1menca
Subscribers continue to loin the
Disney famil% even da% For this reason, we are able to lower the price of
The Disne% Channel to our current

and new customers
This is not an introduiton
offer It is the regular low price
you'll pa% from now on. month
after month Now you can enhance
the qualin of our life 1)% adding
The Disne% Channel 1t this price.
Non reall% can't afford to pass t up

THE DISPIFY CHANNEL

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! There's never been a better time to get The Disney Channel

/
1 2 Price Installation

7th & Poplar
Church of Christ

CA1BLE
VISION

Bel-Air Center

753-5005
*Thi
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Ten students named to posts on
University Center Board at MSU

11111111
'toff photo b

Ten students have been
selected as committee chairman
of the University Center Board
at Murray State University for
the 1986-87 school year.
The student board consists of
11 committees which provide
programming for students on
• the campus. New committee
chairmen are:
Minority Awareness — Rhonda Sullivan. a Hayti. Mo.,
senior.
Lectures — Randy Longshoe,
a Louisville sophomore.
Publicity — Tracey Brown, a
Hopkinsville freshman, and Holly Brockman. a Calvert City

sophomore.
Miss Murray State Pageant —
Valerie Fister, a Memphis.
Tenn., junior.
Coffeehouse — T.R. "Chip"
Brandstetter, a Salem senior.
Film and Video — Sam Kennedy. a Murray senior.
Arts and Crafts/travel and
recreation — Brad Wells. a Murray senior.
Concerts — Bart Washer, a
Murray senior.
Special Events — Amy Roser,
a Carmi. Ill., junior.
Homecoming chairman Susan
Shaffer Zimmerman, a Murray
junior, and publicity chairman

Sherry Monroe, a Burna senior,
will serve on the University
Center Board until their terms
expire in. December. A _chairman for the production/sound
and lights committee will be
selected at the beginning of the
fall semester.
Some of the performers and
events the board brought to
Murray in the 1985-86 school
year include the rock group
Night Ranger, ventriloquist
Willie Tyler. Nobel Prize winner
Betty Williams, Homecoming
1985 and the Miss Murray State
University Scholarship
Pageant.

Laurie Brunt I.-

A. Carman rededication
ri'stidieation of the A. Carman Animal Health Technology Building was held Saturday. Pictured from
-ft are Robert Hendon, professor at Murray State, who presented the benediction; Dr. Sue Billing.
.resident-elect of the Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association who presented the address; university
'resident Dr. Kale Stroup who welcomed those in attendance; William Beasley, board of regents chair.
in %t ho made the presentation to Mrs. Mary Carman Hull, daughter of A. Carman and at right, Dr.
It How ton chariman emeritus who presented the invocation.
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CHARGE IT (MOSTSro
- RES)

For Prices This Low, Act Now!

MO
Tandy 1000 Computer
With Color Monitor!

Model 14 by Realistic

Save
$29995

TANDY
1000

-

VHS VCR With Wireless
Remote Control

Libyan diplomats eyed in bombing attempt

0111PA9990
0
Reg. Separate
Items 1298.95

Low As $20 Per Month an CitiLins•
Enjoy all the blockbuster videos you've been
missing' 14-day/3-event timer. #16-503

• 01111111101111111111111111111111

Portable Computer
Model 100 by Radio Shack

Save $100

399 le9499

Get a CM-4 Color Monitor At No Charge
When You Purchase Our Tandy 1000!

00
Low As $20 Per Month On Citiline•
Five programs and a modem are built- in' With
text processor. BASIC. expandable 24K memory
#26-3802 Batteries extra

Lompatible' Ready to use with versa-- - \late - 6-in-1 software package featuring
-ssing. electronic filing and telecom- .25-1000/1021

:ordless Telephone

Daisy Wheel Printer

Hi-Speed Dual-Deck

DWP 220 by Radio Shack

SCT-60 by Realistic

Radio Shack

Save $60 Save
$200
11995
Reg 179.95
39900
Low As S20 Per
Month on CitiLine•
:1Jess 32-number dialer
F143-551

3-Way Speaker

Low As $20
Per Month
On Citiline•

Reg. 199.95

Modulaire'-2200 by Realistic

Reg
139 95

By Realistic

Save
$40

,111 Cut
11111

$100

State security court Prosecutor Ulku Coskun told The
Associated Press that the hand
grenades that were to be used in
the attack had been brought into
Turkey in diplomatic baggage.
Two Libyans, identified as Ali
Ecefli Ramadan and Recep
Muhtar Rohoma Tarhuni. both
30, were captured April 18 near
the U.S. officers' club in the
residential district of
Gaziosmanpasa. The two were
carrying a bag that contained
six hand grenades, Coskun said.
The two Libyans were formally arrested on Sunday, but the
charges were not announced.
Coskun said two Libyan embassy employees delivered the
hand grenades to the suspects.
He identified them as Saban

Muhammed Hasan. the em bassy's administrative attache.

FrAnces Drake
/1-?

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Advice received now is liable to be
conflicting. Go after what you want
careerwise, hut avoid talking too
much and he careful about small
details.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
Don't neglect the fine print. Check
legalities carefullly. You'll enjoy Cul
tural activities with friends today..
Make plans for a trip.
GEMINI
(Ma 21 to June 20)
fft
Some receive bonuses in connec
tion with a job. In any case, career
ltu•k is with you. A flippant attitude

Republic mortgage
loan rates are...

APRIL 29, 1986
could cause problems with a friend.
CANCER
(June 21 to.liity 22) _
Though luck comes through others,
don't spoil things by being too
demmanding. It may be difficult to
find the right words to express
yourself now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(
ig
You're in a rush to get things done
today and may overlook some important details on the job. A new
assignment though should make you
quite happy.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Sports. and exercise are favored.
Couples enjoy going out together or
entertaining at •home. Exercise tact
and diplomacy with a child.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to )(1.22)
Things are stirred up a hit at home
base. In talks with others, don't make
a mountain out or a molehill'. You
may find yourself in disagreement
with a sibling.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You have mixed feelings about a
purchase. Pleasure trips and dating
are favored. Don't let little things
upset you on the job.
SAG M'ARRIS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
It seems you're on the right track in
spending for the home, but in other
areas involving money, your judgment may be a trifle off.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Enemy and go are yours today, but
be careful not to hurt the feelings of a
member. A take-charge attitude is OK, as long as you're not
bossy.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 2010 Feb. 18)
You'll experience some luck today,
hut some of your suspicions may be
ill-founded. Give others the benefit of
the doubt.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
•Isre
411.1P
It's all right to plan that party. Don't
quibble about who owes what. It
won't hurt that much if you pay more
than your share of the tip.
Vol' BORN TODAY can be an
inspired leader of community interests and philanthropic activities. You
are both intuitive and practical, but
sometimes have difficulty reconciling
these qualities. Yyti are drawn to
creative pursuits and your work is
likely to he ahead of its time. At times
your sensitivity can make you temperamental. Do not forget the human
equation in your dealings with others.
Itirthdate of. Rod McKuen, poet:
William Randolph Rearm, publisher:
and Duke Ellington, jazz great.

qIIE

Low As S20
Per Month
On ConLine•

Reg. 139.95

and Abdulhafit El Hadi Sadun, a
security guard.

Your Individual
Horoscope

fl411

•I_ ,

9905

Low As $20
15995
..,. 'J., woofer. 2'/2„I
Per Month
Tweeter 4" midOn CitiLine•
Reg. 259.95
•ange Walnut veqeer 23'f/' high
Copy personal stereo tapes. re440-4033
cord AM/FM 414-763 Baner,es evtra

ANKARA. Turkey (API —
Two Libyans arrested for
allegedly attempting to bomb a
U.S. officers' club plotted the attack with the help of Libyan em•_cy _personnel,_t be prosecutor
said today.

Duplicate personal stereo cassettes in half the time' #14-648

Dual-Cassette Player AM/FM Car Cassette

69.
Eac

13995

Reg. 599.00

HALF PRICE rim:

41

Save —
$60 1141111,_.:

Low As $20 Per Month on CitiLine•
Letter-quality printing at over 200
words per minute' #26-1278

by Realistic

MSU STUDENT WINS NATIONAL AWARD — Emma Pritchett (center) of Almo, a junior criminal
justice and social work major at Murray State University, receives notification of winning the 1986 V.A.
Leonard Scholarship from faculty advisor John Faughn and Gerry Gibson, president of the Murray State
chapter of Alpha Phi Sigma national criminal justice society. The scholarship is given by the group to
honor its first director, a University of California professor known as the father of modern American
policing. Mrs. Pritchett, married and the mother of two children,serves as vice president of the Murray
State chapter.

12 watts per channel. digital tuning fits in dash #12-1916

de

AM/FM Clock Radio 40-Channel CB Radio
ChronomatiC-248 by Realistic

TRC-418 by Realistic

HALF
29% PRICE
5 Reg. 34.95
95
Cut

Reg. 159.95

Dual alarms' Battery Backup it
AC tails LED display #12-1555

As 520 Per Month on Cituline•
•
'infivt-ieret Built-in

rt16-153

TRC-85 by Realistic

Cut 33%

Fold-Up Headphones

I

Minisette'-9 by Realistic

HALF PRICE
Folded

HALF .41iPRICE

munication' With channel
14 crystals 421-1607
Batterms addtronai crystals evtra

Open

Reg. 19.95

Rig. 29.95

Affordable, portable com-

Cassette Recorder

Nova' 52 by Realistic

7111.6

19

Reg. 119.95

Priority switch lets you instantly
go to Emergency Ch 9 or Highway Ch 19 #21-1511

Backup battery extra

3-Ch. Walkie-Talkie

----

59

2995
Reg. 59.95

Only 2'/2 oz and
told 10 fit in
pocket' 'is" plug
#33-979

Book size' Cue/review helps
find selections fast #14-812
Batteries extra

9.75 2.6.*-10.10.
15-YEAR FIXED RATE
• Reduce your monthly payments and your interest
rate by refinancing your existing loan
• Don't miss this opportunity to refinance at today's
lower rates
• Interest rates on mortgage loans are down to their
lowest level in almost seven years"
• Refinance your first and second mortgages with
Republic Savings Bank at today's lower rates
Call Janice Lester
(502) 759-1630

1201 Main Street
Murray Kentucky 42071
.1:1 804. sublet,to rO•og•

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/leek store or Dealer Nearest You
ppix-AAMMAEILE TOUCH tONE/PIASE phones work on both tone and pulse lines Therefdre in areas having only pulse I rotary dial) lines you can sha
.se soryx.• rioutrxv trines we the new King-distance systems and cornoutenzed services FCC registered We service what we set
•Citilme revolving

credit frOrtICrhbank Parnell may vary depending pn

pro( FC

balance

APO, v •0 o•P',C

• r•O•r•liy insur•d
Savongs hank voth aye,

5200 000 000 i n ••••ti
C'

,•, FOG
•ND 11

FSLIC

l000
• 000vng
011.,

REPUBLIC
S
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Vow Savings federally
Up To 5100 000
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•
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FARM AND AG NOTES
CCHS FFA
runnerup
in field day
at university

PAGE 7
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The Calloway County High School chapter of the Future Farmers of America(FFA)
was the runner-up
In the all-events competition at the 34th annual FFA Field Day at Murray
State University on Friday,
April 18. Members of the chapter totaled 3,383 overrall to finish second to the team
from Graves County
High School. A total of 1,089 students from 33 high schools in Kentucky. Tennessee
and Illinois participated in the competition sponsored by the Department of Agriculture at Murray State.

Paul- Nielsen, left, receives diploma
graduation from Surge Training Center.

upon

Dealership announced

A Calloway County High School floriculture team made up of (from left)
Marla Arnett, Ginger Evans and Valerie Gilbert was among the first place
winners in the 34th annual Future Farmers of America (FFA) Field Day at
Murray State University on Friday, April 18. Miss Arnett was also the winner in the individual floriculture event. Presenting the award is Rebecca
Holdman of Gilbertsville, student committee chairman of the event.

Lisa Lewellyn of Calloway County High School was among the first place
winners in the 34th annual Future Farmers of America (FFA) Field Day at
Murray State University on Friday. April 18. She won first in the horsemanship competition. Presenting her the trophy is George Skaggs of Henderson,
student committee chairman of the event.

A Calloway County High School horticulture team made of (from left, front)
Gina Williams and Valerie Gilbert and (back) Rodney Jones, Ginger Evans,
Regina Herndon and Marla Arnett was among the first placed winners in the
34th annual Future Farmers of America (FFA) Field Day at Murray State
University on Friday. April 18. Presenting the award is Eric Bandy of
Greenville. student committee chairman for the event.
•

A Calloway County High School nursery team made up of (from left) Gina
Williams, Rodney Jones and Regina Herndon was among the first place winners in the 34th annual Future Farmers of America Field Day at Murray
State University Friday, April 18. Williams also won first place in the individual nursery event. Presenting the award is Doug Nicholson of Grand
Chain. Ill., student committee chairman of the event.

Paul Nielsen, professionally trained dairy
farm
equipment
specialist, has announced the establishment of a
Surge dealership at Benton, to serve local
dairymen.
"Our goal," said
Nielsen, "is to help
dairymen do a better job
of cow milking and to
help them become more
profitable
businessmen."
Nielsen has recently
completed an extensive
training program at the
Surge Training Center,
located near St. Charles,

Illinois. Courses were
conducted in classrooms
and on-the-job. Subjects
Included milking system
Installations, preventive
servicing, dairy farm
planning, dairy sanitation and dealership
management. Special
emphasis was given to
proper milking practices
and the physiology of the
dairy cow.
"I have also been
trained to analyze, treat,
and condition water,"
said Nielsen. ''This is a
service needed by a
growing number of rural
Americans."

Corn,deadline near_
-May-2l is- the—final —said.----•
planting date for insured
A new crop insurance
corn and 'popcorn in plan, called Actual ProCalloway county, accor- duction History (APH )•
ding to Oneal Mock, a is available this year to
representative for the producers of soybeans.
Federal Crop Insurance wheat, barley, oats and
Corporation (FCIC t
rye in addition to corn,
Insured corn and pop- grain sorghum, peanuts,
corn planted by May 31 cotton, rice and other
must be repooto0 by crops. "Increasingly, our
June 15 in order to insured producers are
receive full crop in- discovering that with a
surance coverage. The yield guarantee which
acreage report reflects reflects
production
the actual acreage capability, crop inplanted and reported by surance establishes a
the farmer.
farm income floor. Thus,
"During the growing cash flow and the ability
season, if damage oc- to repay a loan may be
curs, notice should be more accurately progiven promptly," Mock jected," explained Mock.
Automatic Transmission
Service

Edible bean prices hold up fairly well: USDA
WASHINGTON i Al'
a report by the USDA's
— Farmers who grow Foreign Agricultural
edible beans — navy, Service. "And it is the
pinto and the others — United States that suphave seen prices hold up plies the United
fairly well despite last Kingdom with a majoriyear's bumper harvest, ty of those beans."
Agriculture Depart- The bean report was
ment economists say.
written by W. Lynn Abagricultural
One reason may be bott.
trade
officer
in London.
that Britons are devouring American beans It appears in the May
with a gusto usually issue of Foreign
reserved for the classic Agriculture magazine.
Last year, the report
English breakfast of
eggs, toast, kippers and said, the United
Kingdom imported
broiled tomato.
about 115,000 metric
But there's another tons of dried beans,
item on the breakfast about 65 percent of
menu in Britain — bak- which were from the
ed beans on toast." says United States. Canada

Hog market
Federal State !Market News Service
April tri.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
Receipts! Art. 1255 Fat. 730 Barrows
Gilts fully steady Sows steady to
2.011 higher most advance or weights
over MO lb..
IS 1 2 210 240 Lbs.
$40.72 41.55
$357540.73
S 1 2 200 210 lb..

IS 23 210 2.30 Lb..
I'S 34 550.570 Lbs.

540.23 40.73
5.15.2.24022

Sous
I 270 330 Lb;
S 1 3 300 430 Lbs.
S I 3 450 $00 Lbs.
IS I 3 41%er MO Lb*
I'S 53 300 SOO Lbs.
Boars $24.00 27.50

133.00 34.0o
1133.50-33.00
$35.50 40.00
1140.00 42 00
532.00 33 511

RvoiniroV%
to,atitto
vl 0,161w

4,044 rim
•N'ir

toitAKO.
70,01eittNiziar
'titt

Low rates
make State Farm homeowners
insurance a good buy.
Our service makes it even better
Call me Jane

4

was the next largest
supplier.
Last year's total U.S.
harvest of dry edible
beans — as distinguished from green beans or
castor beans — was

almost 22.3 million hundredweight, up 6 percent from 21.1 million in
19S4.
Michigan is the
largest producer, with
5.4 million hun-

dredweight last year. price at the farm may
but beans are commer- average $19 to $20 per
cial crops in at least a hundredweight over the
entire 1985-86 season, up
dozen other states.
According to USDA's from around $15 60 last
Economic Research season, mostly because
service, the all-bean of larger exports

Do You Know About
Osteoporosis?
It Could Affect
You.
Are you at risk of bone disease?
find out how you can prevent
Osteoporosis or brittle bone disease
by attending a lunch and learn session sponsored by the Calloway
County Dairy Wives Homemakers
Club.
This very important session takes
place Wodnosday. April 30 at
12:00 p.m. At the Ellis Senior
Center on Ellis Drive. Everyone
welcome! Reservations not necessary.
Don't miss this opportunity to learn
about Osteoporosis and how it can
affect you.

We service, repair or replace
automatic transmissions.
* 1 -day service on most repairs

'All rebuilt units guaranteed

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

Estb. 1956

753- 1750

You can take
electricity
for granted.
Because
we don't.
‘1c work 24 hours a day to
keep you supplied with all the electricit) you need.
Any time you need it.
And think of all you need it
for. Your refrigerator, dishwasher.
clothes washer and dryer. Your
lights, of course. And for your
vacuum, iron and power tools,
your TV', stereo. etc.. not to men-

lion big things like air-conditioning.
Electricity for all these thingsg,
all for an average cost per family
of S1.90* a day. including the
work our line crews do on stormy
nights.
Electricity. A gram value you
can take for granted. And we're
working to keep it that way.
1010

I"

Rogers

& & & ..•.

753 9627
201 S 6th

i,tea
good n•sinbor
Starr. Farm
1134tr•

American Dairy Association

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012
1V4

10!
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Volunteer workers honored by local hospital

Mary Jane Grogan receives a special award for devoting the
most volunteer hours during the past year — 479 hours.

Stuart Poston. hospital administrator, and Ruth Eversmeyer,
director of volunteer services. (left) honor Mrs. Della Taylor for
25 years of service as a volunteer at MCCH. Mrs. Taylor works as
an x-ray transporter and has accumulated 600 hours.

National volunteer
week observed here

Three volunteers received a tote bag and volunteer mug for the
highest cumulative hours they are (left to right): Kathryn
Glover, 1000 hours, information desk; Mavis Jones, 1000 hours,
information desk and health express; and Muriel Wright with
1800 hours, physical therapy.

Approximately 75 volunteer
by which the volunteers'
workers were honored by
organization is known, was
Murray-Calloway Hospital at a
organized in 1981.
luncheon launching the facility's
Kathryn Glover and Mavis
annual observance of National
Jones were awarded for 1000
Volunteer Week.
hours of service to the hospital
Lasting through April 26, the
as volunteers. The award for the
week focused public attention on
most hours of volunteer service
those individuals who gave freegiven during the past year went
ly of their time and talents in
to Mary Jane Grogan with 479
performing a wide variety of
hours.
duties at the hospital in support
Barbara (Mrs. Max) Brandon
of its medical, nursing and adreceived a special citation for
ministrative staffs as well as the
her work with the Lifeline propatients and their families.
gram, an emergency response
According to Mrs. Ruth
These volunteers devoted 15 to 1600 hours of service to the
system sponsored by the AuxEversmeyer, director of
hospital (left to right, back row): Juliet Wallis, 500 hours, gift
iliary, during the past year.
volunteer services at Murray.
shop; Harold Eversmeyer,300 hours, gift shop, volunteer service
To date, 35 Murray and
Calloway County Hospital, a
office; Clovis Brown, 85 hours, health express; Imogene HernCalloway County residents wear
total of 8,656 hours in volunteer
don, 65 hours, gift shop; Laura Jennings. 300 hours, gift shop;
the small Lifeline buttons,
time was recorded during the
Mabel Gallager,800 hours,information desk; Audie Mae Nix. 100
which, when pressed, will acperiod April 1. 1985, to March 31.
hours, gitt shop; Glen Sims, 40 hours, health express and x-ray;
tivate an emergency response
1986, in 22 areas of the hospital's
Marjorie Crass, 500 hours, gift shop; Margaret Boyd, 400 hours,
procedure.
From the time the MCCH Auxiliary was formed,these volunteers
operation.
central supply; Bea Hughes,20 hours, health express; and Mary
Others
honored
included
four
have accumulated 700 to 1600 hours. We recognize them for their
Nine volunteers received
Hocking, 15 hours, scrapbook; (left to right, front row): Mattie
from the community, Dr. John
contribution (left to right, back row): Lucille Thurman, 800
special recognition at the lunBuster, 400 hours, mail; Sue Wicker, 600 hours, gift shop;
Griffin,
Mrs.
Patty
Mae
Moody
hours. information desk; Mavis Jones, 1000 hours, information
cheon, which was held in the
Virginia Higgins,600 hours, gitt shop; Geneva Feltner,400 hours,
and Mr. and Mrs.-Wilbur Leach.
desk and health express' Kathryn Glover. 1000 hours, informaeilowship Halt
,
outpatient laboratory; and LaRue Williams, 300 hours, courtesy
,ir_st Baptist- jaftirers for the coming year
tion desk: Gela Valentine. 700 hours, gift shop and information
rat
cart and gift shop. Those not pictured are: Betty Hinton, 600
also were installed at the lundesk;. Mabel__ Gallager, 800_.hours. information—desk;--11141,444-- —T
- was
rfteon:-The- neur-prtigkint suc- -Amore;Interior-decorating; Betty Henning, 500-h0urg,1ieWth exWright. 1600 hours, physical therapy; Marelle-Andrus,800 hours.
honored for 25 years of service,
press, mail, business office; Tina Schlabach,400 hours, gift shop;
ceeding Mrs. Juanita Spiceland,
mail and menu pickup; and Marcia Dillon. 800 hours,information
longer than any other volunteer.
Bonnie
HWslander, 300 hours, beauty shop; Thelma Ross, 300
is LaRue (Mrs. Jim) William,
desk, menu pickup and mail; (left to right, front row): Elizabeth
Mrs. Taylor also was honored by
hours, library; James Egbert,200 hours, nursing transporter; Al
while Marcia Dillon is the presiSlusmeyer. 700 hours, gift shop; Louise Swann, 800 hours, inforMrs. Peggy Billington, exHeiss, 200 hours, wherever needed; Moline Bennett, 100 hours,
dent elect.
mation desk; Hazel Tarry, 800 hours, information desk; Corinne
ecutive director of the Calloway
housekeeping; Edith Garrison, 100 hours, Courtesy cart; Ands
The
secretary
is
Margaret
McNutt.900 hours,information desk; and Mary Jane Grogan,800
County chapter of the American
Graves, 100 hours, long term care; Mary Jane Johnson, 100
Boyd and Mrs. Brandon is the
hours, library and child care. Those not present for this
Red Cross. for 25 years of serhours, business office; Marjorie Kipp, 100 hours, mail; Lisa
treasurer.
photograph were: Alberta Griffith. 800 hours, information-desk;
vice as a. Red Cross Volunteer.
Milmlcik, 100 hours, respiratory therapy and physical therapy,
Additional
volunteers will be
Elsie Kivett. 800 hours, outpatient laboratory; Helen Bennett, 700
Mrs. Muriel Wright, with 1,600
surgery transport; Dot McCann, 100 hours, nursing; Leona
needed in the months ahead,
hours, information desk; and Irma LaFollette, 700 hours, inforhours, was honored for having
Stowers, 100 hours, x-ray; Robbie Trevathan, 100 hours, gift shop
Mrs. Eversmeyer said, to work
mation desk.
given the most volunteer time to
and these with 15 to 100 hours John Brown, physical therapy;
in four new areas. One will be in
the hospital since the Auxiliary.
Theresa Butler, physical therapy; Art Heinz,surgery transport;
the "lap parents program," in
Charles
Owens, physical therapy; Gene Ownes,courtesy cart,inwhich volunteers will be needed
formation desk; Jeanne Wooten, physical therapy; Mary Sykes,
to relieve parents in the holding
health express; Margaret Terhune, library; and Issac Wright,
or being with chronically ill
physical therapy.
small children.
Another is to serve as support
for parents or families of patients who have been newly admitted or who are undergoing
surgery. Several, Mrs.
Eversmeyer noted, will be needed to work in the "roof garden,"
planned for a section of the first
floor room and sponsored by the
Auxiliary and the Murray
Woman's Club. Plans for it currently are being completed by a
landscape architect.
The last of the new areas of
service will be that of an "admitting hostess," whose duties
BATS
will involve helping newly admitted patients get to and
become settled in their room.
In addition to giving volunteer
1986-87 officers for the MCCH Auxiliary include (left to right):
service to the hospital, the AuxUNIFORMS
Ruth Eversmeyer, director of volunteer services; LaRue
From T •••••• •••••• P,. w•••••••••
iliary
members
also
provide
or
•O•e• 100 untlorres •r *loch
WiWams, president, 300 hours, courtesy cart and gitt shop; Marsponsor other health care ac'Kn. and 50 50
'Long Pont, and SI•o.••
cia Dillon, president elect, 800 hours,information desk, mail and
tivities
in
supporting
the
'One stvle
o' 10 50
menu pickup; Geneva Feltner, second vice-president, 400 hours,
`Hot, and St,•rulp• ,n *fowl.
hospital's services. Last year,
'PO tore range,.n •••••••• row
outpatient laboratory; Margaret Boyd,secretary,400 hours, censome
of
these
included:
'eon, needs
'W e oi4e.1,111r.te•mq serece
tral supply; and Barbara Brandon, treasurer, 400 hours, lifeline
— The inauguration of its
•1••••••••3ote 041•4ver on se. on
program.
ACCESSORIES
"Health Express" program usteeers
ing a mobile unit for the promotion of health and health education among West Kentucky and
West Tennessee residents.
GLOVES
— Jointly with the Murray
!el; •••.•• •
hose
Iree.
Lions Club, purchased a
•Sfonds 4,.
1
tonometer, an instrument used
4.•••,ro
All pr.....
;•,••
in the test for glaucoma, for use
Pf GI•J•JE P
.1-•
• PVC)
on the "Health Express."
— Purchased jointly with the
MCCH Diabetes Association a
body composition analyzer, an
instrument used in the measurment of body fat and muscle
mass as well as giving a computerized printout of recommended caloric intake and
exercises.
— Provided the eggs for the
CLEATED
hospital's employee easter egg
SHOES
hunt.
BALLS
Active volunteers with at least five years of serviced at the time
— Provided birthday gifts for
of the MCCH Auxiliary was formed on August 1, 1981, are
Long Term Care Patients, and
recognized here for their years of service as of March Si, 1988.
— Served as hostesses for the
(Back row) Lucille Thurman. 11 years, information desk; Louise
Baby Fair, the new critical care
Swann, 10 years, information desk; Hazel Tarry, 13 years, inforunit's open house and held a
mation desk; Delia Taylor, 25 years, x-ray transport; Kathryn
"coffee day" in honor of DocI you idn't buy your so tball/baseboll equipment
Glover, 18 years, information desk, Alberta Griffith, 15 years. intors' Day.
from Dennison-Hunt ou probably paid to much
formation desk; Corinne McNutt, 9 years, information desk;
Funds for the Aucililary's proFrances Erwin, 11 years, 300 hours, menu pickup; Mabel
jects are derived from its gift
Gallager, 11 years, information desk; Hazel Beak, 10 years, 400
shop operation, its vending
PARIS
MURRAY
HOPKINSVILLI
hours, mall; and Marjorie Kipp, 14 years. mail. Those not pic1 901.644 133,
machines and from the sale of
753.8844
884-7899
1011 Mn..,! WON An,,....
tured are Irma LaFollette, 16 years. 700 hours, information desk;
newborn
pictures
in
the
nursery.
191S
A
1703
1.
Coe•KibeK red
Pan Wary %man(Paw
Juanita Spiceland, 8 years, 300 hours, courtesy cart and mail.
"MCCH is fortunate to have
such a dedicated group of
volunteers who so meaningly
demonstrate their concern for
others," Stuart Poston, administrator. said. "The adRead the want ads daily
ministrative, medical anbd nursing staffs greatly appreciate
753-1916
Call our Display Advertising Dept.
and are grateful for their help."

This ad won first place in the Spring Kentucky
Press Association Advertising Contest.
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Hayannis Port is calm after wedding
of Maria Shriver to Schwarzenegger
HYANNIS PORT, Mass.(AP)
of Maria Shriver Schwarzeneg- sion personalities Barbara
— A few out-of-town cars cruisger but will continue to call
Walters, Diane Sawyer and Tom
ed by the Kennedy family comherself Maria Shriver on the air.
Brokaw, and Austrian Ampound but all else appeared
Schwarzenegger, 38, is a
bassador Thomas Klestil.
quiet a day after the starformer world champion bodyThey were joined by Kennedy
studded wedding reception for
builder turned actor. He has family members including JacMaria Shriver and Arnold
starred in "Pumping Iron," queline Onassis, widow of slain
Schwarzenegger.
—The Terminator" and "Conan, President John Kennedy; Sen.
Workers took down two white
the Barbarian."
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
tents Sunday, packing them and
Their honeymoon destination
his former wife, Joan, and their
other remains of Saturday's
was kept a secret,.
children, Ted Jr. and Kara;
reception into two rental trucks
Among the notables at the
Ethel Kennedy, the wife of slain
parked near the seaside homes
Roman Catholic ceremony and
Sen. Robert Kennedy, and her
of the renowned political family.
reception were actresses Grace
son, Joseph P. Kennedy II, a
Most of the famous guests left
Jones, Susan Saint James EberMassachusetts congressional
just after the reception, police
sol and Cathy Lee Crosby, candidate.
said.
singer Andy Williams, tennis
Family matriarch Rose Ken"It's quiet out there, but all I
star Arthur Ashe, artists Jamie
nedy, who suffered a stroke two
know is I've got a full house here
Wyeth and Andy Warhol, columyears ago, did not attend the
full of prisoners," said Sgt. Marnists Art Buchwald and Abigail 75-minute service at St. Francis
tin Hoxie of the Barnstable
"Dear Abby" Van Buren, televiXavier Church.
Police Department, which
covers the villages of Hyannis
and Hyannis Port.
"It could have had something
to do with the wedding, but I
think it's more an indication of
the summer to come. It was like
a summer weekend here last
night," he said.
About 450 wedding guests had
dined on chicken breast with a
champagne sauce and slices
from the 7-foot-high, 425-pound
wedding cake under the tents
after the late-morning wedding
In Hyannis.
The 30-year-old bride, a coanchor of the "CBS Morning
News," is the daughter of
Eunice Kennedy Shriver and
former ambassador R. Sargent
DEAR ABBY: Regarding "100 that within five minutes of being
Shriver. She will go by the name Percent American," the American introduced to a Caucasian, he was
of Oriental descent who complained asked,"What are you?": You replied
that it was rude to ask personal
questions at any time, but because
the average Caucasian doesn't
know a Chinese from a Japanese,
Cambodian, Vietnamese, Korean or
a Thai, the question seemed reasonable — but it was still rude.
Rude? I disagree. Inquiries about
a person's roots are not necessarily
rude. It shows a sincere interest in
their heritage.
The Orient is a rich and diverse
geography. The face of an Oriental
reveals his heritage. His looks tell of
a passage through villages, cultures
and languages---- but which ones?
His story is probably quite fascinating. I don't think it's rude to observe
that such a face has a rich ancestry.
I think it's a positive component of
international understanding.
AN AMERICAN NAMED FINN
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Detour

By Abigail

-kn accident Saturday afternoon at 1:52 p.m. resulted in a 1983 Ford car, driven be Joel A. Witte,
35, Rt.
2, Murray, hitting the Allison Photography and Calloway County Realty building. Witte was southbound
on 12th Street and said he remembered going through the traffic light at 12th and Chestnut but
nothing
after that, apparently blacking out, according to reports. Witte swerved into the oncoming lane
striking
a 1979 Lincoln, owned by Barry James and driven by Stacy L. Cunningham, 39, 222 S. 12th Street,
in the
left rear fender, according to reports. Witte then veered off the road traveling approximately
300 feet
after the initial impact and then struck the building, police reports said. The Witte vehicle came
to rest
inside the realty building and according to reports, evidence at the scene show the vehicle
picking up
speed until hitting the building. There were two passengers in the Witte vehicle, Jason Witte, 12,
and
Ralph Ospalski, 16. Joel Witte and Ospalski were treated and released at Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.

Van Buren

'Real' Americans Look
Like Just About Anyone
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DEAR ABBY: I, too, am 100
percent American, and because I
am of Asian ancestry, I am often
asked,"What are you?" It's not the
personal nature of this question
that bothers me, it's the question
itself. This query seems to question
my very humanity. "What am I?"
Why, I'm a person like everyone
else!
Another question I am frequently
asked is, "Where did you come
from?" This would be an innocent
question when one Caucasian asks
it of another, but when it is asked
of an Asian, it takes on a different
tone. I suppose I am expected to say
that I am from faraway China or
Japan. When I reply, "I'm from
right here — Portland, Oregon!"
they are invariably surprised. Why?
Because they find it hard to believe
that an Asian-looking person is
actually a native, true-blue, 100
percent American — and not a
recently arrived immigrant from
some foreign country.
Many people have the false
impression that all "real" Americans must be white (or at least
black). I don't speak with a foreign
accent, my dress is typically American, but because I am not the
"right" color, many people automatically assume that I am not
American.
Being white is not a prerequisite
for being a real American. This
country started out as an empty
land, and all the races that are
represented here now (yes, even the
American Indian) came from other
parts of the world. We are all
Americans, regardless of our ancestors' origins.
Americans come in all shapes,
sizes and colors, and I, for one,
think it's high time everyone
realized it.
A REAL AMERICAN
•••

DEAR JIMMY: For Tip
O'Neill to "hide" his Irish
ancestry would be like trying to
smuggle dawn past a rooster.
•• •

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
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DEAR AMERICAN: My mail
was heavy on this one. Without
exception, all writers of Oriental descent resented being
asked,"What are you?" shortly
after being introduced.
A typical letter:

DEAR ABBY: Why do people
resent being asked what they are?
The Irish are so proud of being
Irish, they tell you before you even
ask. Tip O'Neill has never tried to
hide his Irish ancestry.
JIMMY

tAlr suggested retail puce

Ti
di

DEAR ABBY: I am another "100
Percent American" of Oriental
heritage, but I was born in the
United States of America.
When I am asked (by Caucasians),
you from?" I
always reply, "Texas."
TERSE IN TEXAS

"where are
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Lassiter elected by Betas
At the Spring 1986
District One Beta Club
Meeting held April 17,
Calloway County High

Jody Lassiter
School Beta Club
Treasurer and
President-Elect for

1986-87 Jody A. Lassiter
was elected President of
the District One Beta
Club.
Faced with opposition
by candidates from
Trigg County High
School and Marshall
County High School,
Lassiter was elected to
the office which
presides over most of
District One of Western
Kentucky. Lassiter will
be responsible for
overlooking the
organization of high
school Beta Club
chapters throughout
Western Kentucky,
while corresponding
with the officers of the
State Chapter.
Lassiter's term lasts until Spring of 1 9Q7

The new District
President is also a
member and Public
Relations Director of
the
Calloway County
Speech Team, a
representative for- the
Student Council, and a
member of the Foreign
Language Club and
Academic Team. He is a
member of the Independence United
Methodist Church, and
the son of Jerry B. and
Patricia Lassiter of
Route 1, Dexter, Ky. He
is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. T.P. Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. John T.
Lassiter.
Sponsor for the
Calloway County High
School Beta Club is Mrs.
Betty Riley.

Calloway Middle School Speech Team
places high in state tournament recently
The Calloway County
Middle School Speech
Team made an outstanding performance at the
Kentucky State High
School Speech Tournament on April 19. The
tournament was held on
the University of Kentucky campus in
Lexington.
The seventh and
eighth graders placed
sixth out of 65 teams.
most of which were
composed of ninth
graders.
Qualifying for the
final round were Andrea
Crick and Beth Haley in
duet acting and poetry
and prose respectively.
Other team members
performing at state
were as follows:
Jon Rose
Broadcasting
Kim Shelton —
Lincoln-Douglas debate
and Public Speaking

April /..;rkman
Public Speaking
Loren • Wisehart
Extemporaneous
Kathy Wilson
Extemporaneous
Lori England — Extemporaneous and
Poetry
Valerie Barrett
Poetry
Beth Henninger
Prose
Lisa Culver — Prose
April Boswell — Duet
Acting
LaDawn Cook — Duet
Acting
Stacey Sills — Duet
Acting and Storytelling
Christie Smith — Duet
Acting
Marian Henderson —
Monologue and Interpretation of Literature
Jennifer Price —
Monologue and
Storytelling
Amy_Helm —
Monologue

Amy Fulton — Interpretation of Literature
The middle school
team is now planning its
end of the year awards
banquet. The team placed first at all of the
junior tournaments it
entered for 1985-86, including regionals.
The team is coached
by Patricia Lassiter.
Two ninth grade
members of the
Calloway County High
Speech Team also made
an impressive showing
at J.V. State. They are
Heidi Heiss and Kellye
Geurin. Heiss competed
in prose and Geurin in
prose and extemporaneous speaking.
Geurin qualified for
finals in both events and
captured an impressive
first place in both
categories. These
students are coached by
Larry England.

MSU ARTISTS WIN AWARDS — Dr. James Booth (second from left), vice
president for academic affairs at Murray State University, examines winning pieces of artwork in the Student Art Show Friday, April 18, in the Clp.ra
M. Eagle Art Gallery on campus. The annual show is sponsored by he
Organization of Murray Art Students (OMAS). The winners include (left to
right) Kim Atkins, a Puryear junior, who received the $200 OMAS Merit
Award for her drawing; Rick Waters, a Louisville senior, the $500 President's Award and the $25 Mary Wilder Open Award for "Chester's
Drawers." a functional design in wood (shown); Kaiti Slater, a Murray
senior, the $300 Bob and Nita Head Award for her bronze sculpture; and
Jeanne Freibert,a Louisville senior, the $400 Dean's and Gallery Awards for
her painting. The show will run through May 8.

SCIENTISTS CELEBRATE 100TH
N I% FRSARY — Members of the
Murray State University chapter of Sigma Xi Society for Research
celebrated the 100th anniversary of the group's founding Friday and Saturday, April 18-19, with a symposium of scientific presentations made by Murray State alumni. Pictured at the symposium are (from left) Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of the College of Science at Murray State, who received a
distinguished service award; Mrs. Pamela Cartwright, science teacher at
Murray Middle School, who was selected as the outstanding area middle
school science teacher; Dr. Ian Jackson, national executive director of
Sigma Xi, who delievered the plenary lecture of the symnposium; Dr. Kala
Stroup, president of Murray State; and .Jame% Stuart. president of the Murray State Chapter of Sigma Xi.
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Scout appreciation
dinner is scheduled
The Annual Scouter's
Appreciation Banquet
for the Four Rivers
Council. Boy Scouts of
America will be held
May 9, 1986 at Kentucky
Dam
Village,
Gilbertsville.
The professionals and
the members of the
Board of Directors of the
Four Rivers Council will
be saying "Thank You"
to all the volunteers including scouters and
parents.
Three Murray State University ROTC Cadets were recently selected to participate in Northern Warfare Training this summer at Fort Greely, Alaska.
The training is focused around mountaineering techniques, glacier operations and physical conditioning. Pictured from Left to Bight are: Don Ray,
sophomore Madisonville; Karen Kortendick, sophomore Mequon, Wisconsin; and Gerald Davis, sophomore Owensboro. They were selected for their
academic standing and physical skills in region wide competition.

Presiding over the
banquet will be William
F. Paxton III, President
of the Council.

Many awards will be
presented including the
Slyer Beaver Award. the
District Award of Merit,
President's Award and
unit
awards.
The
highlight will be the
presentation of the 1985
Class of Eagle Scouts.
Invitations will be
mailed to all registered
volunteers but any friend
of Scouting is invited to
attend. The price of the
meal will be $7.50 per
person. Checks for the
number of reservations
desired should be mailed
to the Four Rivers Council, BSA, P. 0. Box 7033,
Paducah, KY 42001.

Bass Club to sponsor
junior fishing tourney

Math team from Murray High
wins awards in recent contest
A 15-member team of
mathematics students
from
Murray High
School won four individual awards and
three team trophies, including first place in
overall team awards, at
the Mathematics Contest
Tuesday, April 22, on the
campus of Murray State
University.
Thirty area high
schools and middle
schools competed in the
contest,
which
in
students
took
an
80-minute test covering

Boys and girls 6 to 12 own fish
with
no
years of age are eligible assistance from adults:
to participate in the however, adults can
eleventh annual Junior assist once the fish is on
Fishing Tournament at the bank..
the four levels of high placed second and third Hematite Lake in TVA's
Prizes will be awarded
school mathematics: in the albebra II division. Land Between The by age
categories 6, 7, 8,
algebra I, geometry, Freshman David Gibson Lakes (LBL), Saturday, 9. 10, 11,
and 12. Prizes
algebra II and com- won third place in the May 10.
.
for first place will be
prehensive
algebra I contest.
The tournament,spon- presented to a boy and
mathematics.
sored by the Murray girl in each group. SeThe Murray High comThe competition was Bass Club, Murray Op- cond, third, fourth, and
prehensive and algebra I co-sponsored by the Mur- timist Club, and LBL. fifth place
awards will
teams placed first in ray State University will begin at 9:30 a.m. A also be given
to a boy or
their respective divi- Department
of special
clinic girl in each age group.
sions. In addition, senior Mathematics and the demonstrating casting,
The program is designLuke Harrington placed Kenlake Council of fishing
equipment,
ed to teach proper
fourth in the comprehen- Teachers
of boats, and other fishing
sive group, winning a Mathematics. Dr. J.D. gear is scheduled from fishing techniques to
youngsters and to pro$100 scholarship to Mur- Wilson, associate pro- 9:00 to 9:25 a.m.
family fellowship.
vide
ray State.
fessor of mathematics,
There is no fee for
Juniors Eric Burgher served
as
contest entering the contest. All
For additional inforand Dusty Ellington director.
participants must check mation, contact Junior
in 15 minutes before Fishing Tournament
designated starting time. Coordinator. Outdoor
All fish must be weigh- Recreation
Section,
ed by the judges, and the TVA-Land Between The
heaviest string of 10 fish Lakes, Golden Pond.
or less wins. Par- Kentucky
42231. '
ble until the Nixon land- soul" of the party.
slide year of-1972, *ten-- The- - IrOP bickeringf4 ticipa.nts mustlami.their_. .telephone (-502 924-5602
Helms won his first has delighted
Wet
a rid Democrats, who hope
moderate Jim the Republinan nominee
Holshouser became the will emerge from the
Warm, dry weather also keeping people instate's first Republican primary battered and once again
helped fan at doors instead of burning
governor elected this preoccupied with bin- least 18
fires in the trash and other
century.
ding party wounds.
eastern third of Ken- material outside.
The New Right fac"With one candidate tucky over the weekend,
Hamm said winds
tion, led by Helms, East beating the other up forestry
were not very strong.
officials say.
and the Congressional every day on TV ... the
The largest fire decreasing the chance
Club, has held the upper potential is there for covered
about 70 acres of fire spreading.
hand since the mid-70s. some lasting scars." Sunday in
Pike County
Four planes, one in
But many say a Broyhill said Ed Turlington, ex- at Indian Creek.
each eastern Kentucky
victory could change ecutive director of the
But Donald Hamm, district, were being usthat, especially with his state Democratic Party. director of
the state ed to spot the blazes. he
ally, Republican Jim The UNC poll showed division of
forestry, said said.
Martin, occupying the former Gov. Terry San- the number
There were three fires
of fires over
governor's mansion.
ford with a 10-point lead the weekend were less reported in Knott CounFunderburk has call- over his closest rival in than expected.
."I ex- ty and another was in
ed the Senate primary a the relatively placid pected twice
as many Pike County near Fish
"battle for the heart and Democratic campaign.
Trap Lake.
fires," he said.
. No buildings were in
"It appears the people
have burped everything the fires' path and
Turtles, which lived eons before the prime
they're going to burn." crews were working to
years of the dinosaurs, are the. world's oldest surhe said. Hamm said the contain the blazes, ofviving reptiles.
high temperatures were ficials said.

Moderate is regarded as favorite against
North Carolinas conservative Jesse Helms
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP)
— A_ congressional-moderate praise
as
—founder orthe-rnadern
GOP in North Carolina"
Is widely regarded as
the favorite against a
protege of archconservative Jesse Helms in a
Senate primary that
reflects a 10-year battle
for control of the state
GOP.
As the May 6 primary
approaches, polls give
12-term Rep. Jim
Broyhill a Wide edge
over David Funderburk,
an academic and
former U.S. ambassador to Romania,
despite Funderburk's
six-month assault on
Broyhill's conservative
credentials.
The incumbent, rightwing Republican John
East,is retiring because
of poor health.
A University of North
Carolina poll taken in
late February, the only
independent survey of
voter opinion in the
race, showed Broyhill
with a commanding 42
percent to 9 percent lead
over Funderburk. A
third candidate, white
supremacist F. Glenn
Miller, had 4 percent.
With some 45 percent
of the Republicans
surveyed undecided,
both sides agree the
race is far from over.
But political observers
said the poll made clear
that Funderburk had
made no significant inroads with his hardhitting criticism of
Broyhill's record.
Even Carter Wrenn.
executive director of the
National Congressional
Club, Helms' political
organization that is running Funderburk's campaign, acknowledged
that "it wouldn't be incredible. but it might be
remarkable" if he won.
The race continues a
struggle for control of a
state Republican Party
that was nearly invisi-
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Seven Straight
Racers win OVC tournament
with junior-dominated squad
After nine matches
this spring. Murray
State's men's tennis
team had a 2-7 record.
"I have to admit I was
concerned when we
were 2-7, but not that
much," coach Bennie
Purcell said. "We had
four new people on the
team,and we were playing tough teams on the
road. I didn't expect us
to have a good record at
that point: I expected us
to improve from playing
good competition. And
that's what we did."
Did they ever.
1

1

11

-

fell 1-6, 7-6, 7-6 to Bra•
Moss and Randy Holde
of Austin l'eay in tl.
finals of the consolatit,
round.
The Racers don't lo
anyone from this yea/
squad ‘._ Bergraliir
Gundersen, Au stir
Farmer. Brunner iii
Cox are junior s
Schneider and Itowtu:
are f re s h ni en. Tori•
Wretlund. tlw Player ‘•
the Year in the ()V('
season, returns ii...
season after spendiny
year in the S\1/4 cdi 1
army.

Tha ristrara want nn tn

iv
AL
1111./I\

keys for us this season."
No. 4 Bard Gundersen
defeated Sanj Kalara of
Akron 7-6, 6-3. No. 5
Paul Austin won 6-2. 6-2
over Chris Brown of
EasternKentucky. No.6
Alan Farmer beat
Austin Peay's Arvid Arvindham 6-0, 6-2.
Farmer lost only four
games during the entire
tournament. By beating
Brown, Austin avenged
one of his two conference losses this
season. He avenged the
other loss in the semifinals,
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Glenn Crouch of Ten- Gundersen 22 14. Alist I,
straight year MSU has
nessee Tech 6-4, 2-6, 7-6. 23-14 and Farmer
s Atli ITTACK - Defense dominated the Murray State's
Mike Woznichak in the first half, forcing an incomplete pass.
won at least 20 matches. .
Purcell was forced to Brunner and Schneifi. ,
Blue-Gold game Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. as the Gold
The Blue squad managed 174 yards in total offense to 149 for
Saturday in substitute Bergrahm for were 16-14 at No '
w on 3-0 on a 36-yard field goal by Paul Rickert with 34 seconds
the Gold squad. Head Coach Frank Beamer and his coaching
Cookeville, Tenn., they John Brunner after doubles. Gundersen a r .
left in the game. Above, linebackers Vincent Bell (35) and
staff graded the players today after looking at the film of the
won the OVC tourna- Brunner suffered heat Farmer were 26-5. t'••
I oke Curry (number not shown) converged on quarterback
game. A story on that grading will be in tomorrow's paper.
and Rowton were 107
ment by 20 points, their exhaustion Friday.
"Jens had played alitseventh consecutive
_
"This . was a v,•
tle bit of doubles at the
•
•
•
•
championship.
beginning of the year, rewarding year i , ,
"It's hard to win one but that's all,"
Purcell me." Pur
"
11 said
1
championship, to say said. "I think it
is a real just didn't know how •
nothing about seven credit to him and
\,-,i•
would
do
year
this
John
• still
- • . , i ,, '. a lz. ainst
'•I think we were
straight," Purcell said. that they were
Brinkley's pitching and
After managing only a and giving up six hits.
able to four new players "
• * e s County
the thinking about the hitting.
We won a lot of close play so well
third inning single by
Because MS( lost 1
Calloway County
together."
a \ Co u ii t y Graves County game on
Besides throwing an Greg Futrell in the first tallied three runs in the matches at the tourna- regional foes T er
red 26 runs t h e w a y t 0 one hitter
No. 2 Gundersen and nessee. V a lid l' Is 1 ,7 I I
Brinkley game. the Lakers re- second, four in the ment, and I think a big
• : -aki 1.• nits
Hopkinsville." ('CBS lashed a bases loaded bounded and scored 10 folurth, one in the sixforeasn th.
that
a is wet
Farmer downed Chris M e m p h i s S t r 1 .
.-! • ..-la y in the first assistant coach Stan double in the second, runs on 15 hits in the se- and two in the seventh. play a tough non- Smith and Miltaatrick Alp.bania.and Alallarr.
, ...
! a double- W aller said. '' W e scoring t hr ee of .cond game, winning
of Eastern
tucky- Birming444.44.14--1-44-p....-4--"We realized we had conference schedule."
• -re r w 1 t h weren't Mentally re-adHopkinsyille•s seven 10-2.
',
doesn
t expect th
to play to beat
Racers captured 7-6, 1-6, 6-4.
The
• : •-„ .:./ V .11e. the to
runs in the inning.
Brunner
No:
6-3.
2
lost
Racers
to receive a hi
Hopkinsville," Waller six titles, one second.
.
• , ! - 16".4, had one
Hopkinsville won thc
"He's probably the
Futrell (6-0) was the said. "We forgot all place finish and .two 6-4 in the finals to to the NCAAs.
..
first game 10-0 in five inbest pitcher we've faced winning pitcher, fann- about Graves County." fourth-place finishes to
of Tennessee
se
e
CrouchTI.1%1 MAIM., V
flings behind Jimbc all year - Waller said
Mike Garland led off accumalate 71 points to Tech.
ing two, walking two
I ..,. ,, -• ,.
-7,
"You could tell John di.. re,......• \!, -,, , ••
the second with a walk. 51 for Austin Peay, 50
, F..1,
--„.-- I ...
Mike Wheeler walked, for Middle Tennessee suffered from heat ex- Kent,4. I,
I
then Corey Welladoubl- and 47 for Eastern haustion on Friday.'' .,•,„,„....,„„,.. .... v,,.,...,. 4.4 .. .
Purcell said. "He didn't •`111 * 1,
ed in Garland. Allen.,\Rentucky.
... i
.is.ar.•
play
the way he is
Bazzell
plated
Wheeler
A
•
•
• 1
• 1 •
•
•
44M S U • s J o h n capable of playing."
with
wi a single.
,,f,/•,, - • , ',/ '
On Friday. Brunner • yr
David Lawrence Schneider, at No. 3,
singled to lead off the defeated Austin Peay's became just the sixth ,2 n --.
fourth. After a single by Rusty Cummings 2-6, Racer ever to win 100
7-6, 7-5 in the finals,
matches.
i.,,,,, .,
:•. •' •..• :.: -t. meeting
This is the first year by smacking a two-out Darnell led off with a Wells, Futrell drove in
"John had a great
No. 1 Bergrahm lost
• * - Ca Ili/ w a
Calloway County has double with Tracey walk and moved to se- Lawrence with a single.
/.., ..
,,illy
Lakers had a girls' softball Banks aboard. Banks cond on a single by April Care y Alexander's year for us," Purcell 6-3, 7-5 to Middle Ten- 6'.
m1
single scored Wells. said. "He stepped in as nessee's David Wherle • im), "
,,••;,! ., , i(mble-header team
reached base on an Woods. An error on
Chuck Adams knocked a freshman and had a in the finals of the con- -- e Murray Lady
Rhonda Lee got the err.)r.
Stephani Barnett's
in Futrell with a double. 29-8 record, the best one solation round. The No. ,;,,,,dr, -• *'-** .
. • , - Fr :(la‘
Lady Lakers on the
The Lady Lakers ground ball allowed
*-• . -, ,,!...... \\, ere 9-4 scoreboard in the first
Sam
Taylor completed on the team. His play at 3 doubles team of Jeff ,''''' '
scored twice in the se- Darnell to score. Sherri
No. 3 was one of the real Cox and Nathan Rowton
*••
,
inning of the first game cond inning. Christy Gallimore plated Woods the scoring with a RBI
triple.
, vvith a single.
_ _ .... . . . . . .
_
Taylor's
double drove
Ar--..• .
.----.
P.J. c_maawica singien
in Alexander in the
in Erica Muskgrow in
sixth. Alexander had
the third. Muskgrow
singled.
had singled.
Greg Lassiter hit a
The Murray Tigers Tiger run, in the second
single.
Darnell hit a two-run two-run single in the
lifted their record to 7-5 He doubled and came
Hendon 's sinL!
double in the fourth. Lee seventh, scoring
with a double-header home on Chuck Baker's plated West with o •
also hit a double, scor- Lawrence and Wells.
winning run in the nithLawrec
had singled. sweep of Obion County single.
ing Barnett and. on an
Friday in Murray.
Jay Watson got Mur- West was hit by a pit, f.
Wells
had
doubled.
error. Banks.
The Tigers won the ray going in the fifth then stole second
Wells went 3-for-4.
Lee ended the scoring
first game 9-8 in nine in- with a single. He scored
Adkins went 3 tor ;
Taylor
and
Futrell
went
with a home run in the
2-for-4. Alexander went flings on the timely hit- when the shortstop Hendon went 3 for :
sixth.
ting of Ed Hendon. Hen- made a bad throw on Miller went " for i
In the second game, 2-for-5.
Adams (2-1) hurled a don drove in the tieing James Payne's ground w hilt It a km r WI'
Lee drove in Banks in
lUll LAI Shy
Lidil.....nip t1.111.111Z Ul lPVC
Z-1017-1.
the first inning with a complete game in the
ing and the winning run in Payne with a single,
opener,
The Tigers coasted t
strikine
out
two.
tiuttutr. itettaz.ngs 1J W •„
J
.--.
then moved to second on the "vin in the sc/
walking four and allow- in the ninth.
e q•.1
single plated Lee.
Bruce Thurmond (2-1) Miller's single. Baker game, tallying one fin
ing 10 hits.
"They really didn't hit pitched a complete plated Adkins and in the first. two in the -,•
Lee hit a two-run
single in the second, Chuck all that well." game in the second Miller with a double. He cond and six in the 11 1'.
when the Lady Lakers Waller said. "Of their game, leading Murray scored when the pitcher to build a 9-1 led
a
made an error on West's
West led off the fit '
tallied nine runs. Woods ten hits, nine were to a 9-2 win.
In the first game, the grounder.
had a two-run single. singles. And most of
with a single and scur-,,,
With two outs in the when the right field.Nora Garland tripled in them were bloopers or Tigers tallied one run in
balls that barely got the second, five in the seventh, the Tigers made an error on lien
two runs.
fifth and one in the rallied to tie the score. don's single.
through
Muskgrow and Mandi
the infield."
The Lakers host Trigg seventh, eighth and West reached first on an
W'ith one out in the s,
Outland had RBI triples
ninth,
2
error by the second (('ont'd on page 13)
County Tuesday.
in the third inning.
Tony Robinson (1-0) baseman. He stole segot the win, working the cond and scored on Hen- rICILIQ
''''
••.
...
final two innings. Mark don's clutch double.
k.4l..41.10
',.-, ge ,_;:trl,
,
-A%, .
Miller started and went
After Obion County
until the sixth, when had scored a run in the
- -4..4
1.
Mark West relieved top of the eighth, Chris
• ON
VO' iN.
3
c
Ne
him. Miller gave up six Padgett and Adkins
hits while fanning two came through for Murand walking three. West ray. Padgett singled
allowed two hits.
and stole second. Adkins
Miller scored the first drove him in with a
,..

Staff photo by Kent Brown

Lakers split twinbill with Hoptown

11

• Calloway takes two from Murray _
in initialgirls softball nieeting

rwIti

ligers sweep Obion Lo.

•
,
___,--....-...._.. , . .

,
.
.
.
,•,,._ , ,

THE ALL-NEW
1986
,,,,Tsir,,,
(_,-,,MAZDA B2000.
l F.AE)INc'wok' I 0 (

1.,, \11 la A

WITH Al I I Hi SI SIANDARD I I ,Al i ,10 S.
'rile 112000 comes

with a responsive ox.erhead cam engine, ;Teed overdrive, steel-belted radials, ventilated In mt dis( brakes,
‘velded steel double-wall carp) bed, tinted glass, brushed nap full

carpeting, and intermittent-action windshield wipers. Plus one
of the roomiest cabs in its class.
All standard at a price that makes
it an except it nal value

ma
AiM
t*

Starting 1t

85948.40 1,:_s.,‘

OUR GOAL IS TO SELL 20 TRUCKS

CARROLL MAZDA
800 theq nut — Murray. Ky.

Oa 25
.

-noVI*

5 DAYS

girls
finish
on top

Eye- /110
opening
prices on
eye-pleasing
Armstrong
floors.
Save now on no-wax floors that are
easy to install yourself

Vinyl No-Wai

ImperlaV Accotone/
Was S6 99 Sq Yd
NOW $495Sq Yd
9.12 room as tittle es $59 40

'
(AftnStr
Ong

Paschall Salvage
y. mi S. of Hazel, KY
498.8964

A business insurance package, that is It's SERIES
ONE,a broad-coverage,competitively-priced plan
for retail stores, offices.
churches, apartments and
Staffs Auto
,r7 Insurance
drug stores. Call us for a
A
li
ig Companies
proposal and quotation

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple
Southside of the CI Square

753-4451

girls' track team w.ri
Calloway's HaW,/ilan
Tropic Invitatiwia
Saturday.
The boys' team tiniTh
ed sixth b••hind Tr-'cg
County, Mayfield. Ma r
shall County. I 'III //11
County and Italia, d
Memorial
\Irii t \
finished ninth
For the Lady Lakci
who accumalated It
points to 75 for second
place Marshall Count \
Erica Muskgrow \\iii
the long jump and tin.
400-meter dash
Slim leapt 15.11 Her time it
1:08 In the 400 Wa /, a
tationwe 13)
(Con

(C

Ausesessewieweessessaressasollanal11
.61181111111111119aseser
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Murray netters beat
Paducah Tilghman
Murray High School's
boys' and girls' tennis
teams raised their
records to 7-1 Friday by
defeating squads from
Paducah Tilghman.

Roedeupteteriro-. 6 Ben
Yoo beat David Johnson
8-4.

No. 4 Allison Carr lost
8-4 to Kelly McKnight.
No. 5 Katherine Oakley
beat Liz Waller 8-5. No.
6 Heather Hughes
defeated Jane Chapman
8-1.

The No. 1 doubles
team of Billington and
Hunt defeated Seabury
The Tigers won 8-1, and Waller 8-1, the same
while the Lady Tigers score No. 2 Whitaker
Murray's No. 1
won 6-3. The matches and Kelly posted doubles
team, Elizabeth
were played in Murray. against Young and Oakley
and Carr. beat
Roedenmeier. No. 3 Gregory and Gregory
The Tigers' No. 1 Greg Knedier
and Yoo 8-4. No. 2 Williams and
seeded singles player, beat Hines
and Hogancamp won 8-3
Phil Billington. lost to
Cromwell 8-4.
over McKnight and
Charlie Seabury 9-7. No.
Houston. No. 3 Kim Sex2 Jon Mark Hall blanked
Ellen Hogancamp, at ton and Amy Wilson lost
Boyd Waller 8-0. No. 3 No. 1, won 8-1 over
8-5 to Waller and
Sean Kelly defeated Leigh Gregory for the
Chapman.
Stephen Hines 8-3.
Lady Tigers. No. 2
Elizabeth Oakley
No. 4 Mark Whitaker defeated Lisa Houston
Murray's tennis
blanked Chris Young 8-1. No. 3 Robin teams are traveling to
8.0. No. 5 Jason Hunt Williams fell 9-8 17-51 to Paducah Tilghman
won 8-6 over Chad Amy Grecrnrv
today.

•

JUST ANNOUNCED

PPRPA4 FIRM/ONG
Ends July 5th

Rangers

6.9%
wirgowit
7,9% __41A07L:
7.9%
Up to 36 Months

Staff photo by Kent Brown

THEY'RE OFF — Calloway County's Dana Armstrong, left,
and Murray's David Edwards ran the first leg of the 400-meter
relay for their teams during Calloway's Hawaiian Tropic In-

vitational Saturday. Calloway's boys' team finished sixth,
while Murray's finished ninth. Trigg County won the boys'
competition. Calloway County won the girls'.

Escorts, EXPs,
Tempos, Mustangs, Thunderbirds

Four Lady Racers win at track meet
,
Four Lady Ra.cers
awl. axle_ Rarer fini_chpri
first in the Murray State
University Twilight
Meet Saturday at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
For the Lady Racers,
Tracey Gard won the
long jump with a leap of
17-4;42, Jamie Ahrens
won the high jump at
5-8, Michelle Woolsey

won the 10,000-meter
run, in-44:15-75 and Nina
Funderburk won the
400-meter dash in 56.36.
Joe Woodside captured the discus throw
for the Racers at 154-8.
Twenty-one schools
and over 300 athletes
competed in the meet.
The Racers' 4 x 400
relay team finished first

in 3: 22.64. It consisted of 200-meter dash, placing
Patterson Johnson, fifth.
William Jordan, Willie
Jordan was second in
Thomas and Mike • the 1,500-meter run in a
Ramsey.
pe&onal best of 3:50.04
the best time in the
Ramsey finished se- OVC this season) and in
cond in the 400-meter the 800-meter run in
dash in a personal best 1:53.46.
time of 48.79. He also
Rolando Greene placregistered a personal ed second in the triple
best of 22.83 in the jump at 47-1;2. Arvadio
Ferguson placed second
In the long jump at 22-8.

Muskgrow sets record
in winning 400 meters
(('ont'd from page 12)
school record.
Muskgrow also finished third in the 200-meter
dash in 27.36.
Eushieka Payne won
the shot put with a
heave of 33-9. Tina
Jackson placed third at
30-6.
Melissa Smith's throw
of 101-0 in the discus
earned her first place.
Missy Tucker finished
third at 83-0.
Amberly Moss bounded 5-2 to win the high
jump. Michelle Stubblefield jumped 4-10,
finishing third.
Connie Ross and Kris
Miller finished 1-2 in the
300-meter low hurdles.
Ross's time was 51.3.
Miller's time was 51.4.
The 800 relay team of
Angela Woods,
Muskgrow, Marcia
Grimes and Moss was
victorious in 1:52.16.
Grimes placed third
in the 100-meter dash in
13.23, fourth in the 200 in

Finishing third were
Calvin Turnley in the
100-meter dash (10.90),
Ronnie Hensley in the
5 , 000 -meter run
27.81 and fifth in the 400
The 3,200-meter relay (16:54.33), Tony Coates
in 1:07.
team of Mark Charity, in the high jump (6-81
Miller finished third Kevin Garland, Timmy and the 4 x 100 relay
in the 100-meter high Manning and Mark team of Turnley,
hurdles in 16.29. Ross Watkins won in 8:50.1, a Ramsey, Ferguson and
finished fourth in 16.69. school record.
James Yarbrough.
Pam Knight grabbed
Damon Geiger turned
Darin McCuiston
fifth in the 3,200-meter placed second in the in a personal best of
run in 14:47 and third in high jump at 5-10.
3 : 59 . 17 in the
the 800-meter run in
Randy Sons was third 1,500-meter run, placing
2:41.
In the 800 in a personal him sixth. Trent Lovett
For the Lakers, Mark best of 2:08.72 and fifth finished seventh in the
Henderson won the pole in the 1,600 in a personal 1,500-meter run in
vault at 13-0.
4:00.08.
best of 4:48.

(('ont'd from page 12)
cond, Miller doubled.
Baker plated him with a
double. West hit into a
fielder's choice, as
Baker was thrown out
going to third. Hendon
singled. Watson singled
In West.
Payne drove in two
runs in the third with a
single. Robinson,
Miller, West and Hendon also had RBI.
Hendon and Watson
went 3-for-4. Miller went
2-for-3.
Thurmond gave up
eight hits. He struck out
three and didn't walk
anyone

AimpossammeimellIew

Bronco. I„
F150, F250

Up to 36 Months
With Approved Credit

PARKER FORD
Main St., Murray
701

75 - 27
`a_

On What It Takes To Make A House A Home

1x10
Channel
Rustic
Cedar

SCOREBOARD
For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.

I

, xxl neughbor
Srars, Farr, a, oloari,

'Ideal for covering old floors
•Smooths out cracks
'Good inside hardwood.

stare •aorn tie
insurance(°riven,
Homy Office
Plioorningion

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Onnsoon
L

Hendon
plates
winning
run for
Murray

Up To 36 Months

:
Murray' State. competes in the OVC championships this weekend
in Clarksville, Tenn.
"We had a good tune
up for the OVC meet,"
men's coach Jay
Flanagan said. "We
also rested some people
by either holding them
out of events or by cutting back on what they
normally do.
••I just hope we can
now peak this
weekend."

New York
Boston
Cleveland
Detroit
Baltimore
Toronto
Milwaukee

12
9
9
9
9
7

Pct
6 4b 667
•
529
o
529
o
529
9
566'
10
444
4311
9

West Division
California
Oakland
Texas
Kr rises City
Minnesota
Seattle
Chicago

12
I
9

6

Saturday s Games
Chicago 5. Detroit 4, II innings
Cleveland a. New York 2
Oakland 5. Seattle 3
Baltimore I . Toronto 5
Boston 6. Kansas City I
Milwaukee 10, Texas 2
California 7 Minnesota It
Sunday Games
Cleveland 9 New York 7
Toronto C Baltimore 0
California P. Minnesota 7
Boston at Kansas City ppd rain
Detroit 4. Chicago I
Texas 6. Milwaukee 2
Oakland 1 Seattle 0
Monday Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday Games
Minnesota at New York .n1
Kansas City at Detroit on o
Celiforrila at Toronto o n o
Seattle at Boston n o
Baltimore at Chicago I n ,
Cleveland at Texas on o
Oakland at Milwaukee on

7
6
9
11
12
11

632
579
529
471
421
3611
353

GB

New York
746
Philadelphia
467
tit
21,
St louts
44,
467
Pittsburgh
7
462
1,
1
21
, Montreal
7
14
5
43S
3
Chic ago
6
ti
100
1
West Division
4
Houston
13
5
722
San Frani IS4,
It
7
611
2
San I hegii
10
s
5.56
3
1
Atlanta
7
10
,
412 51
Los Angeles
7
350
13
7
Cincinnati
5
10
313
6i,
1
Saturday s Games
5
NYS.. York 4 St Louis 3
5
Philadelphia A l'ItI1burgh
Montreal 4 Chicago 2
Houston 1 Om innat I
Atlanta S Los Angeles 4 tol innings
San Francisco 3 San Iiiego 2 10 inning"
Sundays Games
Pittsburgh 13 Philadelphia 5
Chicago 12 Montreal 10
New York 5 St Louis 3
tiotioiton It Cincinnati II
la's Angeles 7 Atlanta 4
San I heat, It San Franc iSCO 1
Monday s Games
St Louis ./..tnhes I 1, at San Fran,
o Lir rens
22
Cho ago .Standerson 1 1 • at Sail
liaekirs
12' ,n,
Pitltburgh Kipper 0 i at l,
a
Angeles
alenruel
2 I,

111

ihils games scheduled
TUOWieSWMO4
New York at Atlanta
NI Philadelphia .rn
Montreal at Cincinnati .n
Chh ago at San !Ellett° n
PU10111110 at I a. Angeles
n
St 1 outs at San Franc
o n

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

EAST TO 961 GE

Picture
Aluminum
Storm Door

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

'Ideal for exterior
siding or interior
paneling
welt

Economy
Studs

$8499

80 lb.

•Sturdy 1`'." thick
•Tempered safety
glass
•Pre-hung
•Pre-Drilled
•White or Bronze

Concrete Mix
•Ideal for
many projects
•Appros
long

$249

•••

Folding Attic
Stairway

$3

794

Dap
Rely-On

95

Caulk

Each

9 each

s,4

75

•Maims use of that wasted attic space
•10 heights available •Rugged construction

Rickman
,
Norswortny
LUMBER COMPANY,INC.

Tub.

5ktairil
VISA

CHARGE IT!

Start you home ins•
provements today. You've
got what it takes when you
hove a HWI Do-lt Card
VISA S. MesterCeril
also coompfoil.
11.
CASH IL CAM,

Monday Through Saturday

759-9888

vacert.earse

PA(F 14

MONDAY, APRIL SC

CLASSIFIEDS
Notice

2

2
Notice
Cake Hut- when
l'AMS
GET the facts on play
uag all States & Canad- you need a cake for any
ian Lotteries from your reason call Pam's Cake
home 504.646-1700 Dept Hut Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
L. 149
PAM'S CAKE HUT is and iced with a butter
the place to call the next cream icing made from
time you need a cake for scratch Their decoratany reason They make ing is superb Best of all
cakes of all kinds their prices are great
including character and So give us a call We
novelty cakes So call promise you'll be glad
759-4492 or 437-4455. 410 you did 759-4492 or
437.4455 evenings
Main on Court square
Noti

2

A Bad Time For

PREGNANCY?
Call

LIFE HOUSE
753-0700
1506 Chestnut

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
newer
the
of
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'In, local claim

40

4 Written
order abbr
6 Roof edges

11 Fragments
13 Extras
15 Article

52 Expires
54 Therefore
55 Printer's
measure
56 Pills
59 Mother
61 Fond wish
63 More
contemptible
65 Boundaries
66 Samarium
symbol
67 Poem

21 Painfultpot
22 Cutting
24 Period of
fasting
26 Liquid
measure
28 Golf mound
29 Decorate
31 Highlander
33 Dysprosium
symbol
34 Midday
36 Heroic event
38 Tellurium

1 Watering
place
2 Shaded

6

5

it

10

18

22

21

20

1125

III30

!
.
4
U46
50

44

54

53

52
57

43

49

51

59

58

lUll

60

64
63lUll
67

82

81

42

41
47

56

55

37

36

35

11
33

311132

40

39

23
28

261127

34
36

9

17111

19
24

18

13111114

12UI
16

15

3 Old pronoun
4 Wagers
5 Bar legally
6 Substance
7 Likely
8 Enormous
9 Teutonic
deity
10 Scorched

DOWN

4

3

2

TAP
P
SN I r ID
P A C
ICE
TOTAL
rE G 0
TEETER
SO FTER
SHELL..
FOP
PIECE
TE
ST E
TSAR
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16 Bears witness
to
18 Cooled lava
19 Tantalum
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

42
45
47
49
50 A small ice
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12 Calcium
symbol
14 Surfeits
17 Goddess of
discord
20 Presently
23 Astatine
symbol
24 Note of scale
25 Jog
27 Covers
30 Standard
32 Gratuities
35 Sewing
implements
37 Household
pets
38 Bound
39 Glossy paint
41 Shadow
43 Destined
44 Babylonian
deity
46 Thoron
symbol
48 Abounds
51 Twirl
53 Stalk
57 Before
58 Every halt
year abbr
60 Exist
62 Yes, in
Mexico
64 Negative

111•

if,"

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
Cable Ch. 32

ACROSS
symbol
Allowance for
waste
Small shovel
Emmet
Flesh
Portico

Notice

2

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Inflamed
swelling on
eyelid

Mirrray Ledger & Times

WNKJ-HopkInsville

Lost and Found

5

LOST
Wilson Tennis Rocket
REWARD $25
If returned in
good condition.
759.1884
LOST, strayed or
stolen- blonde Cocker
Spaniel, answers to
"Rocky" Reward. Call
753-5696.
6 Help Wanted
(N)UN TER help and sales
position for auto parts.
Experience preferred.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-F Murray Ky 42071.
SOMEONE to stay with
elderly lady from 6p.m.
Fri. to 6p.m. Sun. Call
489-2731.
LTBSTITUTE GRANDMOTHER. Responsible, dependable, non
smoking person, with
own

transportation

to

care for newborn infant.
References required!
Position available late
July, Mon. thru Fri.
8a m. to 5p.m. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-13: Murray. Ky.
TALENT- Singers.
Dancers. Muscicians.
Be a part of Kentucky's
newest most exciting
production. For further
information contact
Kenlake Music Hall,
-Aurora, Ky . 150214748059.

6

Help Wanted

EXPERIENCED tool
makers and mold
makers Top wges,
insurance, vacation and
holiday pay. Minimum 8
years experience need
apply. Paris Tool And
Die Co. Inc.
901-642-8574.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$16,040. $59,230/yr.
Now hiring Call 806-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.
NEED a full time sitter
to care for elderly
disabled man in home.
Prefer live-in and/or
shift work. Write P.O
Box 187, Murray, Ky.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: i liyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, 12) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, 131
you are between ages 16
& 21. call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
NEED babysitter for
school age child in my
home lKirksey areal.
Send resume with references to P.O. Box
1258, Murray, Ky. 42071.
RN needed. Pull-time
weekend position is
available for the
7a.m..7p.m. shift. The
position available requires an employee to
work 12 hours on Sat. &
Sun. for a total of 24
hours worked with
Mon.-Fri. scheduled off.
Also, the company will
pay an additional 12
hours free so that the
employee will be payed
a total of 36 hours. Each
employee will be considered full time and be
eligible for full time
benefits. Apply in person at Care Inn, 4th &
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky.
or call 247-0200.
Small Personal
Service Business
Is seeking receptionist
with good communication
skills, typing &

raxperience
put•r
necessary. Minimum 1 yr
il•sponexperience
sbNities include greeting
public, answering phones
& scheduling appointments. Send resume including current photograph
& salary requirements to
P.O. Box 1040-K Murray,
Ky. 42071.
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6. Help Wanted
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $716.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332. 3418 En
terprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
TREACHERS teachersWorld Book Childc raft
needs you to show
World Book products to
parents this summerearn a new set of World
Book for your family
and a set for your
classroom. Call 753-5570
or write 912 Sycamore.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
WANTED 30 overweight people serious
about losing 10 - 29
pounds in 30 days. 100
percent guaranteed.
Call 762-4003.
WANTED: reliable
women to babysit starting immediately. Must
have three references.
Send resume to CJ
Watford, Rt. 5 Box 95,
Murray, Ky.
9. Situation Wanted
COLLE-GE student
wants yards to mow.
Experienced, reliable,
50% off first mowing.
Call 762-2327.
LAWNS mowed, anytime. Adult. Call 4362879.

22. Musical

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
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YAMAHA acoustic
guitar. Call 758-1820.

24x44 DOUBLE wide, 2
BR with large Living
room, new carpet. Can
be left on lot $7500.
759-1083

1 LARGE BR brick,
W-D hookup. carport.
Couples preferred. No
pets. $235 a month Call
753-6931.
2 BEDROOM furnished
apt., close to campus.
No pets. Avail. May 9.
$170 per month. Call
753-5980.

24. Miscellaneous
Echo Tr imrtwrs

S99.95
All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure
205 N. 4th 753 4110
1100 GALLON water
tank, mounted on heavy
duty John Deere
Trailer, Call 753-5894
after 5p.m.
Coming soon TORO af
Stokes Tractor.
DON'T work like a
horse this summer put a
Wheel Horse to work for
you! See at Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
MOTHER'S Day and
graduation gifts- men &
women's 17 Kt. gold
chains, sterling silver
chains, necklaces and
bracelets, men &
women's designer watches. Call 753-5365.
MURRAY Silica Sand
now has decorative rock
in stock. Call 753-7196.

14. Want to Buy
4 CHROIXE alumfnum
or mag wheels, for 13" & garden tractors- 650 &
or 14" 5-lug for Ford. 750, bargain priced at
Stokes Tractor, IndustCall 753-0167.
rial Road 753-1319.
15. Articles for Sale
OAK & hickory $27.50
vact=7
.1
-min cleaners, full rick delivered. Call
new and reconditioned. 436-2778.
Jerry's Sporting Goods, ODD jobs- builds decks,
6th and Walnut, Mayfield. patios; tree trimming.
Phone 436-2904.
247-4704.
A attM7===MTI . ONE white wedding
Martial Art supplies. gown with semi catheJerry's Sporting Goods, dral train; one rose
6th and Walnut, Mayfield. Prom dress: one blue
Prom dress. All size 8-10
247-4704.
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft. worn once. Call after
refrigerator with tex- 4:30p.m. 753-7664 or
tured steel door, only 759-4473.
$8.00 per week. Rudolph PROM dress. size 9,
white with pink trim,
Goodyear 753-0595.
^n ()axe.
r •!
WHIRLPOOL -heavy
duty washer with 4 753-9271.
cycles. only $6.00 per PROTECT your inweek. Rudolph vestment put a rubber
b'ed mat in your new
Goodyear, 753-0595.
picku-up truck. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
16. Home Furnishings
WHIRLPOOL heavy PUSH•MOWERSduty dryer with 3 temp SELF-PROPELLED HI.
selections, only $4.00 WHEEL. cheap or
per week. Rudolph expensive- whatever
your needs! See us
Goodyear, 753-0595.
before you buy. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
19. Farm Equipment
RIDING lawn mower
1078 MASSEY Ferguson Call 492-8595 after 5p.m.
230 diesel tractor, like
new. only 400 hrs. Disc, SADDLE UP A HORST
plow, blade, bush hog. WHEEL HORSE of
metal trailer. Excellent course at Stokes Traccondition. 753-5286 after tor, Industrial Road
753-1319.
5p.m.
2290 CASE tractor & WE have good clean 55
disc, bought new 1980. gal. drums. $6 each. AG
Also, 13' John Deere Brokers, Industrial Rd
wheat drill. Call 489- 753-4533.
VIT repair all makes of
2696.
2290 CASE tractor 1900 lawn mowers! Best
hours, bought new 1980, service in town! Stokes
excellent condition, also Tractor 753-1319.
13 foot John Deere wheat W HIRLPO 0 L
microwave oven with
drill. Call 489.2696 or 489
700 watts cooking
2597.
power.
$4.50 week.
"A" FARMALL tractor Rudoph only
Goodyear, 753with cultivators. Looks 0595.
and runs good. Asking
$1,250. Call 753-0183,
Push Mowers
extension 5, between
8AM-4PM.
Star firict otS 119.95
CASE model 108, riding
All Seasons
mower, 34" cut. Call

•

John

lawn

753-4849.

Lawn & Leisure
FARRING crate, tin
adjustable crates, 205 N 4th 753 4110
automatic waterers
cast iorn feeders, $75 25. Business Services
each. Call 753-6862 after
JOYCE Noel- re6p.m.
rERTILIZER- Plant gistered investment
representative with
ammonia nitrate
bed
6'24- 24 Special prices. Twomey Securities Inc.
Shoemaker Seed Inc. of Benton, Ky. Call for
free consultation..
4th 8. Chestnut.
FORD Jubilee tractor, IRA's. Keoghs, Mutual
Funds. Member:
good condition. Call NASD. SIPC,
489-2440.
after 4p.M. 759-4799.
RED Belly Ford frac, 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
tor, plow, disk, cultivator, bush hog & garden 1982 3 BR, 2 bath,
blade. Call 753 8723 central air, gas. Exceldays, 753-9565 after lent condition. Call 4365541.
7p.m.
Two Horse trailer. $1350. 1982 FRIENDSHIP
14870, custom built.
Call 759.9739
extra 'nice, central
heatiair, sell with or
20. Sports Equipment
with "out furniture
REMINGTON 270 with Call 753-6052 after
scope; 12 gauge Brown- 6p.m.
ing automatic, made in 1484 24x45 double wide.
Belgium; Winchester 3 BR, 2 bath. in Hazel
1200 12 gauge: 22 Ruger Large lot, large
patio
pistol Call 753-1208.
Priced to sell. 492-8776.
24844, 2 BR. 2 bath.
2 2. Musical
excellent condition.
RANDALL base amp, $9500 Days 753-4529.
250 watts, piggy back. nights 345-2730.
18" fold horn speaker.
like new Call 753-7701 3 BEDROOM Canoncrest.
12x65. partly furnished.
after 5p m
ITRIGHT piano, good good condition Call 753.
5030 after 5 pm
condition Call 753-3975

;

INVITATION TO BID
XR114(

4 1

COL. PETRA
"611E55'
CRAZY WEEP
WAS PUT IN

REX'S NORSE'S
GEEDBOX

NO C RA2v
WEED IN
ANY OTHER
FEED80%,..

Bids will be received in the
Calloway County Judge/Executive's Office, Calloway County
Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, until 1:00 p.m., May 13, 1986, for No.
9M and Riprap, RS-2, AE-200 and
Primer. Materials furnished will be
according to Kentucky State
Highway Specifications.
April, 1986
George H. Weaks
Judge/Executive
Calloway County
Murray, Kentucky

t BR- front kitchen. 14x70
mobile home. See at A-22
Fox Meadows after 5p.m.
DROADMORE by
Fleetwood, 14x70, 2 BR,
2 bath, 2 window air
conditioner, refrigerator, stove, washer &
dryer. Drapes stay Call
759-1751.
NICE 12'x65' with factory 10.x12' addition on
living room. 2 bedroom,
2 bath, central heat &
air. $6,000. 753-3041 or
753-6575 ask for Rusty.
SEVERAL 10' & 12'
mobile homes. Ideal for
lake or rental, furnished
or unfurnished, AC
Negotiable. 753-5209.
TRAILER, 2 BR, furnished, with septic. on 3
lots. Rented at present.
Call 753-3322.
28, Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
29. Heating and Cooling
1 ROOM General Electric air conditioner,
excellent condition. Call
489-2479.
30. Business Rentals

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance
753-6734
31. Want to Rent
WANT to rent both sides
of a duplex. Call 7532200.
32 Apts for Rent
1 BR furnished apt. See
at 100 S. 13th St.
1 BR, near downtown,
$125.tfiYOrifn ..ail 7537196 or after 5, 753-0292.

Apts for Rent

2 BEDROOM Duplex,
appliances furnished,
carpeted. $285 month
Call 759-4406

2 BR apt., refrigerator,
range, dishwasher,
disposal. Lease & de
posit required. $285 a
month. Call 759-1503.
BR duplex with car
port on Stadium View
Dr. Central heat and
air, all appliances,
carpeted, deposit re
quired. No pets.
Married couples
preferred. Available
May 1. 753.1799 after
5p.m.
FEMALES wanted to
share house on
Hamilton St., near Un
iversity Inn. Nice place,
everything furnished
753-4101 after 9p.m.
FURNISHED apts.
Renting now available
in May. Adults only- no
pets. Zimmerman
Apartments, S. 16th St.,
753-6609.
MUR-Cal apts. Nor
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759 4984.
NEAR university, fur
nished apt. Electric
heat & air, living
room/kitchen corn
bination, bedroom, bath
with shower and tub.
Well insulated for low
utilities. $135 deposit,
$135 mo. Available May
3. 753•4560.
NOW renting 2 BR apts
at Embassy and 1 BR
apts, at other locations
Days 753 0268, nights
753 3530.
1 or 2 bedroom Apart
merit near downtown
frorfay. -Lail 753 4109t
762-6650.

$50 Reward
For information leading to
the arrest & conviction of person(s) vandalizing, tresspasing & stealing letters from the
electric sign of Boom Boom
Fireworks. Call 498-8383 or
901-642-1672, Sheriffs
Dept.
UNUSUAL SALES
OPPORTUNITY
National High Performance Lubrication Company needs• person in the
Murray area. Permanent, full time
sales position, high commissions, advancement. Farm and industrial
background helpful. Training when
hired. Call 1-800-527-1193 or send
Resume to Hydrotex, Inc. Dept. E, P.O.
Box 47843, Dallas, TX 75247.

Pre Season Sale
Season passes for the Murray
Calloway County Swimming
Pool may be purchased now
through pool opening (Memorial
Day weekend). Family passes
$65, single passes $35.
Passes may be purchased at
the Park Office, 10th & Payne St.
Phone 753-7640.
HELP WANTED
The Purchase District Health Department
Diabetes Program has openings for a Nutritionist I-IV and a Community Health Nurse
III-V. Successful applicants will function as
professional consultants and patient
educators on a nurse/nutritionist team in a
multi-county area in Western Kentucky.
Primary work base is Mayfield, Kentucky:
there will be daily area travel and some
overnight travel. Six weeks of training in
modern methods of diabetes control, in Lexington, Kentucky, is required soon after
employment.
Nutritionist
Minimum qualifications for the position include graduation from an accredited college or university with a bachelors degree
in home economics, dietetics, or nutrition;
with a minimum of twelve semester hours
in foods and nutrition, and three years experience as a dietician or nutritionist in a
health care facility. Program requirements
also include a masters degree in nutrition
or related area or American Dietetic
Association registration, which may partially substitute for required experience
Salary is based on education and
experience.
Nurse
Applicants must be graduates of a school
of nursing accredited by the National
League for Nursing and be eligible for Kentucky licensing. A bachelors degree in nursing is required by the Diabetes Program
and experience Will be considered in determining beginning salary.
Excellent fringe benefits. Applications may
be secured from the Purchase District
Health Department Administrative Offici'
or other Purchase Area Health Department. Applications will be accepted until
4:30 p.m. May 7, 1986.
Evl
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CLASSIFIEDS
32. Apts for Rent

38. Pets-Supplies

ONE bedrown apt.,
stove, refrigerator, wa
ter furnished. $135 a mo.
No pets please. 753-3949.
TAK ING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
WANTED: female
roomate to share fur
nished house. Very
reasonable expenses
Call Linda 759.4011.

AKC registered Collie
pups, $125. Call 759-1509.

34. Houses for

Rent

3 or 4 Bedroom
house to rent in Murray. By responsible
family. References
available
3 BEDROOM house,
newly redecorated, stove
and refrigerator, air
conditioner, gas heat.
References and deposit
required. $250 per month.
Call 753-2376.
3 BR house on
Sycamore. Lease or
lease with option to buy.
Call 753-4109 or 762-6650
or 436-2844.
4 BEDROOM house
located at 1613 Farmer
Ave. Nice yard with
driveway. Will be ready
for occupancy May 15.
References required.
Call 753-8588 ask for
Grant.
LARGE 4 BR. 3 bath, 2
story house near
Murray. Call 753-6035.
37. Livestock-Supplies
REGISTERED Brangus cattle. 19 head of
outstanding bulls, performance weight avail
Also, several choice
females including Pairs
bred & open heifers,
Bangs-Free -herd.
Priced to sell. 501-5982664.
Young BEEFMASTER
BULLS: Regist. &
fnmenecciaL, Artarhurn
Farms-- Wickliffe-- 8767248

BEAGLE

& puppies.
high bred. Call 759-4609.
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Public Sales

Multi
Party
Yard Sale
Starting Wed.
thru Sat.
6-4
908% S.
16th
43.Real Estate
WE'VE sold 6 properties in 7 days. We
need listings. Call us
753-1492 Century 21.
Loretta Jobs.
WE have buyers! Call
us to sell. Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492.
WHO sold/closed 11
properties in 13 days?
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors. We need
listings!!! Call us 7531492.
44. Lots for Sale
5 WOODED acres near
lake, close to Pine Bluff.
Black top road. Small
down payment. Owner
financing at 8. Call
753-7531.
LOVELY partly wooded
building lot, 2 miles SE
of Murray. $5,500. Call
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
46. Homes for Sale
2 BR, 1 bath, frame
house with attached
garage on large lot.
Located on Hwy. 68. 2
miles, west of Fair
Dealing. $2500 firm.
354-8191.
HOUSE for sale on Route
1. Alma, Ky. Call 759-1440.

Starks
Parts and Supplies
•Housetype Doors
•Housetype Windows
'Hurricane Strap and Anchors
•Liqui-ply Roof Coating and
Liqui-ply Mobile Home Paint
(with 5 Year Warranty)
'Mobile Home Skirting
'Water Heaters
'Floor Vents
'Coleman Central-Air
Conditioners and accessories.

For All Your
Mobile Home Supplies
Route 9 Hwy. 641Benton, KY 42025
(502) 527-3108
Murray (502) 753-2922

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., May 3 * 10 A.M. * 1986
Martin, Tonnossoe
Sale will be held at the University of Tennessee
Martin Agricultural Pavilion, lust off University
Street at the north end of UT Football Stadium.
'THIS WILL RI AN OPEN AUCTION •CALL TO ENTER irms•
BOATS & MOTORS
Ranger Fish & SI Beet, Md1111, 150 PIP Mort, IS Prop, 2 Depth
Finders, Trolling Motor & Tandem Axle Troller • 1966 Hydre-Sport
TrIster 150 w/150 HP Johnson Motor, Trolling Motor & lotteries
(Demo)• 1965 Aries boot w/)946 70 HP Johnson Motor, Trolling Motor. lotteries & Traitor • 1963 Hyd-Sport 270 Bass loot
w /235 HP Johnson Motor & Troller • 19114 Hydro-Sport 475 lass
Boat & Troller • 19110 Arrow Glees I/0 w /1401,1/0 Meet Cruiser
& Troller • 1964 465 Hydre-Sport Dolt w /115HP Johnson Motor.
SS Prop, Depth Finder, Trolling Motor, Batteries & Troller • Honcho Fish & 511 wavInrude 150 & Motor • Venture 1550 lost,
Trolling Motor, Depth Finder & Troller • Monarch 14' Flihing beet
40NP Niers Motor • 1979 ASrogiess 150SX loot, IS HP Johanson
Motor w /SS Prop, Depth Finder. Trolling Motor. Batteries 11
Owner)• 1970 Astrogiess less lost. 14' w /651SP Most Motor &
Troller • 12' Fiberglass loot w /V lottery,• 1945 Johnson Motor,
15/411, willed Steel • Johnson Motors, 25HP & 3514P • Ivinrude
15IP Motor • 1975 Johnson Motor, 251W n/11•0 Stert •
Ciernemester 7.514P I/O Motor •
MOTOR HOMES & TRAILERS
1977 Dodge Arist,xret. Sell Contained. 360 Eng, 29.700 miles.
Sleeps 6, PS & S. AM/FM Stereo (Excellent) • Tendon Axle
Lawnmower Troller w / ', 16' TIN led'
MOWERS • 3-WRIELIIIS • moroecya.n • misc.
I It 61112 Lawn Tractor, 64 sal, Hyd w / SO" Mower & 11111er, 16 HP
• 111149 Cub Cadet Hyd /46" /440441.I. 14HP •(2) I N650 Cub
Cedets Hyd w /46" Mower. IWO w /Mier)• 10 317 Ityd w/46'
Mower. UM'''. 17HP • JO 400 Hyd w/0" Mower, 20IW, Power
Steering • 1910 Heeds ATC 110 3-Wheeler w /HI-Le Rogge • 76
Honda 550 • 1976 7.50A Honda Motorcycle • 1976 Hondo 5173
Motorcycle • Golf Cart'
'•MISCELLANIOUS SILLS PINT"
'New and Used Archery lorip • Game Cells•Dishtearg Supplies
'Die Sets • Sills • /tenting Ootlfte & Wu.Supplies • Mlle
Pistol Ammunition • Shotgun Shells • Pistil Woe • INK.
••50 75 BOATS NUMEROUS CANIPIRS EXPECTED
11T AUCTION DATE, NOT ADVIRTISED••
•••THIS WILL II AN OPEN SALE'••SEVIRAL !TINS
CONSIGNED IT DIALERS SUIUIECT TO SELLING
BROM AUCTION DA T•••
TERMS: Cash. Cashiers Check, Certified Chad or Devi Letter of
Credit rexprired ef all pecans net porwateity karma by the evc•
ties essepasy.

ALEXANDER AUCTIONS
& REAL ESTATE SALES
MARVIN( All X ANDER Auctioneer CAI
tic No 67 F.rto Lot No 107
ON 739 University Street Mort.. TN 38737
Phone 587 4244
MARVIN ALEXANDER 587 4568
0411 ALEXANDER
Auttioneer Affiliate Rinker
TERRY OLIVER 364 2709
Pr nle-•••noal• st•e4 1b4 v.e.• He* C.,,.. el
Mote People to 5,11 It,,- •1•-••ndor Wo.

46. Homes for Sale
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Used

Cars

2 BR home, large '83 OLDS Delta, 2 door.
kitchen with refrigera- 1 owner. Call 753-5421.
tor & range, storage '84 ESCORT L. 4-speed
building, low utilities, with air. cassette
new roof, near the AM'FM, excellent
University. Call condition, 28,000 mi
753-1820.
762-2111 or 333-5733.
BR modern home with CHEVY Monza 1978,
shed, garden spot and good condition. T.V.
well. $12,500. Call 436- Quasar 19" color, ex5439.
cellent condition. Call
3 BEDROOM brick, 762 - 4383 from
new roof, TVA insulation. large shady lot. NICE red 2 door, '76
Like new central gas Maverick, 25 mpg, 38.
a
000 mi. on rebuilt 6 cyl.
electric AC & gas water automatic. ps, rte.
heater. Bdilt-in Frigid- stereo $775 obo. 753aire appliances. Low 5901.
utility bills. Near University. 753-3330.
3 BR -brick in Hardin, 50. Used Trucks
two acres, full basement. 2 1/2 bath,
central air & heat. FR
with Fireplace. LR, DR,
large kitchen, utility
room, two car garage.
437-4713.
4 BR (2 upstairs). living
& dining room, full
basement, double garage. Approx. 2 acres, in
city limits. Aluminum
siding. Newly decorated. $37,500. Call
753-5302.
BY owner, 4 BR brick,
den. appliances. 1 acre
with 2 storage
buildings, satellite antenna. Low 50's. 759-9596
1972 CHEVROLET Nan,
after 3p.m.
6 cyl., 3 speed transGOVERNMENT homes mission. Call 436-2594.
from 81 IU repair). Also
1972 CHEVROLET
delinquent tax propickup, V-8 straight
perty. Call 805-687-6000
shift, orange, excellent
Ext. GH- 8155 for
body & motor. $2500.
Information.
Also. 1979 4-wheel drive,
NICE tan brick house. 1 Chevrolet Silverado
1/2 stories, basement. pickup, red, excellent
garage, central gas condition, $4500. Both
heat/air. Ideal for may be seen on Hwy. 68.
single, couple or family. 2 miles west of Fair
314 N. 6th. 247-4386 Dealing. 354-8191.
weekends. after 4 p.m.
1979 EL Camino truck,
daily.
recently upholstered,
OWNER must sell in 79.000 mi., excellent
next 2 weeks- lake house condition. $3400. Call
in plush condition, 2 BR, 753-1898.
2 baths, large kitchen, 1983
BLUE & Silver
living room 26x15, great customized
Chevy van.
room 26x24, garage low
mileage. air, ps. pb,
27x15. House built An power
windows & doors.
7.11,'811. _Myraximateiv____
Fr-flew tires, eitee/TETit TM:2,200 sq.ft. Private boat ditIon.
Call after 5p.m.
cigek_Make_ine an_offer„ 1534123._ „
Call 753-3530 after 4p.m.
'74 DODGE pickup with
topper, $900. '73 Jensen
47. Motorcycles
Healey convertible,
1979 YAMAHA Enduro $3000.
31,000 miles. '81
125 cc. Call 753-2798 Yamaha 550 Maxiam
after 5p.m. or during $1500. 3700 miles.
day 753 0180 ask for Motorcycle trailer. $75.
Mark.
Call 753-6306.
1981 YAMAHA Virago,
51.
excellent
Campers
4000 miles,
condition, $1250. Call 1977 CHAMPION
motor
753-6855 after 6p.m.
home, air conditioned,
1983 YAMAHA 225 three pb, ps. generator, 22,000
wheeler, excellent con- actual miles. Priced to
dition. Call 435 4328 sell. Call 753-8315.
after 4:30p.m.
22' PROWLER camper
1985 HONDA 3 wheeler, with full bath, air
like new. Make offer. conditioner, great conCall Marc after 5p,m
dition. $3500. Also.
753-8623.
complete camper hitch,
$150. 753-5665, 247-7739.
4 9 . Used Cars
22 ft TROTTWOOD, ex1974 BLACK Monte cellent condition, Air and
Carlo Landau. pb, Ps. awning. $3800. Call 1-527air, new tires, good 7807.
transportation car. STARCRAFT tent
$600. Call 753-8540 or camper, sleeps 8. gas
759-1512.
stove, ice box, good
1975 DELTA 88. 4 dr., condition, $750. Call
ps, pb, ac. tilt. Good 753-1591 after 5p.m
condition. local, 1 owner. 753-8040 or 7533050 after 5p.m.
1975 OLDS Delta 88
Royal convertible,
loaded, complete rebuilt engine. Call 7532351.
1976 CUTLASS 4 door,
new tires. Call 753-7161
after 5p.m.
52 Boats-Motors
1979 CUTLASg
Supreme, excellent 14 FT, aluminum Jon
boat with 14 hp motor and
condition. Call 753-5439.
1979 OLDS Delta 88 1 trailer. Call 247-9504.
door, loaded with ex- 14 FT. fiberglass bass
tras. $2850. Call boat, 40 H.P. Mercury
trailer, depth finder,
759-4810.
1981 DODGE Omni trolling motor. 753-9778
Miser, 4 dr.. 4 spd., AC after 5p.m.
$2100. Call 762-4051 be- 1970 16' SEAPORT boat.
fore 8a.m, after 5p.m. inboard/outboard V-6
155 h.p.. extra heavy
or anytime Sat. & Sun.
1981 LINCOLN Mark duty trailer. new cover,
VI. good condition, all very good condition.
power. computer. 68.000 Must see to appreciate.
759-9252 after 5p.m.
mi. 753-3722.
1986 MAZDA D-2000. weekdays.
12.000 miles. Call 753- 30' HOUSEBOAT, real
9457 before 2p.m. or good condition, sleeps 6.
$3500. Call 527-1172.
after 5p.m.
33' NAUTALINE
NEED A CAR? houseboat 1967. T200's.
gen., VHF. 815,000.
No Credit.
753-4065 evenings.
HUNTER sailboat.
No Interest,
1977. 25'. Includes
Call Sammy
Johnson 10 h.p.. main.
jib. genoa. Sleeps 5.
at 753-6448
18500. Phone 753-9452.

1984 Mazda
Sport LE
Pickup Truck

Black & silver
with silver bed
cover. IVIust sell
- reduced to
$4600.
Call 753-3174

1973 Camper
Self-Contained
Call
753-1265
after 6 p.m.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold

Silver

Closed
Yesterday 345.10
Opened
Today
344.00
Down
1.10

Closed

Yesterday

5 12

Opened

Today
Down

5.10

.02

Compliments of:
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray Ky. 42071
753 7113
WI. buy Gold. Silver 8. Deornood•
Hours. 10 6 Doily Closed Sundoy

INTRODUCING
The Newest and Best Car Lot
In The Purchase
We
Move'Fm

r.

Consignment
Lot

Need to Sail That Car, We'll Move It
Mood to Buy That Car, Come Buy

Double D
Downtown Murray, 4th & Poplar
or cell 759.1211
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Boats Motors

LOW profile California
style ski boat, blue &
silver metal flake, 150
h.p Mercury motor,
drive on trailer, $2800
Call 382-2672 after 6p.m.
PONTOON. 1984, aqua
patio. 1984 Johnson 60
h.p., capacity 10, excellent condition. Includes
dual gas tanks, deluxe
furniture with covers,
canopy, ice chest, table
& ladder. $6000.
753-9452.
53. Services Offered
2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mow
yards. light hauling &
wood for sale. Free estimates. 753-0680 or 7591683.
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks, patios. house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 ;years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Service. 202 S. 5th St
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washer s. refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.
CARPETS Dirty? Rent
Host 'Dry' Carpet
Cleaner at Blacks Decorating Center, 701 S.
4th St. or phone 753-0839.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needk
_
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by „Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble. tops- sinkspanels, custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
HAULING. AG Lime.
will haul and spread.
Call 492-8425.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528

53. Services Offerer!
PAINTING. Whatever
your needs Int. 8. Ext.
painting, staining,
caulking, washing,
mildew problems, sand
blasting, spraying. No
job to • large or small
Over 18 years ex
perience. Call Ralph
Worley & Sons 759 1050.

753-9224
30 yrs. experience

53

Exterior
PAINTING
and interior. Over 20
yrs. experience Free
estimates. Phone 437
4221 or 437 4534.

STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE
Mechanically remove()
10 inches below th,
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn
Larry Wood 753 0211 or
1 443 8682
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry
Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442 7026.

WILDEY Welding Ser
vice, Hwy 121 Coldwa
ter. Portable 8. Shop
489 2125.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753-6763.

Services Offered

OERRY'S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Kentucky Central insurance Companies

Check Our
Auto Rates
Coll
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

•

MOVED:

115 S. 13th
Murray, Ky.
42071

•

•
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
•
•
BEHIND BUNNY BREAD
• MURRAY, KY.
753-5940 •
• • •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • •

,.
,
,
, ..Dial-A-Service._. is-:•.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

00

4.
flb•

•

Police
91 1

911

All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center
205 North 4th St.-753-4110
John Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl

.

We Service What We Sell

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio
Hwy. 94 _East_ 1 _ mi._ from. city limits
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.
12-10 p.m.
Q6.
4

753-0079

e

c,

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
Custom Trim Work. References.

GOLDEN MEMORIES
Videotapinif & 35mm filming. Will film

on
desired location for all occasions.
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries.
Graduations, Reunions, Showers
or Insurance Claims...
759-1737

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING
15 years experience
Residential & Commercial

_

Call Will Ed Bailey, 753-0689 (502) 489-2580 (502)
345-2602
RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trans, and Carrier (limier
ntouvr
for sales and service In Murray
and Calloway County.
1102 Chestnut.

753_8181

%,.....pnsroi.e..,..•n o.

Poison Control
753-7588
PH 502-759-4034 DAYS 502-753 1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE
HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER

lac:=3'

Truck Wash

3

Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey
753-0689

Free Estimates
Phone 436-2562
492-4542
Experienced

Let Rex give you a
price on your septic tank & backhoe
work

53. Services Offered

Hopkins Insurance Agency

4.-

Yearry's Tree
& Yard Service

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

ROOFING, Plumbing,
Concrete work, Ad
di t ions, Painting,
General Carpentry
P.A. Molony Co
753 8628
Free
Estimates.

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
L EE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet 8. upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
inttallation and repair
Phone 753-7203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair and
preventative mainten
ance. Roofs, floors
plumbing, wiring
hurricane straps 759
4850.
MOODY'S Mower
Repair
pickup and
delivery. All work
guaranteed Call 753
5668.
MOWING, hauling,
pruning, planting, roto
tilling. Brush piles.
hedge rows, rubbish
cleaned up, etc Good
prices. References. Call
Jerry at 759 9661 7 eve
per week.
NEED help with spring
cleaning Will clean out
basements, garages,
carports, attics, will haul
trash and brush Will do
repair work Have good
references Call 753 0379
day or. night.
NEED your piano
tuned? Call Shane at
753 7683.
ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical.
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it You
buy. I install
You
break. I fix Call 436
2868

53. Services Offered

PT 2 BOX 45A

753-5131 753-6952

Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating

753-8201

211 Main

Lee's Carpet Cleaning
*Carpets •L'pholstery
•Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Call 753-5827
Estimates

Welcomed

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Bus. 753-8730

Res. 753-6965

MICHELIN
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS RIOING
YOUR TUBS

09

r

753-1489 th.„,,:1/46,......y.

0

Tire & Wheel Alignment
'into Rod Who& Alignment
Wheel Relenting
At urroy Ky
1105 Pogue

•Comput•rozood

i.:,,-,

•111
,OI

T & M Cleaning
Prompt 8. Professional-Residential 8, Commerc,,
,
Free Estimates
Licensed insured & bonded
492-8254

Sheila Pritchett
Your Tupperware Dealer

Call 753-9819
"Have .4 Part,s.(f- Receive A Nice Gilt"
I,..

.

Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.
z="--- - .40•,iiimpoli
RICKMAN
NORSWORTHY
NY. INC
LUMBER COMPANY.
500 South 4th Street
Murray. I0,. 42071

Phone:
Business 753-84541

Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

Satellite Systems at
Unbelievably Low Prices!

Ray Elkins Carpet Laying
20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

753-9559

'3

.

Fliiwir, 1-.,r 511 I )• , All,.111

NEW VCR??

IV

0

If the answer is Yea You Will Receive

FREE

if

amistWPM

CARROLL

N.: 4,-0

.F

Systems
j. ,,„,.,,,
Starting At
OW Carry Out
437 4826
We Install

t:

,.,... •

Center Dr off 641 N
(Behind old Boston Tea Rae..
85
Sell auto luggage racks

Individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!

CENTER
• .

Years Experience

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841

Starting A New Business?

RENTAL SALES

15

"Suptsr Cuts Guys IL Gals"
Open Tues. & Wed. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. 7 .m.-6 p.m.
Sot. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Evenings by appt.
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
753-1562

MURRAY. KY 42071

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Brenda's Beauty Salon

VIDEO CLUB MEMBERSHIP
.)
11
ARINT-SeWS
7534084

1'119I
Hol Ail Shopping t
AA,Itto% A \•2,
4 ,'1

I
irlii2 7s1-09J2

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call:

753-1916

NIonday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda) 8 am.-12 p.m.

I

.•

•
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Peres: Reopened Israeli, Jordanian talks may lead to pact
TEL AVIV, Israel
(AP)- Prime Minister
Shimon Peres says
Israel and Jordan have
opened a channel of
communication through
quiet diplomacy that
could lead to a renewal
of the stalled peace
process.
Jordan's King Hussein said in mid February he could not
continue preliminary
contacts with Israel
after he broke his yearold agreement with the
Palestine Liberation
Organization on a joint
negotiating strategy.
But Peres said there
were new possibilities
for negotiations with
Jordan after Hussein's
break with PLO chief

the conference. He has
Yasser Arafat, whom quiet diplomacy, at this France last week.
Peres called "the stage it is more of
. S . Assistant Indicated that the real
greatest obstacle to understanding than of Secretary of State bargaining must be
peace." Peres spoke agreement - but here Richard Murphy also dole-between Israel and
Sunday in an interview too, very interesting shuttled between a joint Jordanian things have happened," Jerusalem and Arab Palestinian delegation
with Israel Television.
"What is visible is a Peres said.
capitals earlier this that may not include the
He did not elaborate month to try to revive PLO.
clear and unequivocal
rift between King Hus- about what contacts peace efforts.
sein and Arafat, which were taking place. But
Peres has agreed to
Jordan broke the parteveryone sees. This is the daily Hadashot an international forum nership with the PLO
the first time that an im- newspaper reported on which would be the because it refused to acportant Arab leader has Friday that Peres met overall framework for cept United Nations
said Arafat is impossi- with King Hussein of peace negotiations, but resolutions that
ble. he is not a partner," Jordan in person during has remained vague recognize Israel's exa two-day visit to about the precise role of istence However, Jorhe said.
Peres said that
despite the stalemate
brought on by the break
between Hussein and
Arafat, a line of comKNOXVILLE. Tenn. fairly passed him over vestigators agreed.
munication had opened
between Israel and (AP) - The Tennessee for a promotion.
Washer filed harassJordan.
Valley Authority has
•'I reviewed this case ment and discrimina"At this stage it is of granted back pay and a with the (Department of tion charges with the
promotion to a nuclear Labor I investizators Labor Departnient in
engineer who claimed during and aftef their March, saying a promothe utility penalized him investigation and on my tion recommended in
for questioning safety own. I could not find November 1984 was not
standards at Watts Bar evidence that any per- granted until September
Nuclear Plant, TVA of- son or persons were 1985 and then only on a
ficials said.
guilty of harassment, in- temporary basis.
Steven A. White, timidation or
Washer, a member of
Mrs. Alma Lee Tracy, Woman's Club.
discrimination,"
power
nuclear
TVA's
White
the
agency's Nuclear
74, the widow of J.
She was also a past
Safety Review staff, will
Albert Tracy who died president of the manager, said Saturday said.
White said, however, be granted back pay
December 29. 1985, died Toastmasters Club, and the settlement with
at 1:35 a.m. Sunday at held membership in the Phillip Washer, before that he concluded that from November 1984 to
the Murray-Calloway Murray State Universi- the U.S. Labor Depart- the agency's organiza- September 1985, along
ment ruled in the case, tional structure was with the promotion.
Cobrity Hospital.
ty Women's Society and
not an admission partly to blame. He said
was
"The favorable settleMrs. Tracy. a resident the League of Women
that the agency was un- Department of Labor in- ment I reached today
of 1704 Ryan Ave.. Mur- Voters.
ray, is survived by a
An avid and expert
daughter. Mrs. George bridge player, she
(Terry) Karnavas, 1106 taught many bridge
Main, Murray; and a classes in the area and
son, Martin Tracy and had taught in the MSU
Cattle compared to 77-79 carcass boning
HEIFERS: Medium
wife Patsy, Iowa City. continuing education
No. 1 180-200 lb.
Iowa. Three grand- program for many last week Slaughter percent 38.50-42.50,
Steers and Heifers
SLAUGHTER 55.00-66.00, 300-400 lb.
children also survive.
years.
She was a member of
A memorial service untested, cows and bulls CALVES: Choice 50.00-57.50, 400-500 lb.
the University Church will be conducted in the near steady, calves 260-325 lb. Calves 47.50-54.00. 500-600 lb.
47.50-52.00, lot of 8 head
of Christ and the chapel of the Blalock- untested last week, 54.00-57.00
FEEDERS:STEERS- 511 lb. Calf-hood vacWomen's Bible Class of Coleman Funeral Home vealers untested, feeder
that church.
at 5 p.m. Wednesday steers and heifers :Medium No. 1 150-295 cinated 56.50, 600-700 lb.
1.00-3.00 lower with lb. 73.00-77.00, 300-400 lb. 43.00-51.50 700-800 lb.
A former business ,with Broaf.'
Wa_d_lgy.,_
-39.00:42.50 IfFdrum No.2
manager at Keraitkerr the-Re;;7Triomas Schell- --quality rtnttlet.,gretraetfVe-'61700--7I.00, Itf0-300
00
500-650
300-500 lb. 48.00-51.00,
lb
State Park and at WINLBS _ingerhcad _and_ cartau as last week.
a 60•00-64*
-SLATJGH•FEK COWS: 57.009-5.00, 625-800 lb. 500-700 lb. 45.00=6-0.00
radio station, Mrs. Harrison officiating.
STOCK COWS and
Tracy attended Baylor Visitation will be at the Breaking utility and - 47.00-54.00, Medium No.
University. She was a funeral home from 6 commercial 2-4 2 200-300 lb. 51.00-60.00, CALVES: Medium No. 1
member of the Murray p.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday. 31.50-35.00, cutter and 300-500 lb. 55.00-61.00, 385.00-490.00 with 250-300
Woman's Club and a
The family has re- boning utility 1-3 500-650 lb. 48.00-53.00, lb. Calves at side of 3-6
past president of the quested that expres- 30.00-34.50, cutter 1-2 Large No. 2 295-370 lb. yr old cows;
46.50-48.50, 545 lb.
STOCK BULLS:
Music Department. he sions of sympathy take 30.00-33.00
SLAUGHTER 42.00,770-840 lb. Medium and Large No.
was instrumental in the form of donations to
organizing and putting the J. Albert Tracy BULLS: Yield Grade 1, 40.00-47.50, Small No. 1 1 1 4 6 0 - 1 5 1 0 lb.
on the first Style Show Scholarship Fund at 1135-1845 lb. indicating 475 lb. 45.00, 825 lb. 45.00 44.50-47.00.
sponsored by the Murray State.

1

OBITUARIES

Livestock prices given

Mrs. Ruth Arnold
Word has been receivShe was a member of
ed of the death of Mrs. the Full Gospel TaberRuth Arnold, 62. mother nacle Church in
of Mrs. Pandra Greenfield.
Frederickson of
Also surviving is
Murray.
another daugther, Mrs.
Mrs. Arnold, widow of Dinah Abney, Sharon;
Roy Arnold. was a resi- two sons. William
dent of Sharon, Term. Daniel, Martin. and Dan
She died Friday at S. Daniel. Marion, Ark.;
Volunteer Hospital in a sister, Mrs. Goldie
Martin. Tenn.
Cook, Lansing, Mich.;
Funeral services were three brothers, Gilbert
conducted Sunday at Earls, Greenfield, Roy
Williams Funeral Home Earls, Rome Ga., and
in Greenfield, Tenn., Daniel Earls, Decatur,
with burial in Brock's Ill.; and five
Cemetery there.
grandchildren.

farmer. He was born
January 8. 1899 in
Calloway County to Noy
Flinor and Laura James
Parks, both now
deceased.
Officiating at the
funeral services was the
Rev. Don Faulkner.
Burial was in Murray
Cemetery.
Serving as
pallbearers were
Donald Crawford, Glenn
Crawford. Tripp Furches. Bill Phillips, Carrol M. Rogers and Marvin Parks. Honorary
pallbearers were Carl
Lockhart, Jess Story,
Clayton Pritchard and
Thomas Lovett.
•

Rent To Own
$A11*
ONLY

Mkg,

Per Day

1906 Cheer° et Chevotte

DWAIN
S. 12th St.
Murray
302-733-2617
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
•With

approved credit. S300 security deposit r•solreill. OWN en 46 month contract, phn Ikons.too.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close...
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler . .
CSX Corp. .
Dean Foods..
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

-2.30
1835.57
80% + %
.25 +
37% 4.%
381/4 tuic
34% +1
/
2
49/
1
2 unc
..20 unc
57 -%
795/s -1
/
4
72 +5/s
81% +%
72% +%
41 +
221/4 +1/4

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobaceo
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Luther C. Parks
Funeral services for
Luther C. Parks, Rt. 1.
Murray, who died at
12:45 p.m. Saturday at
the age of 87, were conducted at 11 a.m. today
at the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Parks, who was
preceded in death by his
wife, Lorena Parks who
died July 31, 1979, was a
patient at Westview
Nursing Home at the
time of his death.
Surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Jessie
Robinson and Mrs. Connie Jones. both of
Murray.
A member of the Lynn
Grove United Methodist
Church, he was a retired

standard of living.
Israel started by appointing. with Jordanian agreement, a
Palestinian mayor in
Nablus in place of the
army officers running
nearly all the West Bank
towns. Mayor Zaafer Al
Masri, the uncle of Jordan's foreign minister,
was assassinated March
2, and radical PLO
groups claimed responsibility. Other can-

didates for mayoral
posts immediately pulled out.
Foreign tourists also
have become targets for
gunmen.
A 28-year-old British
tourist was shot and killed Sunday near a Christian holy site. He was
the third tourist shot in
six weeks in
predominantly Arab
east Jerusalem. The two
other victims survived.

TVA engineer who questioned safety given back pay

Mrs. Alma Lee Tracy

-

dan recognizes the PLO
as the representative of
the Palestinians and has
said it will not negotiate
any separate agreement
with Israel.
While the peace process is held up and the
PLO is suffering from
internal conflicts, Peres
is working on a plan to
provide 'the 1.3 million
Palestinians living in
the occupied West Bank
and Gaza Strip more
autonomy and a higher

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
HELPS PAY THE BILLS MEDICARE DOESN'T
in or out of hospital. Some plans pay from
200
4 up to 100% of approved charges. Pays
on doctor's office visits.
For More Information Call

Tony Montgomery Insurance
753-7419 after 5 p.m.

1583
/
8
&Ws +%
23% -1
/
4
483
/
8 unc
52 -1
/
2
31% .%
7011/8 unc
507/, .
701/s -5/s
451,41 4%
32% .1/s
77/
1
2 +
35% -2%
42 -1
/
4
21% +14
6.76

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

NOTICE
We Haul White
Coldwater Gravel
and Dirt.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically removed
24 Deep
Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 or
435-4319

with TVA confirms that
TVA has harassed me
and other nuclear
engineers for refusing to
cover up safety problems at its nuclear
power plants," Washer
said in a statement.
Washer's lawyer,
Lynne Bernabei, said

the back pay could
amount to thousands of
dollars.
Safety problems have
delayed licensings of
Watts Bar and similar
questions have resulted
in the closings of the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
near Chattanooga and
the Browns Ferry

Nuclear Plant near
Athens, Ala.
Two TVA engineers
won promotions and
back pay in March after
a Labor Department investigation found the
utility penalized them
for questioning safety
standards at Watts Bar.

Broderick Crawford, 74 dies
RANCHO MIRAGE,
Calif. (AP) - With his
jowly, kicked-in face
and paunchy build,
Broderick Crawford
looked more like the
stevedore he once was
than an Oscar-winning
actor.
But by the time he
died Saturday at age 74,
Crawford had given
memorable performances as a ruthless
politician in "All the
King's Men," which won
him the 1949 Academy
Award; and as gruff
Qiief Dan Mathews of
television's "Highway
Patrol," who-made the
phrase "10-4" part of
the language.
Crawford suffered a
stroke last year and
died at Eisenhower
Medical Center, where
he had recently been admitted, said longtime
agent Al Melnick.
Funeral services will be
private.
With Crawford at his
death were his sons,
Chris and Kelly, and
their mother, Kay

Crawford, said hospital
spokesman Mike
McFadden. He also is
survived by his current
wife, Mary Alice.
Crawford was born in
Philadelphia on Dec. 9,
1911, to Broadway performers Lester
Crawford and Helen
Broderick. He was first
carried on stage at age 8
months.
Despite his Oscar. the
only other pinnacle of
his career was the 1950s
series "Highway
Patrol." With a few exceptigns
thugs and swindlers.
Ha--considered hisrough-hewn look his
career insurance. "The
guys with ugly mugs are
working," he said once
"And a lot of the pretty
boys aren't around
much anymore."
Married three times
and twice divorced, the
gravel-voiced Crawford
fought a long battle with
alcoholism. He was
twice arrested for
drunken driving, and
divorce lawsuits against

him alleged
mistreatment.
"He could have been
the greatest," said
Melnick. "but the one
problem that always did
him in was the bottle!'

HEARING
AIDS
FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
in your home or our office
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES

247-8654
Weitome
HEARING AID

SERVICE

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. Wheeler.
Authorized Beltone
Dealer

Northside Baptist Church
Almo, Ky.

REVIVAL
April 27-30
Speaker — Thurman Penick
7:00 Each Night
Everyone Welcome
•

-"i411161/
1
4714

RANDY THORNTON CO..INC.
SEAMLESS AMIN GUTTERS
Custom Sheet Metal Work

THE MILLER CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Johnny Miller, of the Miller Funeral
Home in Hazel and wife Carolyn have
recently acquired the property of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home in Murray.
The Funeral Home will now be the
Miller — Churchill Funeral Home.
"We are here to better serve
the community with over 40 yrs.
of continuous service."
•The Pre-Need Funeral Accounts will still be honored
The Miller Funeral Home Of Hazel will continue
community

operation to serve the

Alovs
7131111
•
•

Randy Thornton Co. Inc.
Vinyl & Aluminum
*Many colors to choose from
*5" Seamless Aluminum Gutters
*Siding & Soffit
*Door & Window Facing & Sills
*Shutters

Custom Sheet Metal Work
*Aluminum
*Stainless Steel

*Copper
*Galvanized

FREE ESTIMATES
802 Chestnut, Murray

753-8181
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-Sprntg
year is-favorte for Miss Spring,
'86, Shannon Christopher
"Spring is my favorite time of
year and receiving the title of
Miss Spring will always make
it more meaningful to me."
That's what the 1986 Miss
Spring, Miss Shannon
Christopher, said of her selection as the honoree in this annual special salute to spring
published by the Murray
Ledger & Times.
A senior at Murray High
School, she is the daughter of
Lochie Overbey and Ron
Christopher.
Shannon, the assistant news
editor of the Black and Gold,
Murray High's school
newspaper, plans to attend the
University of Kentucky this fall
to begin work on a major in
communications.
She is a cheerleader, a
member of the French Club
and an officer on the NEFIS Student Council, as well as a
member of Tr -Alpha and participates on the girls' track
team. She ran in the first Kentucky Blue Grass state games
last year.
An Episcopalian, she is an officer in her church group.

Congratulations,
Shannon — You've
picked a winner
at any of the
tropics. This floral
one-piece suit is
made by Maxine of
Hollywood® and
found in the JCPenney
Junior Department.
Priced at $28.

MISS SPRING, SHANNON CHRISTOPHER
is heading for the tropics and so
is JCPenney. Come see our tropical
beat collection in every department!

The fruits of
the tropics —
found at JCPenney
in a You BabesR
shorts outfit. The
cute little bandana
top priced at $9,
matching campshirt
$14 and reversible
short — $13. All to
fit Juniors.

Mon -Sat.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sun.
12:30-5:30

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Cont•r
Murray, Ky.

"I was surprised and very
excited," she said, about being
chosen Miss Spring. "I felt
very honored. When someone
called from the Ledger and told
me I had been named Miss Spring I was speechless. So he
then asked if I would accept
and I still found it difficult to
accept."
Shannon says she plans to
look for a summer job and may
take some courses at Murray
State University this summer.
Later in the summer she is going to Michigan to visit with
her mother and the two of them
plan to do "some traveling,"
she said.
Her hobbies include water
skiing, jogging, snow skiing,
swimming, traveling and
tennis.
When asked what she had enjoyed most about being Miss
Spring, Shannon said:
"I have enjoyed meeting and
working with different people.
Since I have visited so many
places I have found out much
more about my community. I
have enjoyed the pace and excitement of what it must be like
to be a fashion model."

Patio Fun begins
with Quality Patio Furniture
NOW ON SALE

16
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Pretty as a picture
1.401M-71,a11164

lopping Center
Shannon Christopher, Miss Spring for 1986, poses
for photographer Harry Allison in an outdoor setting. Shannon and Allison recently made a tour
of Murray businesses . with Shannon. modeling
and inspecting goods and wares and Allison
recording the tour on film. The results of the
Miss Spring 1986 shopping tour appear in this
special section.

re.

TIMELESS

FASHIONS

Styles may come and go, hut the truc
'classics....found at English Sole endure thn nigh
the years.

Spring Means...
Flowers Blooming.
Farmers Planting.
Home Improving
Family Vacationing
and announcing...

Miss
Spring
Best Wishes 11.11111( )11

English Sole

teltib!t.

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK
Illernbor FDIC

,

•
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The quality the picture and originality of
the poses evident in the
photographs of Miss
Spring 1986, Shannon
Christopher, throughout
this special section, of
the work of local

photographer Harry
Allison.
Allison, who has a
studio on 12th Street in
Murray, says his first
exposure to the world of
photography was an introductory class in

Spring SPecia/
$200
Off
HAIRCUTS
Thru May 10

Beauty Salon
492-8667

Call for appt.
Go out 94 West turn left on South Pleasant Grove
Road. about 5 miles on the left.
Owned and operated by Patty Knott and Jamie Hays
Open Friday & Saturday

MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1988

black and white
photography in the
graphic arts department at Murray State
University.
The course sparked
interest enough that he
completed a major in
graphic arts, five advanced photography
courses within that
department and two advanced photography
courses in the university's art department.
He has since attended
several seminars and
workshops with Dean
Collins, an internationally known portrait
photographer from San
Diego, Calif.
"What started out as a
hobby developed into a
passion — and now is
developing into a profession," Allison proudly
says.
But as it develops into
a profession, Allison
Isn't losing his passion
for the art.
"A photograph — like
any other medium —

MISS SPRING

can capture a moment,
a person, an event.
Because of this,
photography is very
gratifying for me — it
gives me a feeling of accomplishment," said
Allison.
A large percentage of
a photographer's time
must be spent in a
darkroom performing
delicate procedures
with a mixture of
chemicals, lighting and
just the right amount of
time. But the tedious
tasks don't dampen
Allison's enthusiasm for
photography.
"There's nothing like
going out somewhere
and taking a photograph
then going into the
darkroom and seeing
the image coming up. I
feel like — even though

it's another person or
object — that it's a part
of me."
Of all of the types of
photography a professional deals with,
Allison says he likes
weddings the best.
"Some photographers
don't like to do weddings
but I really enjoy it. I
get involved with the
bride and groom and
their families and begin
to feel like I'm a part of
it — and I really enjoy
that," Allison added.
Another of his favorite
jobs is sports
photography and he has
quite a bit of experience
in this area, too. He has
taken team and individival photographs
for the baseball and Tball programs at the
Murray-Calloway Coun-

Downtown MUM

Allison and his wife
have four children —
Lance Allison, 14, Doug
Allison, 26, Larry
Suiter, 25 and Lindy
Suiter, 27.

Laces,satins
feminine prom gowns
Prom-goers can delight in the feminine
dresses being shown this spring. Reminiscent of the antebellum south, full-skirted
gowns are making their mark in a season of
laces and satins.
The look is dramatic, with off-theshoulder styling and lots of back interest.
Satin and taffeta are the most desired fabrics, which, says merchandise manager
Janice Gibney of Susie's. a national chain
of women's boutiques. "have a fabulous
sheen that catches the light beautifully"
Colors are soft and, according to Ms.
Gibney,. there are more variations than

-AUSTIN
CORN
FOR LADIES

ty Park and also basketball and football
photographs for city and
county schools.
Allison does all of the
processing and printing
for the public relations
department of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and also
does photography for
Kopperud Realty.
Allison is the son of
Winfred and Pearl
Allison of Hardin. His
wife, Sue, is a teller at
the Bank of Murray and
also assists Allison at
weddings and sports
events.

ever. "Banana, peach and mint are all very.
new and crisp-looking pinks and whites are
popular. 'T'he whole pastel story is very important." There are one or two brights.
such as marine blue, being shown.
Accessories still make a strong statement, with lace gloves -a must." Garters
and decorative haircombs add festive
touches and pearls, in a variety of pastels.
look very pretty.
All of these feminine styles are sure to
put a smile on any young woman's — or
young man's — face on prom night.

Downtown Murray.
Above
English Sole
'59-45'3

•
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The return ofthe platform: New
interpretations ofan old favorite
I hi itwilt I. 11,11‘,.. .2ttic it
Rae
1••••••,..
ht.'11 houerm. and
! limer l•mcf
huitons the plattor iii stintlai makes a in
imiphant ,.omehtick this sprin. in i.oliirful
\ 111
,
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deNigner,
(he shape that shocked and delighted
the fashion ••orld in the late Nimics and
earl\ se•ennes. ••htle no lom2er re‘olution
at-•. •• ill continue to turn heads this sprintr_
,rrescrentI nuFslfle st• lc and humor
In a true fashion .1, co in. hutI.ilo sandals- and high %% edge platform. return to
the limelight. updated %kith %side straps and
hrightl patterned upper.
Again popular atop It( cc-inch v.00d or
cork NAttoms. the -plailorm ol the 'glis"
gets a nev% look \tub antiqued or gilded
treatments. handpainted design. and metal
I e or Melte
In'. I. mesh and patent
abound. refleeting a lieu interest in shine
and te•ture
Faking additional cues !him the tomes
and litties. Italian designers haw goo)this
seam ins platform collet tum..t st n ini sew.:
oi nostalgia. akkling a se'.'. Nlingha,A strap
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floral foci. along •• nil tropical And -Cat
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fish
If]
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plattorm makes a li•el% fashion
statement. Antl.
soilli till s sh:
trom the this. otI ss tcs md \%••xist.•k.
the platform ....tibial is{. learls a lasimoti
-stir\ i‘or'
Prints and

Miss Spring 1988, Shannon Christopher, takes time out
to catch up
on the latest news during her hectic spring shopping
tour of local
stores.

•

Jazz up your spring wardrobe
with exciting colors you've co
always loved
from...

ap

—••
,

vo..^..".1...arpowswirmarmwsliimftoe•
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You'll. discover
the casual and
comfortable fashions of
spring in many colors & styles
at
*
the shoe tree.

Here are us
tems
fro Bend Over's ever
popular line for women:
Bend Over Sport pants
in specially blended fine
line twill fabric of 65
percent dacron and 35
percent breathable
combed cotton in an array of eye appealing colors and wide choice of
sizes. Coordinating
short sleeve stripe shirt
is also from the Bend
Over Sport collection for
woman.

Stunning stripes of
white on black are a
striking addition to the
spring 16841 wardrobe
from Geoffrey Beene

•
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Bend Over carries torch
.
611CTRIIIIrirjj: •,

tirih came ai the same tune.
One ot
tasorilc por-l•sk car
brand.
Rend (her
combine. torces
\kith America's It
rile lad) in a patrii,hc
promotion ht ralw
for the reno);ition
and hi.toric Jul) 4th. 1986. uttedint ot
the-Statue ol- I ahert) mbolic spiriI ofgning
In the spirit of genero.n) uhich the
great American lad) .)mbohies. Rend
ther is donating 50 cent. tor e‘erN Rend
cher item sold hetueen Ma‘ 23 arid Nit\
26. NM. inclushe. uith the goal ol contributing SI511.0011 to the turid
In addition. %kith ei.en Bend (her pur-

F.,er”ine is a %%limoAnti became Bend her b.:lit-ies all
their customers are unmet.. c‘er)one en:
tering the sueep.takes uill re,:eue a refund
certificate tor White Rend (her purchase

Shannon Christopher is the essence of a
sunny spring day in her "Nam.) Johnson"
white cotton dress.

Ms. Spring. sh,inm
Christopher, is feeling clegAnt
Ill ow of our many gm\ n,

,it

Ithert) pin to comMemorate both the
10(Ith Ammer...at) lit the great lads and
then- ,Akri donation hi the hind
utll.onsumers he puh.hasing
their t.hoi tie .lothing and donating to a
lbk
ill also he el igible tor
sxvccp‘takeN:the grand- prwe tit tti.h is
a trip tin t uo it. the birthplace of the 'statue
of I I he M herselt
Paris'

For a warm weather look that cool and comfort
able, choose RPM's
coordinated pants and jacket. The pants are availabl
e in blue with a
white pinstripe, the jacket in a light blue to match.
Both feature a
blend of lightweight "Trevira" and cotton.

The Showcase
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Spring bursts forth with lots- of romantic, body-revealing fashions
Fashions lot spring '86 are decidedly usire tennnine and 'mire Kitty -resealing than ii
past seasons. Femininity is on the rise. and the woman of the '80s. unlike her sisters ot
-thr '70s. is thuntmg rt1. - Form-flattering shapes in iersey. silk and other fluid tabrics are replacing osersized
sweaters and baggy pants in heasy cottons and knits.
• %Oen are proud ot- theirbOdies and proud tit the lime and 01M- they •St.' pin into
getting their bodies into shape.
So. It's no wonder that designers base chosen this season to hare all. grk unn Nitinen
chancel(' show the frnit of their labor.
With the emphasis on light. fluid fab- dresses. cam pants. sleevelvyktirlents:k•rics, silk stands out as the fabric of the sea- and the midrift blouse. all remi iscent ot
son. It can be found in esery thing from the '50. and '60.. The sleeveless tunlenett
jackets and pants to skirts, culottes and tank dress will he seen in eserything trom
dresses. The body suit. a staple ut many fall body -hugging ribbed cotton to the more
wardrobes. is doing a repeat performance elegant silk prints_
In sportswear. bold stripes. small cheeks
this spring. But. instead of wool jersey, the
spring hod suit can he found in cotton jer- and floral prints are esery where. And, as
was the case in the past few seasons, accessey. silk and rayon.
Hemlines sary, hut are definitely more sories stand out. lots of floral cotton
inclined to sw ing towards the shorter scarves can he seen this spring. as well as
lengths. especiallY in the hod y -hugging lace scarves. socks. stockings and glows.
fabrics. Howeser. the return of romance in Pins are still wry popular and gemstone
dressing has influenced many designers to pins are bigger than eser. Lizard and
snakeskin belts, wonderful holdosers twin
keep some hemlines long
last season, are shown with white linen.
The return of romance is perhaps one of
Esening wear tor spring '86 is lull 01
the most refreshing aspects of the spring surprises.
Silk is wry big. hot there is a
collection. Pristine whites in stretch lace. host of
other things too, loose eapn pants.
cotton eyelet and silk will he seen esery - strapless
tops with matching tunics as well
A here this spring for both day and evening.
as linen Chanel-style jackets with long.
These romantic whites come out in narrow skirts. Some real standouts include
everything from strapless eyelet dresses to big. hold geometric prints, black or white
stretchy lace dresses with tulle. Wonderful crepe pants and tunics edged in black and
details such as rims of small buttons. cum- gold brocade, as well as shirred tops and
merbund waists. pleats. tucks and puffed dresses.
sleeves are es ident.
This season might also see the return of
Hair. too, takes a romantic turn with the the cocktail dress. but shorter than we are
return of the mane. Long hair is back and accustomed to seeing it. Just grazing the
the look is either '60s straight with hangs knee, these dresses, usually in silk. are
(the romance of the flower children) or narrow at the hip and belted at the waist for
long curls and waves. Just as the precision an even more body-defining look.
haircuts of the past few seasons were in
More than anything else, the spring
keeping with the precise, angular lines of fashions for 1986 are a celebration of
the clothes, this season's long hair is the women, reflecting a carefree attitude that
perfect accent for romantic clothing.
says "We're confident enough to wear
Equally big this season are peplum what makes us feel good.-

The Mademoiselle
Shop
Downtown Murray

`csiz77rJ StOrtyll
There was an old
woman who lived in a
shoe, and had so many
children, she didn't
know what to do!
"They're all going to
need clothes," she said,
"for school, dress and
play...bright looks and
fun things to get them
through the day!"

dos

Kate Lanier, Megan & Leigh Haverstock, Rebecca Miller, Emily Lanier and
Chris Faughn love to hear stories about their favorite place to shop

deaa'
Southside Manor, Murray
•

This is a maternity wear? Yes! Nowadays mothersto-be enjoy the same fashion trends as the regular
fashion world. Hot color, big splashy prints and
skinny pants. Here, Motif Collections offers fun-inthe-sun in this pedal pusher,`shirt combo. Pedal
pushers feature elastic drawstring waist and side
pockets. Both are 100 percent cotton.

-
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.30
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meow
4.48•
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Getting a jump on spring with
functional, stylish activewear
For active sports participants. spring is
the hest time of the year. With the warmer
weather, there are opportunities to add outdoor sports such as tennis, running and
softball to traditional indoor activities.
When they head for the court or take the
field. yotinp.- Sports-Minded people W-ant
activeWear that looks good and performs
well.
According to-a spokesperson for adidas.
today's activewear is both functional and
fashionable. Shirts, shorts and warm-ups
that perform well in the gym or on the
court easily cross over into good-looking
leisure wear.
adidus will intnxluce several new fabrications in its spring '86 activewear collection. The most innovative is Climalite
2000,
adidas tennis shins and shorts of China-

lite 2000 keep the wearer drier and more
comfOrtable. The innovative fabric absorbs
perspiration and draws it to the outside of
the garment where it evaporates.
Runners and tennis players will lind a
greater va/iety of colorful, printed garments with interesting geometric designs
from adidas.
- Warm-ups arc now accepted for leisure
wear, and adidoi is meeting this trend with
lighter -weight suits and traditional fleece
wann-ups in brighter colors.
Many weekend athletes still have
dreams of sports glory left over from their
school days. When playing trail, they want
to look authentic. adidto all-purpose football. baseball and basketball tops are for
recreational athletes who want to look big
league in the playground.

Bold geometric designs and colorful prints are what's new
this year
on both the track and court. Adidas offers sports-minded
people a
variety of innovative looks that easily cross over into
good-looking
sportswear.
All-purpose and lightweight, authentic looking football, baseball
and basketball tops by Adidas are both functional and fashionabl
e.
Perfect for warm weather sports, these shirts, shorts and warm-ups
add up to fashionable activewear that performs.

Mom, don't forget...
11111

Footprints is
your headquarters
for:
•Stride Rite
•Nike
•Zips
•Sperry
Top-Sider
•Right Step
•Little Capezio
•Grendha
[Je Sebago
Geo New Balance
[Ar Bass

Erica Trenholm and Emily Thomason show off
the latest styles

HOLLAN
D DRUGS
109
S. 4th St.
753-1462

Mgt

Southside Manor

"FOR LITTLE FEET"
Murray

ft
753-4383
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To make the fashion statement
for spring 1986, designers have
created gold jewelry in oversized geometries, abstract and architectural shapes. This
season's trend to the spare but
sensuous silhouette makes bold
gold jewelry the most important
accessory, adding the look of
polish and sophistication to
every outfit. Shown here: 14K
gold and black onyx earrings by
Isaac Manevitz, 14K gold graph
cuff by Izabel Lam and 18K gold
triangle necklance by Hans
Appenzeller.

Congratulations
Shannon

Congratulations
to Miss Spring
Shannon Christopher
•

Jason Carroll and Miss Spring agree
on Michelin for quality, for superb
handling and mileage.

"Tell 'em Jason sent ya!"

Nailing am Eau •ICO
Dixieland CA-nter

Court Square

CARROLL
Tire & Wheel Alignment
1105 Pogu•

Murray

753-1489
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Allison Thotogiaphy

W'eckiing,s

Harry Allison
specializes in
professional quality
photography to
capture the extra
special moments
in your life.
.41

304 N. 12th
753-8809
Portraits

(:hildrci)

34 Let Allison Photograph,1 Capture "This Very Moment" For You
•Wedding Photographs'
•Portraits
•Aerial and .Connnercial Work
•Family and Children
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•Copy Work
•Environment Portraits

•SPorts Pholl'grallhv
•Church and Civic Group Work
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Focus is on bright, soft good looks
l'he Brighis in Solt I3Ictis- ciii Lcd ii in
isid arr:I!.iii
limn \lax Factor is
spring'siiiist naiuralb glorious shades ot
coral. 111)SC. IRShid and pink.
lhcsc clear and alluring shades illuminate lip. and nail. %Nab brighi and reIte.lung .1.nue.._ime Mat lull cohariceih

sold palm-tied prints and exotic laboiaIIIMS I eatured on so mam of the latest
spring Inshions.
A rainbow of ey color is pros ided in
the Nix pan ee shadov4 collection 'Bright.
In Solt Focus: leaturing ‘macious.shade.
oLsky_ blue rich_pink: turquoise lioht rust

s titik

ikI S 101et

Delicate a isp. of Actbe Protection
blush in 'Freshwater Pink' and 'Blushing
Peach- should be brushed delicatek upon
the cheekbones lifr the perfect finishing
touches_

With a puff of a sleeve and a tuck of the waist,
Norma Kamali succeeds in bringing romance
back this season. Her long sleeved pristine white
silk dress with puffed sleeves, tucked waist and
tiered shawl collar is fabulously feminine.

Spring Finally Arrives...
heavy clothing make way for
a brighter, lighter wordrobe and the
same principle applies to make up.

layers of

receive beautiful advice or a complete
makeover, very personal and very free.

MERLE nORMAIT
The Place for the Custom Face*

Be Air Center

763492

The long and short of it is easy elegance,a look captured by Ralph Lauren in a short, cropped silk tweed
jacket (left) shown here in neutral tones, and a longer, double-breasted silk blazer shown in French
blue, the newest spring color.

ti
Bloom
This
Spring
The look you've always
wanted is as close as our
salon! Come in and let our
professional stylists give
you a new, updated image!

MURRAY
OLYMPIC PLAZA—Phone 753-0542
(Open Monday Thru Saturday)
MU MO OPIUM IT

TOM IL YVONNE KEY
!
!
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!

••

PADUCAH
2608 PARK AVE.—Phone 442-4386
(Open Monday Thru Saturday)

— _
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Beauty authority forecasts sizzlingIndkeup
colors to complement fashions for spring '86
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the beat moves on. This s'pring.
makeup takes the colorful new-wave message and expands it to mirror fashion's
modern_clean-lined approach as it never
has belOre. Makeup is more spontaneous.
more daring. in short. more exciting. notes
Glenn Roberts. Creative Beauty Director
al Elizabeth Arden.
Elizabeth Arden's new spring makeup
colors. Vibrations, are a sizzling mix of hot
and cool colors that includes energy charged blue. yellovv and magenta as well
as such cool sophisticates as orchid, peach
and pink.
These are colors for lips, cheeks, nails
and eyes that work with spring fashion's
goal of spotlighting the body via uncluttered shapes and extroverted color.
I inintali.t elTect
With a clean, unbroken body line as
tashion's goal. accessories are kept to a
minimum -- it is makeup that adds the polished, finishing touches. Sometimes
makeup colors harmonize with fashion's
colors: sometimes they contrast for dramatic effect.
A good makeup color choice for fashion's persimmon: Elizabeth Arden's Fiery
Vibrations Lipereme. a mellow shade of
persimmon. that harmonizes as a flattering
monochromatic look for that new persimmon jacket with broad-but-rounder shoulders.
Eyes, on the other hand, lend a subtle
contrasting note in shades of smoky gray.
warm brown and yellow — Elizabeth
Arden calls them Passionate Shadows.
Fashion's emphasis on the body. seen in
trim dresses that hug and cut in at the neck
and shoulders and most often stop short at
the knee, demands makeup that gives the
skin a glowing presence.

•••—

The latest from Albert Nipon, snazzy sunglasses
for gazing on the summer scene in style. The
frame shown here, "Intrigue," is available in
glossy black pearl.

Makeup takes a new-wave message this spring.
Subtk cokw
Another spring fashion direction that
Vibrations' soft tones enhance the skin
heralds a modern return to body-conscious
with subtle color: Pink Vibrations Lipclothing is the big-on-top, small-on-thecreme, Trembling Rose Powder Perfection
bottom silhouette seen in oversized jackets
for the cheeks. Vibrating Shadows of very
and shins worn over straight. short skirts
blue.,very rose and very mauve
or narrov. capri pants

Congratulations
Shannon!
quirs,mint,
Downtown

eiThcl ours

753-4087

..•

A pretty addition
to Key Auto Parts
is Shannon Christopher,
Miss Spring '86.

1-44;

Olympic Plaza
Across from MSU Stadium
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You'll be sitting pretty amidst
Pier l's array of unique
decorative accessories &
furniture for your home
this spring.

Imports

753-1951

Air Croat*,

Follow
Shannon
to
Headlines
for the
latest
in spring
hair
fashion!

41.•

P

1
A

Sun Capsule or Bed(v.ith new Wolff bulbs)
1 Session — $3
5 Sessions — $13
10 Sessions — $25
20 Sessions — $45 Plus Free Bottle
of Hawaiian Tropic INA lotion

#2 Dixieland Center
4

(502) 753-0882

Blue and white stripes and solids are combined in these
sophisticated separates from Bill Blass. The slacks are full, the cardigan loose and easy,and the accessories, pearls and blue and white
spectator pumps, complete the two-color motif for spring 1988.
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?Winning Combination

Miss Spring and Faye's
*0
'1.
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Trophies• Ball Uniforms
•Caps & Much More!
From sleek and sophisticated to fanciful and feminine, the look for spring 1986 emphasizes form flattering shapes in fluid fabrics. At left, a body-defining dress from Oscar de la Rents that falls just
about the knee is topped with a boxy, elongated jacket. Accessorized with an oversized belt and smart
leather gloves, the look, is one of simple grace. The matching skirt and blouse (right) from Mar),
McFadden drape gently for a flaterring fit. The blouse is sashed loosely at the hip, and the threequarter length sleeves are tied at the elbow.

Silkscreen • Heat Press • Transfers
Sewn-On-Lettering

gaye

Downtown
Next To Pagliais

753-7743

(N)
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0
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By Popular Demand!

We now have a FANTASTIC
24 item Salad Bar!
that's flattering to your figure
and tantalizing to your taste buds!

Furches Jevselry Ivelcomes
you to register your bridal
selections from its beautiful
array of china. crystal.
flatware and more.

FURCHESJEWELERS
Ifenther National Bridal .Nerl ire

804 Chestnut

753-6656

113 N. 1th

753-2835
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.,Gloves add a glamorous finishing to
When it comes to acCt.'1%orie. this
spring. glows Nun hands down. They add
lust the right finishing touches to am outfit. whether it's a cool daytime get-up or a
hot nighttime dress-up.
Here are some pre leNS from glow
manutacturer. Ans Isotoner. on the dinerent glose -looks" sou'll see this spring:

• )4+1111g & Fun: Lace glows in great
bright colors like pink, red. cobalt. yellow
and orange. Look for all lengths. from
shortie to mid-arm to over-the-elbow.
• Cary Suns: You'll see lots of short
white and black cotton glows, classic suits
and hats on the most fashionable this
spring. Special touches like embroidery

and pearls will also adorn these dainty.
classic gloves.
• Sppriy & Crum& From cotton-cmchet
to cotton-knit. look for every imaginable
color in solids or in nautical stripes like
red. white and blue. These gloves will be a
big hit as spring marches in!
• Bridal: Don't fiwi..et your lace gloves!
Nothing could make a bride or her brides-

Win a
Trip for Two to the
Bahamas Princess
Resort & Casino
•Roundtrip non-stop jet service on Braniff Nashville to Freeport, Grand
Bahama Island.
*Inflight food & beverage service.
*Luxurious accomodations at the Bahamas Princess Resort & Casino.
*Roundtrip airport transfers.
*Free admission on the lavish "Casino Royale" Revue.
*A $5 gaming bonus.
*Complimentary gaming classes.
*Free green fees for a round of golf.
*Private beach club *Welcome Rum Sizzle *$3 U.S. Departure tax
*Free chaise lounge at pool and beach club.
(Winner leaves June 20th and returns June 23rd, 1986)

*Just sign up for our tanning special before May 23rd and you're
eligible to win!

11 Visits $30
Wolff
Sun
Tanning
Center
()I,YM PIC PLAZA
MURRAY, KY.

Mon.-Fri
8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday
1-5 p.m.

4s8,1

40
.411

maids look more feminine than beautiful
lace gloves. White will be the most popular
with the pastels running close behind.
• Evening Elegance„'Long stretch
gloves — over the elbow — will be seen
with the return of the "little black dress"
and lots of bare-shoulder dresses. Look for
long gloves at proms. discos. dinner parties and, once again, even at the theatre or
a gallery opening ... and worn by women
of all ages.
And don't forget to store your winter
leather gloves so they'll be in good shape
for next year. The glove designer, Elayne
Wieder. at Aris Isotoner suggests stuffing
the fingers with tissue paper. tissues or
clean rags.
Next, wrap the gloves loosely in tissue
paper. (Never store gloves in plastic. as
leather needs to "breathe.") Pack them
away in a pillowcase or other air-permeable wrappings, then store flat — rolling or
folding will leave creases that will be hard
to take out next winter.

Italian designers announce the
triumphant comeback of the
platform sandal in this spring's
colorful salute to the style and
fashiohs of the sixties and early
seventies.

-10
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Ring in spring ... with a stylish class ring

"'This season's newest makeup reflects the latest
fashion trends of classic feminine styles
of
glamour, ease and elegance," according to actress
and model Jaclyn Smith.

Spring is here! Put away Ainter s weary
wardrobe and spring unto spring fashion.
Big_camp shins, int:F.1/3A sv_keater,and_.
shimmering satin skirts are all in lull
bloom. The sty•le is BIG and 1-o-o-s-e, so
you don't haw to be super slim and towering tall to look chic in these clothes.
And. yv tk)n't haw to he at the head of
your class to know the one accessory
ni..cessity: A class ring. According to AnCaned Class Rings. a leading school ring
manufacturer, a class ring will complement
any outfit sear 'round.
A class ring is the symbol ot achiesewent and school spirit and is the es•erlasting bond to a student's most memorable
years.
This American tradition started in 1835

For all your Special Occasions

_ ,
hut. since (hen. class ring styles haw
changed considerably. They range from the

BCCallse there are so many choices, high
school etass rings should he purchased at
___!.our--141---ie-wek,r,--w-h•-v-can--onef-fir-vii-e-.-girls and contemporan rings tor boss
sional so-s ice and ads ice throughout the
There are many options available. so
year.
each ring can he personalized. They inCollege class rings are :Addable in camclude full lint name, curriculum, club or
honors sculpted on the side of the ring. Or, pus bookstores, where trained personnel
can asSisi you at all tunics •
choose a school mascot or symbol beneath
To ensure that NOur class ring will last a
the stone, or lull name or initials inside the
lifetime. make sure IT einnes- w
ring.
lifetime warranty The most comprehen
Just as spring is a multitude of flowery
colors, gem choice is lust as wide. Choose %Ise. such as 11-Waned's. will include tree
resiiing. refinishing, stone replacement.
a birthstone, school color stone. lasorite
cleaning and changes in graduation yeat
color or even a diamond or too
Any gem shines bright mounted in yelS11. ring in your spring with a class ritl!
hiss gold. white gold or a lower-cost iewel
As the seasons change and the years roll
er's metal sonic companies oiler. such as hy. class ring will keep happy school
Siladium
memories aloe
and keep you in .61c

E
10
tea)
1
Fine Fashion For Less,
That's What Shannon Found
This Spring at
Factory Discount Shoes

Celebrating the
feminine form, this chiffon evening dress
features a romantic
floral motif and flowing
lines pulled tight at the
waist.

6091
/
2 S. 4th Murray 753-9514
Owner: Sharilyn Wisehurt
•

Come in and check out our complete line
of shoes including Connie, Fanfare, Lady
Cameo Pastels, Puff Stuffs and
Footsteps.

Factory
Discount Shoes

16th and Main
753-9419
Mon.-Thurs., Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m.

•
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fashion suspense
••••••••

Women realizing their attitudes about suitable attire and men looking for a bit more daring will find themselves spring-smart in suits
of technologically sophisticated polyester blends. These new fabrics
blend high performance with up-to-the-minute fashion dash. From
Arthur Chapnik, her slim tweed skirt holds its shape; the twill
jacket has just he right softness. His slightly oversized Glen plaid
suit from Ftober Stock look as crisp and fresh at five as it did at nine.

The jaunty look of suspenders is softened by Norma Kamall's
use of
rounded shouldrs and silky fabric in the French school-boy
style
white jump suit.

-

hSSie

Apparel without parallel.
Counselor, Patty Mahoney,
discusses the Diet Center Weight
Loss Program with Miss Spring

4p,

exclusively at.....
1

4

I

1

ill

SPORTING GOODS
1403 Ovestnut
_legurray. My

DIET
CENTER

1210 Johnson Blvd.
753-0020
7:0042:30, 2:30-3:30 M • F
10:On- Noon Sat.
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_Socks become_ number one accesory for spring
Sixties inspired psychedelia
new
wave classics ... standout screen prints:
All step into fashion's Iiirefront as socks
become the number one accessory for
spring.
_ •

Strobe and Yellow Jacket add instant
/a,/. while Shadtm Pink and Field Flower
make a more subtle, yet pnwocative. statement.
-----Textore-rnak-t-x-a-sti ting trintatrthts
spring. Nev. on the scene are whisper-thin
transparent anklets - perfect to pair with a
soft, chiffon skirt and gold lame flats.
These are contrasted by this season's hottest newcomer -- the updated cotton crew.
These socks. worn -slouched- at the ankle, can be Ilaumed over skin tight jeans. - and matched with a bright, big shirt.

_•_• -••-

Eye-catching array
Budingtonx Socks' spring selection for
women offers the fashion-conscious shopper an irresistible array of colors, patterns
and textures. Bold hrights stand side by.
side with romantic pastels to perfectly accessorize every look. Colors like Pink

Op art graphics
An emerging trend this season is pattern. Bold graphic designs, inspired by two
decades-M:0rArr.-are-hot -ticTang:T1K--Burlington Socks' collection is most innovative with multi-colored dots, astrological
objects and And Warhol-intluenced designs in %Whit' hot colors like Electronic
Blue. Orange Rip and Cherry Flip.
Attention-grabbing prints include multicolored floral designs and fruit and weetable motifs. These hothouse blooms worn

Playful prints

with petal soh shorts are sure to he a hit
Socks offer a stylish. alItudahle update
to List y earsoutfit. Burlington Socks are
available at tine department stores esers
!SUN.'-lincrraWgir in price trom
Sr, I 10

Shannon
Christopher
Miss Spring 136

14 KT
Solid Gold
Jewelers

4

•
' • 4. .
4
e• -'43
Tribal prints, checkerboard plaids and textured berbers
in vivid greens, blues, reds and oranges offer
an exotic and dramatic edge to the pants, both long and
short, shown in Will Smith's spring 1986 collec.
don for WffilWear.
•

-4

What A Pair:
i Miss Spring and the 1986 Mustang Convertible
•

•
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$995 &
Gold Charms
1990 &
Gold Bracelets
Diamond Earrings.. 14900 &
Gold Bead Earrings s600 &

Ask about our special financing on Rangers, Escorts,
EXPs, Tempos, Mustangs, Thunderbirds, F-150s, F-250s
and Bronco us.

Serpentine Chains N,25" & up
Herringbone Chains 4s coo
3
& up
We have men's & ladies' gold nugget
pendants, rings & bracelents.!
Your design or ours we do
ustom work Stir nngs. repair chains
and set shines

753-1293
• ..t...•=2

rr
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up
up
up

Wedding Bands
'2995 Aup

11115,111P7
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•
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Mother's Day!
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Playful and pretty

Demure yet daring, these elegant white dresses from
Bill Blass
feature fitted bodices and hemlines that fall just about
the knee. Exposed arms and shoulders, the belted waistline and
the classic
three-quarter length gloves combine for a look that's
decidedly
feminine.

MISS SPRING SAYS
NEED IT? RENT IT!

• N..

•

This charming print, unconstructed, jacket falls just below the
hip,
while the hemline of the skirt is barely above the knee. The bright
yellow jacket features a playful print in black and white that
coordinates with the white shirt and black and white skirt that it accompanies. From Betty Hanson & Co.

New fashion directions

I

We have movies & movie rental equipment. party goods for wedding & receptions, everything for the home.
•Floor Care Equipment
•Exercise Equipment
•Lawn & Garden Equipment
•Contractors Eq. ,
•Automotive Tools
We're Growing To
Get Your Business!

•

RENTALSALES
CENTER

Basic black and white takes off in new directions
in Norma
Karnali's spring 111.18 collection. Here the little black dress,
left, is
long, lean and bare in just the right place. White shirt
and trousers,
light, boast funky suspenders. In the background, a cascade
of ruffles on a white summer suit adds another dimensions.

3
.
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Classic sandals remain stylish wardrobe staples
Someone once said that fashion fades in
and out, but style is constant. Many
women today are looking for such staying
power in their clothes and accessories.
Styles for all seasons, such as Dr.
Scholl's ExerciseSandatshave achieved
classic status for many reasons.
Quality construction is a major factor
that puts Exercise Sandals in the classic
category. The sandals have a specially designed hardwood footbed that is contoured
to the curves of the foot. The instep strap is
of foam-padded leather with an adjustable
buckle for a comfortable fit.
Simple styling is another important factor. The sandals' uncluttered lines have
kept them in step with changing fashions
since their introduction in the late 1960s,
when "do your own thing" became the
fashion credo.
Despite the ups and downs of hemlines

in the ensuing years. the classic sandals
have been stylish wardrobe staples year after year.
Simplicity of design also gives the sandals versatility. They are perfect accessories for a variety of fashion-looks- this
spring — from folkloric styles with long
skirts, to contemporary styles with short.
slim skirts.
Comfort is also a significant element
that confers classic status on Exercise Sandals. The sandals have an easy-on, easy-off
casualness that makes them favorites of
many women. Actress Cybill Shepherd.
for instance, said she has been wearing Dr.
Scholl's Exercise Sandals for years because
they are the types of comfortable shoes she
prefers to constricting footwear.
Exercise Sandals do more than complement fashion and help relax feet. Foot fit-

Some helpful hints on
how to press for success
Most people know that their appearance
is a top priority. In such situations as job
interviews, for example. a well-groomed
look conveys self-confidence and style,
giving an extra edge to personal impact.
Indeed, appearance can sometimes be the
determining factor in a hiring decision.
The basics of good grooming include:
Vvell-cut hair, neatness, coordinated accessories and carefully pressed clothes. The
following tips help ensure the best possible
appearance for job interviews.
• Prepare clothing and accessories the
night before. This will help prevent a frantic last-minute search for a certain scarf or
tie. Rilish shoes, sew on missing or loose
buttons and press clothes properly.
Scorching a shirt or blouse before an interview would be a catastrophe. This can
be avoided with Black & Decker's Automatic Shut-ofr" iron. With beeps and
lights, the iron lets the user know when the

desired temperature has been reached.
• Understand the look of the position
you seek. While a suit should usually be
worn for executive positions. it's not always necessary or desirable in other fields.
• Remember to check details. For example. run-down heels can indicate a lack
of thoroughness.
• For women, accessories such as a
scarf or necklace can embellish a favorite
blouse and create the appropriate look. A
man should make sure his tie complements
his suit and coordinates with his pocket
handkerchief.
• A full-length mirror is essential to ensure that an outfit is well put-together from
head to toe. Hang one on the back of a
door or any convenient place to see the effect of the outfits you create.
Remember, these tips apply after you
are hired. too. Presenting yourself in the
best light is always to your advantage.

ness is an important part of the sandals.
The raised toe crest on the contoured
Imbed helps tone led and legs. As the
toes grip the crest to keep the sandals on
the feet. the gripping action flexes muscles
that- are not normally used in )4.alkin

Di. Scholl's Exercise Sandals lit the definition of a classic — something of enduring quality and interest. Look for the
distinctive Dr. Scholl's bras logo plate on
the heels to becertatiathey.air the genuine
article.

Base eyewear choice
on fashion, function
Influenced by designers and celebrities.
eyeglass frames and contact lenses — once
serving only functional needs — are fastbecoming a complement to the contemporary style-conscious person's total look.
"The latest trend is to have a 'vsardnibe•
of eyewear for different business and social
occasions." reports Cathy Kaye. fashion
eyewear buyer for Sterling Optical. which
operates 190 stores in 19 states and Washington, D.C.
"Women,in particular, are buying tinted
contact lenses to wear with different outfit%
for special occasions." Ms. Kaye says.
The influence of movies can be "critical" in determining the latest fashion
trends, she points Out.
"The movie Risky BliAineSS catapulted
the Wayfarer-style frames into national
prominence, and many people still conic in
asking for the 'Annie Hall' granny.
glasses."
When choosing from the wide selection
available, you should be sure that your
frame is appropriate to the shape of your
face, and even your hair color, according
to Ms. Kaye.
"The most flattering frame is one directly opposite the shape of your face." she
says. "Square or rectangular frames can
make a round face appear longer, and
round or aviator shapes provide an appealing contrast to a long face."
Your frames can also improve other facial characteristics. For example, a long
nose will appear shorter with a low bridge.
and eyes set close together will seem farther apart with a clear bridge.
In matching frames to hair color, Ms

Kave says the general rule of thumb is. the
lighter the hair, the lighter the frames.
Tinted eyeglass lenses have become
popular. but these lenses, often purchased
for cosmetic reasons, should not be confused with sun-protective lenses.
Ms. Kaye says that eyeglass frame im-

Schoolboy-style eyeglass frames
are becoming Increasingly
popular among young professionals, according to fashion
eyewear buyers.
port. trom hal) and France are especial')
popular -Man) customers are looking for
uniquenev,, distmcmeness, in frames

Miss Spring models Let
new line of Activewear
Also new at Leta's
*Facials
*Make-up Consultation

• Pandora fashion
W, pants and
I knit summer
0/
sweaters.
10 0

Off 4,‘

A

Sue's Discount Jeans

(I-

Hwy. 121 N. at Stella
753-2493
Hours: Thurs.-Sat 9 to 5
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Call For An
Appointment

•

1600 Dodson
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Comfortable, durable baby-wear basics make sense
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.hildren tit thesc
upwardly mobile parents 'use not es
pressed a partwular prciereiise 01 01:11 ittLet
inthese pricey 1ashion statements
I he glamorous goods appeal io g low n -up
sensibilities about lashion status and
aestheti. .ahie
What di, labels add?
Do the labels lean, pros ide an added
benefit io bah. ' Nuris. dol.' tare es
pert, new mothers
think not
A nunthei 'id lu11 ina! halls wear 111,1111.1
t,iturcos ale NCII,
LII‘i to the demands o1

Good fabric one of the most
important elements for style
I? Ntql.ft: i V4.0111:111 as ho hole. clothes
ith a passion. and posesses as hat you
know to he good taste. then you could be a
woman constantly Imstrated by the lack of
hinds needed to put thiise great ideas into
practice
Good fabric is one(lithe !mist imponant
elements of good dressing. When trying to
assemble a wardrobe, you•Il fare better if
yini choose a leas good pieces nude iii fabrics such as silk, linen. cashmere, fine
wool or cotton. A good wool skin, a cashmere sweater and a silk blouse can form
the basis of a sery classic. elegant winter
wardnibe
11 you pair these pieces with a few good
acsessortes. you'll find you've paid less.
it achiesed a' More elegant. I Tamt look
is

for substantially less than it amii had tried
to piece a wardrobe together helter-skelter.
Fsen if you can ;Ilford to buy only one
air two good pieces of clothing each season. you can do wonders with accessories.
A string of good take pearls (there are so
many that look like the real thing!). a
snakeskin belt (close to alligator hut less
than halt the price) and a pretty silk scarf
will add sty le and panache to what otherwise could be a wry consenatise look.
Good leather shoes and gloves are also
essential fOr a put-together look and can he
found at freasonahle price.
Feeling good about the way you look is
the best reason for dressing like the rich
and famous. and the great thing is that it's
easier and dicarcr than you'd ever beliese!

mothers who maintain a no-nonsense attitude toward selecting baby necessities.
hems commonly included in the layette
such as wardrobe, bedding and nursery
nems hass! tai meet time-tested standards of
quality and salue
'hislay's mothers continue ttl select baby
c.c.
:at pc.
. .duos-with an eye toward.gur
ments that are manufactured as ith natural
fibers, and which pros ale ,:omion and durability at a ...lithium-sense price,
"In"Rah Prikkhis- a leading "Ian"
ta...turer itt hall wear and did)diapers for
more than _35 years. otters products which
appeal to the young parent more concerned
with clothing baby in conaonable. durable
garments than with making a fashion statement.
Ed Hinds. s ice president and general
manager of Curity Baby Products, has
watched the evolution of baby wear since
the early 14.50s.
"When it comes to baby necessities. the
oserwhelming number of new mothers still
want answers to the same basic questions
that their mothers asked." said Hinds.
Hinds points to the advice iii many pediatricians regarding diapers While disposable diapers are consenient. many doctors
counsel against the exclusive use of the disposables. Cloth diapers help prevent or relieve the discondOrt of diaper rash.
Cloth diapers are now available with
Velcro'' fasteners and an exclusive stay-dr,
leature to oiler mother convenience as well
as value. Diapering households can save up
iii 99IX) with exclusive use of cloth diapers.
When selecting underwear. Hinds suggests that mothers select a cotton -based

bd
garz)ent which pnw ides conaort and flesiNon-irritating fiat seams and espandable necklines help to strengthen each gal
theft
- for long wear." said Hinds "A
garment with the wrong seam can he the
equisalent of putting a nipe around_ a habv's sensitive skin A finished Nat seam
is illprint& masainum comlon."
Undershirts and one-piece underwear
are available in a number 01 atiraime color, and prints featuring carpenters. cars.
lollipop, and strawberries to mention a
few
Sleepers are asailable in one and iss0piece garment,. Hinds suggests that partr'snitisird‘.1(:in't(sfs,ab
s ttk.kiikstualli,‘
e srlkeev.
nehrit.
:
shinha::
,
ad : ,nos
and some room for growing Sleepers leaLure popular characters such as Kirby
Koala'". Rainbow Brue'". and Teddy
Reddy Bear -Fashion, comfort and Yalue meet in coordinated bedding. Coordinated sheets,
crib bumpers and other bedding items
come with Care Bears'" and Kirby Koald".
two popular coordinated designs.
Intant socks, the newest in Curity's line
of hubs: wear, and receiving blankets represent other baby necessities which should he
selected with an eye to fabric and construe-

tioni

Hinds suggests. "Choose garments that
oiler day-to-day comfon for your baby. A
designer garment for a special occasion
may help to celebrate the day. but tor the
rough and tumble days of learning to crawl
and walk and play. suck to the basics. Saw
the glamour !Or a little later.-

Spring Time is
Lawn & Garden Time

Movie World deals
are so-o-o-o
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YOU CAN'T RESIST!
All microwaves at cost
+$1.00 for 1 week only!

All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

Slon.•Sat.
10-9
Central
Shopping (enter

Choose from our complete line
•Roper
•Echo
•John Deere
•Stihl
•Snapper
•Lown Boy

HOME TV & APPLIANCE
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Pastels, brights, work to create fashion magic
Spring '86 will be a dynamic fashion
season, with the emphasis on new interpretations of traditional favorites — classics
with a twist.
Shorter skirts will reveal lots of leg:
form-fitting fabrics will subtly flatter the
figure. Longer. slightly boxy
provide balance, a necessary counterpoint
to cropped. narrow skirt silhouettes.
And color will be all-important, as the
season's favorite pastels, sparked by
brights, take on new excitement, added importance. The look will be sophisticated.
slightly provocative and absolutely sensational.
Spring makeup colors
Makeup colors for spring have been de-

Color is word
in dress shoes
Color is the word in women's dress shoe
fashions for spring '86. The new footwear
complements the colorful mixture of the
season's exciting apparel.
Brights and pastels are being shown with
equal enthusiasm. Pale yellow, pink and
blue provide a delicate softness while electric blue. fuchsia and mustard yellow burg
forth with new energy.
Black patent looks crisp, especially
paired with another color, like mustard or
blue. And go-with-everything white remains forever popular. Also on the scene is
metallic, in gold. silver and bronze, shown
mostly as trim.
Nearly as important as color is fabric.
According to buyer Jim Bridges of Kinney
Shoes, texture is playing a major role this
spring. "This will be one of the biggest
fabric seasons in years." he says.
Pumps. either plain or with cutouts.
pleats and drapes. are "still the big thing."
according to Mr. Bridges, but sandals are
beginning to make an appearance again on
the dress scene.
Heel heights range from flat to super
high. all working well with the new clothing. Different heel heights add spice to a
wardrobe while also providing comfort,
since strain on leg muscles is lessened.

signed to complement this fresh, appealing
look with palettes that feature crisp bright%
and understated neutrals, all working together. according to Connie Wald. Avon
group product manager/makeup.
For example. "Windblossoms." Avon's
-newest-addition to itsTtiltraiWear ifolIeetion. offers a cascade of color with hues
like tender blossoms to flatter lips, nails
and eyes.
Whether you're light or dark-skinned.
the "Windblossoms" color palette will enhance your complexion. Wald explains. by

giving you the color selections you need to •
create a fashion look that's coordinated.
completely up-to-the-minute and strikingly
beautiful.
Eye colors in shades like Silver Slipper.
Tiger Lily. Willowleal and Momilig_Glory
an radiant-and- romantic. yet Thisted. -and
perfect for lighter skin tones.
More vibrant shades, suitable for darker
complexions. include Peacock Blue. Fire
Plum, Like Blue and Oriental Gold.
Lip colors range from pastels like Primrose. Mimosa. Sun Poppy and Golden

I ACC, vs hose subtle colorations
conceal
hidden tires, to deeper. more intense colors
such as Golden Brick. Majestic Magenta
and Mulberry Mauve.
And "Windblossoms" nail enamels, in
lhildel ILI ruirch ”r-complement-the
hr cot. ors_ adairkl perfixt
butiv*Classic yet contemporary.. the theme is
this: Pastels and brights working in harmony to create makeup magic tor spring.
as only Avon can. II yin.' would like to
reach an Avon Representative, or become
one. siuuipi ciii mill tree 1-800-1458Agg).

New, protective sunglass lens put an
end, at last, to 'ring around the eyes'
One of the things we like most about being outdoors in the sun is the resulting
"healthy glow- we call a (an.
However, in recent years we've all become aware of the harmful effects of the
sun's rays. and have learned how to protect
ourselves with sunscreen for the skin and
UV-protective sunglasses for the eyes.
And, uniil now, the compromise for eye
protection has been those raccoon-like
white circles around the eyes.
But not anymore. The hottest news in
sunglasses this spring is the new UV-A
Tanning Lens by Carrera. a division of
Optyl. the world's largest eyewear manufacturer.
Technologically advanced lens
This technologically advanced lens alhaws harmless ultraviolet-A rays to filter
through for all-over facial tanning while
still blocking 100 percent of the dangerous
UV-B rays. 100 percent of the infrared rays
and 75 percent of visible light.
If you're confused about all this talk of

UV-A. UV-B and intrared. you're not
alone. Basically, the spectrum of solar radiation is divided into "hands," or types of
light, based on the length of the individual
light waves. There are three general types
of sunlight that affect your eyes: Infrared.
ultraviolet and visible light.
What6infrared?
Infrared, on the highest end of the spectrum (longer wavelength), is the heat radiation part of sunlight. This heat band, which
gives us a warm feeling while standing in
the sun, causes no harm to the eye under
normal conditions. Research shows that
infrared raliation only raises the eye's
temperature a maximum of one degree
Celsius.
Ultraviolet radiation is on the opposite
end of the spectrum and is divided into ultraviolet hands A. B and C. UV-A rays
pass through the cornea and are absorbed
by the lens of the eye.
While the skin is sensitive to these UV-A

"tanning" rays. it is the longer-waYelength
UV-B rays that arc harmful to the eyes
UV-B radiation can burn external pans ot
the eye. such as the cornea. contunctiva
and lids.
Repeated exposure to high doses of
UV-B can cause conjunctiy Ms (inflammation of the eye's mucous membrane). snow
blindness and. eventually, cataracts_ UV-C
radiation does not reach us. as it is filtered
out by the earth's oione layer.

410111

Effects of visihie light
And finally. visible, or visual. light (in
the middle of the spectrum) is the hand ol
light from the sun which the eye can see.
Overexposure to y isible light can cause
inimediate (yet usually temporary, disownfort such as eye strain, tiredness and
headaches.
Carrera's UV-A lenses come in grey or
violet and are made of virtually unbreakable carbonate material. They are available
in two of Carrera'. ;no:nor-styled frames.
retailing for approximately S50.
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11rhat all the shouting about

r AT THE BIG JOHN STORE?
eIT'S BIG JOHN'S FINE QUALITY
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
•IT's BIG JOHN'S BIG QUALITY MEAT MARKEp
•IT'S BIG JOHN'S BAKERY AND DELI-THE BEST!
•IT'S BIG JOHN'S RED HOT WEEK LONG SPECIALS!

PLUS

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
ONE JUMBO ROLL QUALITY SOFTEX

PAPER TOWELS
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
ONE JUMBO ROLL

»Cr

FREE
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

•

-

PAPER
TOWELS
FREE
WITH THIS COUPON
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
UMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY
COUPON Gr
:I THROUGH SUNDAY
Alif

•

—4

FOR THE BEST MEAT MARKET IN TOWN SHOP

jJ

EMGES

BIG JOHN
FRESH MADE DAILY

SMOKED
PICNICS

GROUND
BEEF

LB.

BIG JOHN'S GROUND BEEF IS FRESH
GROUND SEVERAL TIMES DAILY AND
LABELED WHEN IT'S GROUND, IT'S
GUARANTEED FRESH!

BIG JOHN ANY FLAVOR

ICE CREAM

9

CK
PAMP
meciii
ERSS
l OR
$799
LUVS
WRY PAY FROM'1"TO'2" MORE ELSEWHERE

44

Alora

411.11111111111
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THE MEAT
PEOPLE

FRESH
ONE FOURTH
PORK LOIN
SLICED INTO

PORK
CHOPF::;

119

-v

TURN THIS PAGE
FOR MANY MANY
MORE MONEY
SAVINGS PRICES
ON QUALITY MEAT
PLUS A

LB.
•

HALF
PRICE SALE

N.
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SAVE
MORE
WITH
"FOOD FOR LESS"
CERTIFICATES
SOFTEX

KRAFTS

BATH TISSUE

BAR-13-Q
SAUCE

*

180Z.
JAR

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

•s).

390

4 ROLLS

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

FOLGERS
SPECIAL ROAST

GIANT 42 OZ. SIZE

COFFEE$

TIDE

130Z.
CAN

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

PARADE MOIST

CAKE MIX
18.5 OZ.
BOX

WITH ONE FILM "FOOD FOR LESS" COMFICATE

SCOT BRAND PAPER

3
WITH ONE FLIED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

RICHTEX

SHORTENING
420Z.
CANS

WITH ONE FLIED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

DE A MEDIUM

TOWELS

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" COMFICATE
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a

GREEN GIANT
GREEN BEANS OR
SWEET

-

PRAIRIE FARMS

CORN

HALF
PRICE
tut 28'
BIC

MEI= -CHOCOLATE CHIP

YOGURT

HALF
PRICE
::. 28'

•

•

COOKIES

HALF
PRICE
89c
160L

HYDE PARK
=TS:LIM WHITE OR WHEAT

LIGHTER

ASPIRIN

HALF
PRICE
EA. 49c,

HALF
PRICE

PILLSBURY
BROWN

LE $14
:
B CT'
5
HYDE PARK

MIX

APEUAECID

HALF
PRICE

HALF
PRICE
89c

C
5/11 OZ.
PKG.

ITZ.

BREAD

TOP

HALF
PRICE
54c
LOAF

BIC
DISPOSABLE

RAZORS

HALF
PRICE
5.54c
a

BREW RITE

COFFEE
FILTERS

BUGLES
LILY TULIP FOAM

CUPS

HALF
HALF
PRICE PRICE
28' ::;tioz.74c

100 CT.

CORN
SNACKS

HALF
PRICE
L: 72'

•
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ALI
MEATS

OUR In
QUAL!
WILSONS CORN IUNG WHOLE

Li.$1 49

BONELESS HAM

L

WILSON 95% LEAN

CENTER HAM

LB.$299

WILSONS CORN KING LUNCH MEATS

a,

VARIETY MEATS 1c2(sz-ElLO 149

COUNTRY STYLE LEAN

GOURMET RIBS

GROUND
FRESH
DAILY

MI

WILS

SL
coop
SA

WILS

$
LB. 189

LEAN(4 LB.S OR MORE)

GROUND CHUCK
SUPER TRIM BREAKFAST

GROUND BEEF

CHOPS

PATTY
MIX

BIG JOHN SUPER TRIM CENTER

RIB CHOPS

Li. $199

tit $189

BicA
JIMM DEANS
S NO. 1
AM

$'29
3

SAUSA

SUPER TRIM BONELESS

PORK LOIN
FRESH(SORRY NOT YET IN ALL STORES)

BLUEFISH FILLET

gap

Lo.41 7

FRESH(NOT YET IN ALL STORES)
(3 LBS.OR MORE)

FR'

LB.4

ROLL

•

•

At

111.1111111.111111A

A

FRESH
L BUILT
BUSINESS
1

,N'S

MIXED CUT PARTS FRYING CHICKEN
HOLLY FARM BRAND

ry mEATS
WILSONS CORN KINGS

SLICED BACONnoz.caLo$1o
CORN KING P&P LOAF,BOLOGNA OR

SALAMI

89°
79°

12 OL PACK.

WILSONS CORN KING

WIENERS

12 OL CELLO

BIG JOHNS WAFER

HAM

$299

TYSONS CHUNKS,FILM OR

e•%e

CHICKEN PATTIES

GRADE

"
pit. PZ

TURKEYS

HORMEL WRANGLER OR

FRANK-N-STUFF
DEANS
S NO 1

,USAGE

LB.$199
e

SUPER TRIM WHOLE OR SUCED

PORK LOIN ROAST LB.
NOUS FARM ROASTING

CHICKEN
SWIM HEN BUTTERIALL

TURKEYS

'
L.89
990

COUNTRY STYLE MARKET PACK SUCED

F.

BACON

•.1,,,,, ..y.
,
Ar..."11K.,...
,4n0...
,...WT,HOSK4OPAPOID10.1.46{...

49

LB.

$129

TRY A TURKEY 10 LBS.
BAR4-4
AND
THEY ARE
UP
LB.
GREAT!

•t.••••••

;•••••••••00•00~11167011•00
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Wil

OP,

411111

DAIRY
DEPARTMENT

.JOHN
UTE FLUFF

TEXAS STYLE
BISCUITS

HALFPRICE

290

120Z.
CAN

PARADE SOFT
•

OLEO

1112=11
,
a&ilibines 5gtdr1_s. Arc t
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PRAIRIE FARMS % PT.
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•
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1111.11

69°

WHIPPING CREAM
KRAFTS PHILADELPHIA

CREAM CHEESE

8 OZ.PKGS.89

FLORIDA

CITRUS PUNCH
GENERIC

64 OZ.

GENERIC

SPAGHETTI STEAK
SAUCE
SAUCE
QT

99c

1007..$4 19
BTL
,L

$

GENERIC

GENERIC

TEA
BAGS

POTATO
FLAKES

100 99c
CT.

ERIC

CLASSIC,SILKA,OR BRAVA INSTANT NESCAFE

DRESSING 8OZ.BTL

COFFEE

FRMS
TOSTITOS
OZ. BAG

4 OZ. JAR

SONG CHOW
ULY
PAPER PLATES

PARADEGRE N
MUSHROOMS
tsH BAGS

GENERIC

BLACK EYE PEANUT
PEAS
BUTTER

99c

6.5 OZ.49C

WISHBONE ITAUAN OR FRENCH

TOSMOS

LB.B$129
2.

SPREADIC AaPlA

19

18 OL
JAR

PARADE INSTANT

$r RICE

14 OL BOX$119

$939
5 LII. BAG

KRAFTS

99°

DELUXE
MAC

100 CT

GIANT SUCED

CHEESE

4.5 OZ.BOX99
'
30 GAL SIZE

10 CT.80X89C

DINNER

14 OL$119
SOX

11,

_

"
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Fruj1

FRO
ZEN
N FOODS
FARMERS
FROZEN

TONY'S
SUPREME
17.5 OZ.
SIZE

ELECT

FRENCH
FRIES

SAUSAGE/PEPPERONI &
SAUSAGE/MUSHROOM

PIZZAS $199
EA.
LYNDEN FARM

2

FRENCH FRIES

79c
29
'
$249

LB. BAG

FROZEN OZARK VALLEY

MEAT PIES

8 OZ. EA.

SEA PAK

SHRIMP -N- BATTER

13% OZ. BOX

WE GOOFED - WE OVER BOUGHT ON THESE ITEM S -WE NEED TO CUT INVENTORY

CLOSE

WHILE
SUPPLY
LASTS
NESTLE OR HERSHEY

HORMEL WITH BEANS

OUTS
raTIERIC

CHOCOLATE
CHIPS

COFFEE

FIG BARS

1 LB.
BAG

12 OZ.
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
'
2

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

STOVE TOP

DINTY MOORE

PIPPIN

STUFFING

BEEF STEW

PECAN

1 1
60Z.

I

WHILE
SUPPLY
LASTS
irommommunimmo
ZION BLUEBERRY OR

79'

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

HALVES
240Z.
CAN

1391

$

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

I

HALF
PRICE
120Z.

WHII F SUPPLY LASTS

RONCO DINNER

99c

WWII F SUPPLY LASTS

MAC & CHEESE
10c
71/4 OZ.
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

_

40.

4
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•
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GARDEN FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
US NO.1 FRESH SWEET
YELLOW

CORN
EARS
IN
THE
HUSK

FRESH

far/
EPPE S:

CAUFORNIA

GREEN ONIONS

3 99'
FOR

WASHINGTON STATE
WINESAP

31
:41n,

1111111111111r.i.E
:1&,'

EXTRA
FANCY 88'S

APPLES

69°

CAUFORNIA GREEN
PASCAL
LARGE
STALK

CELERY
UTTLE HUG(ANY FLAVOR)

69'
99 RADISHES
TEM-COLE RED

FRUIT DRINK8OZ-b FOR

Onc

137

REMEMBER TO HAVE YOUR,"WHEEL OF FORTUNE" CARD PUNCHED AT YOUR BIG
JOHN STORE 'THIS WEEK. YOU COULD BE THE NEXT "BIG MONEY" WINNER.
THE BIG MONEY IS NEVER WORTH LESS THAN

*500"FREECASH
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BIG JOHN HAS ALL THE NATIONAL BRANDS PLUS A
BIG GENERIC FOODS DEPARTMENT.

LOOK AT THESE LOW, LOW
PRICES ON GENERIC FOODS AT BIG JOHNS
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RIG JOHN HAS THE FINEST FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
BECAUSE WE PICK UP OUR FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ON
OUR OWN TRUCKS RIGHT IN THE GROWING FIELDS IN CALIFORNIA
AND TEXAS AND TRUCK IT STRAIGHT TO ALL BIG JOHN STORES.
FRESH SOLID CALIFORNIA

HEAD
LETTUCE

BIG FANCY
FRESH SWEET

•

EARS
IN THE
SHUCK

•THE BEST

•FOR LESS

